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Abstract

The ever increasing demand of advanced engineered products also pushes the strengths of
the materials used to their theoretical limits. It becomes crucially important to understand
the behavior of such materials during failure for an efficient and safe design of the product.
This thesis aims at the physical-based numerical modeling of complex failure phenomena
in engineering materials, categorized into hard matter and soft matter. In Part I of
this thesis, a modification of the well established strong discontinuity approach to model
failure phenomena in hard matter by extending it to multiple levels is proposed. This is
achieved by the resolution of the overall problem into a main boundary value problem
and identified sub-domains based on the concepts of domain decomposition. Those sub-
domains are subsequently adaptively discretized during run-time and comprise the so-
called sub-boundary value problem to be solved simultaneously with the main boundary
value problem. To model failure, only the sub-elements of those sub-boundary value
problems are treated by the strong discontinuity approach which, depending on their
state of stress, may develop cracks and shear bands. A single finite element of the main
boundary value problem can therefore simulate the propagation of multiple propagating
strong discontinuities specially arising for simulations of crack branching. The solutions
of the different sub-boundary value problems are transferred to the main boundary value
problem based on concepts of domain decomposition. The applied boundary conditions
are also modified to account for the possible multiple jumps in the displacement fields. It is
shown through the simulation of solids undergoing dynamic fracture that the modification
allows to predict the onset of crack branching without the need for any artificial crack
branching criterion. A close agreement with experiments of the simulation results in terms
of micro- and macro branching in addition to studying certain key parameters like critical
velocity, dynamic stress intensity factor, and the strain energy release rate at branching
is found.

In Part II of this thesis, failure phenomena in soft matter is modeled for which an ad-
vanced homogenization approach to model the highly anisotropic and non-linear stiffening
response at finite strains is developed first. The constituent one-dimensional elements
are modeled as linear elastic, by experimental justification, which are modified in the
lower strain regime to account for the inherent fiber undulations and the associated fiber
unfolding phenomena. Reorientation of these fibers is identified as one primary mecha-
nism for the overall macroscopic stiffening which is achieved by a new bijective mapping
asymptotically aligning these fibers with the maximum loading direction in the referential
orientation space. A rate-independent evolution law for this map is sought by a physically
motivated assumption to maintain the overall elastic framework of the proposed formu-
lation. A closed form solution to the new evolution law is also presented which allows
faster computation of updating orientations without resorting to numerical integration or
storing history variables. The unit vectors upon reorientation in the referential orientation
space are then mapped to the spatial orientation space by the macro deformation gradient
to compute the macroscopic Kirchhoff stress and the associated spatial elasticity modu-
lus. A direct comparison of the numerical results with the experimental results from the
literature is made which demonstrates the predictive capabilities of the proposed formu-
lation. Finally, the finite deformation extended strong discontinuity approach is utilized
to simulate boundary value problems of failure in nonwoven felts. The simulation results
of failure show a satisfactory agreement with the experimental data from literature.





Zusammenfassung

Die ständing steigende Nachfrage nach hochentwickelten technischen Produkten treibt
die Zuverlässigkeit der verwendeten Materialien an ihre Grenzen. Um ein effizientes
und sicheres Design von Produkten zu gewährleisten ist es daher von entscheidender
Bedeutung, das Verhalten von Materie im Versagensfall zu verstehen. Die vorliegende
Arbeit behandelt die physikalisch-basierte numerische Modellierung von komplexen Ver-
sagensszenarien von Ingenieurswerkstoffen. Diese lassen sich grob in harte und weiche Ma-
terie kategorisieren. Im ersten Teil der Arbeit wird eine Modifikation der wohlbegründeten
Methode der starken Disknotinuitäten vorgenommen, die die Modellierung des Versagens
von harten Materie auf meheren Ebenen erlaubt. Die Methode beruht auf einem Gebi-
etzerlegungsansatz, der das zu lösende Problem aufteilt in ein übergeordnetes (Haupt-
)Randwertproblem (RWP) sowie weitere identifizierte Sub-Gebiete. Diese Sub-Gebiete
werden während der Laufzeit adaptiv diskretisiert und stellen somit ein Sub-Randwertpro-
blem dar, das simultan mit dem übergeordneten RWP gelöst wird. Für die Simula-
tion des Versagensverhaltens werden ausschließlich die Sub-Probleme herangezogen, die
abhängig vom Spannungszustand Risse und Scherbänder ausbilden können. Ein einziges
finites Element des übergeordneten RWPs kann somit den Fortschritt mehrerer starker
Diskontinuitäten abbilden, was insbesondere bei der Simulation von Rissverzeigungen
eine wichtige Rolle spielt. Basierend auf dem Konzept der Gebietszerlegung werden die
Lösungen der verschiedenen Sub-RWPs an das übergeordnete RWP transferiert. Die
aufgebrachten Randbedingungen werden ebenfalls modifiziert um möglichen Sprüngen
des Verschiebungsfeldes Rechnung zu tragen. Es werden Simulationen von Materialien
mit dynamischem Versagen präsentiert, die auzeigen, dass diese Modifikation dazu in der
Lage ist, Rissverzweigungen ohne die zusätzliche Auswertung eines Rissverzweigungskri-
teriums abzubilden. Eine starke Übereinstimmung mit experimentellen Daten im Hinblick
auf mikroskopische und makroskopische Rissverzweigungseffekte kann beobachtet werden.
Gleiches gilt für wichtige Schlüsselparameter wie etwa die kritische Geschwindigkeit, den
dynamischen Spannungsintensitätsfaktor sowie die Energiefreisetzungsrate.

Im zweiten Teil der Arbeit wird die Modellierung von Versagensszenarien in weichen
Materie behandelt. Dieser basiert auf einem Homogenisierungsansatz, der die ausgeprägt
anisotrope und nichtlinear versteifende Materialantwort bei finiten Deformationen berücks-
ichtigt. Motiviert durch experimentelle Beobachtungen werden eingebettete eindimen-
sionale Elemente als linear elastisches Medium modelliert. Für den Anfangsbereich der
Lastaufbringung wird eine Modifikation vorgenommen, die der inhärenten Wellenform der
Fasern und den dazu assoziierten Entfaltungsvorgängen Rechnung trägt. Es wird gezeigt,
dass die Reorientierung der Fasern einen wesentlichen Mechanismus der effektiven Verstei-
fung des Materials darstellt. Die Integration ebenjenes Mechanismus in das Modell erfolgt
in Form einer neuen bijektiven Abbildungsvorschrift, die die Fasern im referentiellen Ori-
entierungsraum asymptotisch in Belastungsrichtung ausrichtet. Es wird eine physikalisch
motivierte ratenunabhängige Evolutionsgleichung dieser Abbildungsvorschrift angestrebt,
die die zugrundeliegende elastische Struktur der Formulierung erhält. In diesem Zusam-
menhang wird eine geschlossene Lösung einer neuen Evolutionsgleichung bereitgestellt, die
eine schnelle Aufdatierung der Orientierungen ohne Zuhilfenahme von numerischen Inte-
grationsalgorithmen bzw. ohne Vorhalten von geschichtsabhängigen Variablen ermöglicht.
Die referentiellen Einheitsvektoren der Orientierungen werden mittels des Deformations-
gradienten auf die aktuelle Konfiguration abgebildet und dienen sodann der Berechnung



der makroskopischen Kirchhoff-Spannungen sowie dem dazu assoziierten räumlichen Elas-
tizitätsmodul. Der Vergleich mit experimentellen Daten aus der Literatur unterstreicht
die prädiktiven Fähigkeiten der vorgeschlagenen Formulierung. Schließlich wird die hier
auf den Bereich finiter Deformationen ausgeweitete Methode der starken Diskontinuitäten
auf die Simulation des Versagens von Filz angewandt. Auch hier zeigen die Simuation-
sergebnisse eine zufriedenstellende Übereinstimmung mit Daten aus der Literatur.
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1

1. Introduction

Anything that possesses mass and occupies space is called matter. A physicist’s take
on matter is generally restricted to atomic or sub-atomic particles which are invisible
to naked eyes and exhibit wave-particle duality. An engineer’s view point on matter
is mostly concerned with materials that can be seen and felt and eventually utilized to
develop new technologies. It is the latter that is the main focus of this thesis where
advanced computational techniques are developed to understand the failure behavior of
such matter under extreme loadings at macroscopic length and time scales.

Since the advent of industrial revolution during the mid-19th century, the engineered prod-
ucts have occupied every corner of the society and have filled our lives with numerous
technological conveniences. The materials in these products and technologies are based
on well-studied physical laws so that their performance and life cycle can be accurately
predicted. However, the most challenging aspect for any engineer, mathematician, physi-
cist or material scientist is to predict the mechanical response of these materials during
the onset of various inelastic phenomena, primarily failure. In the context of this thesis,
those materials are broadly categorized as hard matter and soft matter. The crystalline
solids having a regular lattice structure e.g. metals, ceramics or amorphous solids having
an irregular atomic structure e.g. glass are classified as hard matter. On the other hand,
all the biological materials and those made from organic molecules like polymers, gels,
paper, woven and nonwoven fabrics can be classified as soft matter.

(a) (b)

Figure 1.1: Examples of failure in materials (a) Failure in hard matter polymethyl methacrylate
with the zoomed microstructure [pwatlas.mt.umist.ac.uk]. (b) Failure in soft matter rubber with the
zoomed microstructure from Beurrot et al. [24].

Depending upon the mechanical response, hard matter can be further categorized as
brittle and ductile. A key characteristic between the brittle and ductile hard matter is
the energy absorbed before final rupture, referred to as toughness. Brittle hard matter has
low toughness i.e. it ruptures at lower strains without undergoing any plastic deformations
and is generally linearly elastic before failure. On the contrary, ductile hard matter has
high toughness and usually undergoes plastic deformations before final failure at higher
strains. All soft matter, however, sustain very large deformations with a non-linear stress-
strain response before final failure which are also accompanied by plastic deformations.
The scope of this thesis is to understand these complex failure phenomena in general under
quasi-static and dynamic loading conditions. More specifically, the failure phenomena in
brittle hard matter under dynamic loading conditions and soft matter under quasi-static
loading conditions is the core focus of this thesis. An illustration of the failure phenomena
in hard and soft matter with their respective microstructures is shown in Fig. 1.1.

The numerical modeling of failure phenomena in brittle hard matter, from here on simply



2 Introduction

Figure 1.2: Micrographs of crack propagation behavior in a brittle material Inconel 718 is shown with
the branching phenomena from Jacobsson et al. [85].

referred to as hard matter for brevity, at small deformations is introduced in Section 1.1.
First, the physical aspects of dynamic failure phenomena in hard matter are introduced.
This is followed by a review of the state-of-the-art computational methodologies employed
to treat such failure problems. Later, an advanced computational method developed in
this thesis and based on the strong discontinuity approach is introduced which will be
used to model these complex failure phenomena in hard matter at small deformations.
In Section 1.2, the numerical modeling of failure in soft matter at large deformations
is introduced. At first, the elastic behavior of soft matter is discussed and a review
of the state-of-the-art computational methodologies for modeling this elastic behavior is
presented. Later, an advanced material model developed in this thesis is introduced which
will be used to model the failure phenomena in soft matter with the help of the strong
discontinuity approach at finite deformations. The outline of the rest of this thesis will
be presented in Section 1.3.

1.1. Modeling of failure in hard matter at small deformations

In this section, the aspects of computational modeling of failure phenomena in hard matter
at small deformations will be introduced. First, the physical aspects of dynamic fracture
in hard matter in terms of crack growth and propagation behavior will be presented in
Subsection 1.1.1 to gain a better understanding of the subject. The numerical aspects of
modeling this complex crack growth and propagation behavior will be discussed later in
Subsection 1.1.2.

1.1.1. Physical aspects of failure phenomena

The failure in hard matter is often caused by excessive loading which exceeds its tensile
strength. At the atomistic scale this can be explained by breaking of bonds between
the atoms due to tensile stresses which are greater than the binding forces between the
atoms. At the macroscopic level, failure is evident in the form of cracks with the initially
smooth distribution of strain changing into a highly localized one at the onset of failure.
This strain localization is accompanied by the softening of the material response before
complete failure. For a given solid, however, the rate of dynamic loading plays a critical
role in the failure behavior. As the crack grows dynamically in hard matter, it is gener-
ally observed to be followed by a branching event which frequently originates from the
nucleation of numerous microcracks ahead of a macro crack-tip as shown in Fig. 1.2.

Early experimental literature about dynamic fracture can be found in experiments by
Kobayashi et al. [92], Kobayashi & Ramulu [91], Ramulu & Kobayashi [156]
and Ramulu et al. [157] on thin sheets of Homalite-100 who attributed the phenomena
of crack branching to the critical dynamic stress intensity factor (DSIF) at the crack-tip.
Ravi-Chandar & Knauss [161, 162, 163] with their series of experiments of dynamic
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1.3: Illustrations of experimental results depicting physical aspects of failure. (a) An instance
of crack bifurcation from Satoh [172]. (b) Microbranching phenomena associated with high velocity
cracks from Sharon et al. [176]. (c) An instance of crack trifurcation from Murphy et al. [134].

fracture also found similar relations of crack branching with the critical DSIF. More recent
experiments [49, 50, 176, 175] performed on the brittle material PMMA shed more light on
the instabilities associated with the fast moving crack in dynamic fracture where micro-
branching phenomena were observed before the main branching which tend to take place
at a critical main crack-tip velocity as suggested by Yoffe [200].

The number of crack branches emanating from a single propagating crack is found to
be arbitrary with no physically sound criterion. A series of tests performed by Ravi-

Chandar & Knauss [161, 162, 163] under identical conditions showed that while the
instant of branching was nearly the same in all cases, the number of branches varied
considerably. Hawong et al. [71] observed in their experiments the relation between
the biaxial loading, its ratio and number of successfully developing branches and the
branching angles. However, experimentalists have observed the bifurcation or trifurcation
of the growing cracks preceded by micro-branching phenomena to be more occurrent than
other cases which will be discussed briefly here.

Bifurcation: It is a phenomena when a single growing crack branches into two symmetric
macroscopic cracks such that the main crack ceases to grow after the instance of branching.
Rafiee et al. [150] showed in their numerical investigations the correlation of DSIF at
the crack tip and the bifurcation phenomena, with the value of critical DSIF to be almost
three times the initial value. The experimental result of bifurcation of a growing crack in
brittle materials by Satoh [172] is depicted in Fig. 1.3(a).

Micro-branching: Sharon et al. [176] in their series of experimental investigations on
dynamic fracture in brittle materials like PMMA found out the phenomena of micro-
branching which can be understood as numerous unsuccessful branching attempts before
the main branching event as shown in Fig. 1.3(b). The phenomena of micro-branching
indicates the process of increased dissipation at higher supply of energy flux to the crack
tip which is not sufficient to create macro crack surfaces.

Trifurcation: An instance of trifurcation obtained by the experimental investigations of
Murphy et al. [134] using PMMA is shown in Fig. 1.3(c). Trifurcation is understood as
a phenomena where the main crack continues to grow with the branching cracks after the
instance of branching. In the numerical investigations of Rafiee et al. [150], symmetric
trifurcation is found to take place at a higher ratio of biaxial loading while the critical
DSIF at the crack tip may attain the same value as in bifurcation.

The main goal in Part I of this thesis is to develop computationally efficient and physically
meaningful numerical methodology to capture these complex dynamic failure phenomena
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in hard matter as briefly introduced in the next subsection.

1.1.2. Numerical aspects of failure phenomena

The numerical modeling of hard matter at failure remains one of the most challenging
topics in computational mechanics. In addition to a raised understanding of traditional
engineering materials it allows to contribute to the search for new advanced materials
for which the determination of failure is of highest importance. The incorporation of
cracks or shear bands as the characteristic microstructure of failing materials, commonly
referred to as strong discontinuities representing jumps in the primary unknowns such as
the displacement field for purely mechanical problems, into numerical frameworks such as
the finite element method are possible only through highly advanced frameworks. Still,
all numerical methods have in common the challenge of predicting the onset of failure
and the determination of the direction of the propagating strong discontinuity if resolved
discretely. This complexity is further raised when dynamic instabilities are accounted for
which arise in problems of dynamic fracture such as for crack branching phenomena to
be considered in this thesis.

A large number of numerical techniques have been developed over the past decades, all
with certain advantages for different applications. Adaptive remeshing techniques from
Ortiz & Quigley [141], Pandolfi & Ortiz [142], Heintz et al. [77] and Miehe

& Gürses [123] among others in ndim dimensions for example align their finite element
boundaries along the propagating crack which on the one hand are computationally ex-
pensive but on the other hand do allow for the proper accuracy at highly refined crack
tips by increasing the number of critical nodes at the failure zone based on some error
estimator. The failure for such approach is modeled by the insertion of (ndim−1) dimen-
sional finite elements in between the elements of which the specimen under consideration
consists, along which specific traction-separation laws are used. The first approach which
allowed for the propagation of strong discontinuities through the individual finite element
goes back to the seminal work of Dvorkin et al. [45] and Simo et al. [177] and is
commonly referred to as the strong discontinuity approach. This framework, later ex-
tended to the two and three dimensional continuum within the infinitesimal and the finite
deformation setting in Armero & Garikipati [8], Oliver [138], Mosler & Meschke

[132], Oliver et al. [139] relies on a multiscale approach as outlined in Armero [4, 5]
through which the overall boundary value problem is divided into a global problem, as
the standard problem to be solved, and a local problem through which each point in the
global problem is capable of developing a strong discontinuity. Extensions to multiphysics
problems are performed in Steinmann [180] and Callari & Armero [31] for porous
media and in Linder et al. [110], Linder & Miehe [107], Linder [104] for piezo- and
ferroelectric ceramics where in addition to the jumps in the displacement field also jumps
in the electric potential arise. The methodology allows for the development of new finite
elements by the incorporation of certain separation modes directly into the finite element
framework. This is achieved in Ehrlich & Armero [46] and Armero & Ehrlich [7]
for beams and plates, in Linder & Armero [105], Armero & Linder [9], Linder [103]
for the 2D continuum, in Linder & Armero [106], Armero & Linder [10], Raina &

Linder [151, 152, 153] for problems in dynamic fracture, in Linder et al. [110] for elec-
tromechanical coupled problems, in Armero [6] for antiplane/torsional problems, and in
Linder & Zhang [109] for failure in 3D continuum. Alternative approaches to the strong
discontinuity concept are the extended finite element method [21, 131, 194, 195, 69, 119]
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which also allows for the propagation of the strong discontinuities through the individual
finite elements but with a higher computational cost or phase field models form Franc-

fort & Marigo [56], Bourdin et al. [27] or Miehe et al. [127] in which the strong
discontinuity is smeared over a finite width rather than captured in a discrete way which
allows for the simulation of complex crack patterns but requires a highly dense finite
element discretization.

The main focus in Part I of this thesis is on the modification of the way how the strong
discontinuity approach is applied to model dynamic failure phenomena in hard matter as
presented in Linder & Raina [108] and discussed in Subsection 1.1.1. The advantage of
the strong discontinuity approach over alternative strategies given by its computational
efficiency which comes from relatively coarse finite element meshes which can be used
to describe the failure process shall be kept. Still, a certain density of the meshes is
needed in particular in areas where materials failure is probable, like around notches or
at corners. The main goal is to retain a coarse finite element mesh regardless of possible
areas of fracture and instead introduce a second level of computation at a finite element
where fracture takes place with their coupling achieved through the method of domain
decomposition found in Park & Felippa [143] and Park et al. [144] which allows
the partitioning of a domain into certain sub-domains where those are connected to the
main domain by a coupling based on the Lagrange multiplier method. Applications of the
same for heterogeneous structures can be found inMarkovic et al. [114] and Niekamp

et al. [136] where the finite elements of the main boundary value problem represent a
separate boundary value problem to be solved simultaneously. The different length scales
considered here are finitely separated which makes this class of method different from
the classical homogenization methods in [63, 64, 124, 122, 97, 48] where the length scales
considered are substantially separated with a coupling introduced at each quadrature
point where micro-scale computations are performed on a representative volume element.
An attempt to model failure with a discrete resolution of the strong discontinuities with
these classical homogenization methods can be found in Belytschko et al. [23] and
Song & Belytschko [179] where the power theorem Hill [80] is extended to account
for failure within the representative volume element for coupling between the different
scales. Detection of defects at the atomic level from the electronic structure calculations
of Schauer [173] and Schauer & Linder [174] presents a promising approach to
model failure phenomena with highest accuracy, however due to its need for enormous
computational power, the approach is still at its nascent stage.

The key contribution in Part I of the thesis is to introduce a new sub-domain at each finite
element of the main (initial) boundary value problem in front of the crack tip representing
the process zone of the propagating crack. Each such sub-domain represents a new quasi-
static boundary value problem, simply referred to as sub-boundary value problem which is
treated by the strong discontinuity approach and allows for the modeling and prediction
of failure. In particular, single or multiple strong discontinuities can start to grow within
the sub-boundary value problem in that way allowing for crack tips as well as the presence
of multiple cracks within the interior of the finite elements of the main (initial) boundary
value problem to e.g. model the complex failure phenomena like the bi- and trifurcation as
well as the micro-branching due to fast propagating crack as discussed in Subsection 1.1.1.
Challenges arise when the strong discontinuities propagate out over the boundaries of the
introduced sub-boundary value problem into the next sub-boundary value problem being
initiated automatically during run-time. In such a scenario the accurate application of the
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.4: Similarity in microstructure of various soft matter. (a) Human muscle is shown with
a random network of F-actin at its microstructure. (b) A nonwoven fabric is shown with the random
network of dyneema fibers at its microstructure.

chosen boundary conditions at the sub-boundary value problem is of major importance to
avoid spurious stresses due to induced locking. Displacement based boundary conditions,
e.g. linearly distributed over the boundary of the sub-boundary value problem based on
the nodal values arising from the main (initial) boundary value problem, become invalid
due to the jump in the displacement field also present along the sub-boundary value
problem’s boundary (Coenen et al. [37]). Therefore, another key contribution lies in
the development of modified boundary conditions at the sub-boundary value problem level
which takes into account the jumps in the displacement field at the finite element edges. It
is furthermore shown through representative numerical simulations in Linder & Raina

[108] that whether the crack continues as a single discontinuity or divides itself into two
or three crack branches, is solely determined by the stress state at the sub-elements so
that no crack-tip velocity criterion is needed to determine the branching scenario.

1.2. Modeling of failure in soft matter at finite deformations

In this section, the aspects of computational modeling of failure phenomena in soft matter
at large deformations will be introduced. A particular focus is on materials with random
fiber network (RFN) microstructure constituting of one-dimensional elements. Depend-
ing upon the material at hand, these one-dimensional elements could be filamentous-actin
present in biological tissues, polymer chains present in rubber-like materials or synthetic
fibers present in fabrics as shown in Fig. 1.4. The constitutive behavior of these one-
dimensional elements strongly influences the overall macroscopic behavior of the soft mat-
ter in addition to other morphological properties as presented in Raina & Linder [155].

In Subsection 1.2.1, the challenges associated with the numerical modeling of elastic be-
havior of soft matter with a special focus on nonwoven fabrics are introduced. The ideas
behind the development of a new material model to overcome those challenges will also be
presented. In Subsection 1.2.2, the modeling of failure based on the strong discontinuity
approach in finite deformation setting combined with the newly developed material model
is introduced.

1.2.1. Numerical modeling of elastic behavior

Soft matter made with synthetic advanced fibers have a very high strength-to-weight ra-
tio getting them rapidly absorbed in numerous industrial applications with a demanding
environment. Aramid fibers like Nomex, Kevlar, Twaron, Technora are one such class of
synthetic advanced fibers which are made from polymerization of aromatic polyamides.
Another such class of synthetic advanced fibers are produced from ultra-high-molecular-
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weight polyethylene e.g. Dyneema, Spectra which have recently gained more popularity
in industry due to their even higher strength-to-weight ratio. Applications like industrial
slingers, environmental friendly fishery nets, medical equipments, nanofilters, textile rein-
forced concretes, ballistic apparels, military and space equipments are just a few among
innumerable to be listed here. It becomes indispensable to understand the mechanics
of materials made from such advanced fibers like their deformation response or failure
behavior under extreme loadings. A special focus is on nonwoven fabrics with RFN mi-
crostructure which are made from these advanced fibers through bonding or interlocking
networks of randomly laid fibers with a mechanical needle-punching process.

Earliest experimental investigations by Backer & Petterson [14], Cusick et al. [42],
Hearle & Stevenson [75] and Hearle & Newton [74] of nonwoven materials de-
scribed these materials as highly anisotropic with a non-linear load-displacement response
exhibiting inhomogeneous deformations during monotonic loading. Upon cyclic loadings,
the material also shows hysteresis response indicating its inelastic nature. Thirlwell

& Treloar [181] studied the lateral contraction of such materials and found that such
materials do not obey Saint-Venant’s principle, i.e. stresses are non-uniformly distributed
even at distances longer than the order of lateral dimension. This results in a varying
Poisson ratio along the direction of loading, which is thoroughly studied in Bais-Singh

et al. [17]. Further experiments [202, 34, 164, 82, 168, 3] on these materials provided
more knowledge about their deformation mechanism under different loading conditions
such as in-plane tensile loading or out-of-plane impact loading. That fiber orientation dis-
tribution of such materials plays a key role in their mechanical properties, the same was
shown in the experiments of Pourdehyhimi et al. [147], Ghassemieh et al. [61, 62]
or Miao & Glassey [120] where techniques borrowed from image processing using fast
Fourier transform or Hough transform were used for the analysis. In addition, the fibers
in their undeformed state are undulated and highly entangled which undergo a complex
combination of deformation modes like unfolding, stretching, bending, shearing, buckling
or reorientation Backer & Petterson [14]. Recent experiments by Jearanaisila-

wong [87] and Chocron et al. [35] on needle-punched nonwovens made from Dyneema
fibers shed more light on their complex deformation mechanism which is observed to be
governed by fiber unfolding and stretching, inter-fiber friction, volume compaction due to
change of volume fraction of fibers, reorientation of fibers, disentanglements due to fiber
slipping from junctions or fiber breakage. Measuring the effect of these quantities in order
to successfully predict the material response is a key challenge in any numerical model.

One of the first continuum based modeling approaches can be found in Backer & Pet-

terson [14] and Petterson & Backer [146] where the orthotropic theory of elasticity
was used to measure material properties like the elastic modulus and the proportionality
stress limit in various directions given their values in orthotropic axes directions. Such
an approach lacks the capability to capture the non-linear load-displacement curves due
to the absence of any microscopic information fed into macroscopic continuum model.
Bais-Singh & Goswami [15] proposed a ‘layer theory’ where the microstructural infor-
mation about the fiber orientation distribution is directly incorporated into a unit cell
which is made from piling up differently oriented layers of mono-directional fibers. The
classical laminate theory for composite materials is used which enables the model to cap-
ture some aspects of fabric anisotropy. Various improvements like adding transverse and
shear stiffness to a layer were suggested in Bais-Singh et al. [18] and Bais-Singh &

Goswami [16] to capture the lateral contraction behavior of these materials. However,
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the microstructural aspects like fiber unfolding, slipping or bending, fiber reorientation
or stiffening during deformation due to fixed fibers within each layer cannot be captured.
An early attempt to micromechanical modeling was based on fiber orientation distribu-
tion where Cox [41] developed a relation for the in-plane stiffness of fibrous materials
in terms of Fourier coefficients of the distribution function. This model can predict the
effective Young’s moduli with a good approximation only at small strains. Based on this,
a ‘fiber web theory’ was formulated in Petterson [145] where for the known stress-strain
response of the constituent fibers, the overall fabric response is predicted at different ori-
entations. However, the model performs poorly for large strains and lacks any information
about the fiber undulations, slip or reorientation inside the unit cell. Hearle & Steven-

son [75, 76] incorporated the effects of initial fiber undulations, Kothari & Patel [96]
included creep response of individual fibers and Narter et al. [135] extended the ‘fiber
web theory’ to three dimensions resulting in an improved overall predicting capability of
the model. The advantages of ‘layer theory’ and the ‘fiber web theory’ were combined by
Liao & Adanur [101] and later enhanced in Liao & Adanur [102] to account for relax-
ation phenomena due to stress redistribution and fiber failure. In another class of method
Treloar & Riding [184], Hearle & Newton [73, 74], the stress-strain relations of
a fabric were derived from energy relations where the total energy stored in the fabric is
computed from the fiber properties and the applied external strain. The compressional
behavior of such materials was first studied by Van Wyk [188] by taking fiber bending
and number of fiber-to-fiber contacts into account which was followed by Carnaby &

Pan [32], Lee et al. [100] and Komori & Itoh [93] who made certain modifications
to account for initial anisotropy, friction, slippage and viscous effects to develop a more
comprehensive model for compressional behavior of fiber assemblies.

The microstructure of nonwoven materials can be seen as a randomly cross-linked network
of fibers which is similar to the microstructure of elastomers where a randomly cross-linked
network of polymer chains is found. This led Jearanaisilawong [87] to adopt the theory
of rubber elasticity or commonly referred to as network models. The first network models
are the three-chain model by James & Guth [86] and Wang & Guth [193] where
the macroscopic deformation is affinely related to three mutually orthogonal chains in
a cubic space of orientations and the four-chain model by Flory & Rehner [55] and
Treloar [183] where the macro-micro deformation is linked non-affinely via four chains
in a tetrahedral space of orientations. More recent developments of the network models
can be found in the eight-chain model by Arruda & Boyce [12], a full network model by
Wu & van der Giessen [197], the non-affine microsphere model by Miehe et al. [126],
the maximal advance path constraint model by Tkachuk & Linder [182] or the modified
eight-chain model by Purohit et al. [148] to account for large volume changes due to
protein unfolding. These models are based on approximating the microscopic polymer
chain behavior with the Langevin statistics to correctly predict the macroscopic response
at large deformations. To model the nonwoven material behavior, the eight-chain model
by Arruda & Boyce [12] was modified in Jearanaisilawong [87] where the initial
anisotropy of the material was introduced in terms of a second-rank symmetric positive
definite fabric tensor which was derived from the experimental orientation distribution of
fibers. To capture the stress-strain response of the fabric at large strains, two inelastic
mechanisms were also included phenomenologically in the model in the form of inter-
fiber friction and volume compaction. In all, thirteen material parameters were used in
the numerical simulations which match very well with the experimental results in the
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range from small to mid strains. However, at larger strains, the predictive capability of
the numerical model deviates from the experimental results. Nevertheless, modeling the
behavior of a single fiber with Langevin statistics which has asymptotic property at the
limiting stretch contrary to its physically observed linear elastic behavior is questionable.
In addition, the length scale of the constituent fiber is much larger as compared to a
polymer chain so that the contribution of the entropic free energy can be neglected.

Another approach of modeling materials with RFN microstructure is the use of lattice
models where the fabric is idealized as a two-dimensional central force network of randomly
connected elements where the connections (junctions) are pin or welded joints. These
elements are modeled as trusses or beams and interact with each other only through
these junctions. Upon applying external strain, the elements and junctions find new
positions based on the equations of static equilibrium. This approach has the capability
to mimic the exact physics of deformation in a real material under small strains as non-
affine deformations and reorientation are a natural outcome of the solution. However,
due to high computational costs these methods are restricted to small in-plane model
problems only. Britton et al. [28] used this approach to model nonwoven fabrics
where fiber failure was also accounted in Britton et al. [29, 30]. The comparison of
results from lattice models with those from effective medium approximation was made in
Åström & Niskanen [159] and Åström et al. [160]. Heussinger & Frey [78] and
Heussinger et al. [79] studied the origin of non-affine deformations and found that for
slender fibers (r ≪ ℓ) bending deformation mode is dominant while stretching is frozen
resulting in non-affine deformations. For stubby fibers, bending deformation is frozen and
stretching is dominant thus showing affine deformations. Other notable contributions
[191, 171, 198, 67, 68, 1] where more details about the elasticity of materials with RFN
microstructure can be found are also based on the lattice model approach.

The constitutive approaches presented so far lack the capability to model the reorienta-
tion of fibers which is one of the significant mechanism of deformation induced anisotropy
shown in Raina & Linder [154] and is also responsible for the experimentally observed
stiffening behavior in Jearanaisilawong [87] and Chocron et al. [35]. Such de-
formation induced microstructural changes are referred to as texture evolution in poly-
crystal plasticity [158, 43, 99, 26, 125, 128] or adaptation behavior in biological materials
[169, 40, 84, 116, 59]. Although different class of materials at hand, the modeling assump-
tion in both the cases are identical where an intermediate configuration is introduced via
a multiplicative split of the deformation gradient into a usual elastic or plastic part and
a reorientation part. The reorientation mapping must satisfy certain compatibility con-
straints on the overall motion and requires an additional constitutive equation for its
evolution. Reorientation in biological tissues can be alternatively modeled by introduc-
ing a unit vector corresponding to a tissue direction directly as an internal variable in
the Helmholtz free energy function as shown in Menzel [117], Kuhl et al. [98] and
Menzel & Waffenschmidt [118]. An additional constitutive evolution law is then
formulated for the referential unit vector which asymptotically aligns the fibers with the
maximum loading direction preferably strain- driven for commutative conjugate stress and
strain tensors (Vianello [189, 190]) in the referential orientation space. This evolution
law is required to satisfy the Clausius-Planck inequality for thermodynamic consistency
without additional treatment of compatibility constraints. Evolution of mass and tissue
strength is added to above reorientation process to model the actual adaptation behavior
of a biological tissue based on the thermodynamics of open systems.
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The main contribution in the Part II of this work is the development of micromechani-
cal modeling approach, akin to network models for rubber elasticity, in terms of a two-
dimensional constitutive model for the large strain elastic response of materials with RFN
microstructure, as presented in Raina & Linder [155]. Contrary to the network models
in Arruda & Boyce [12], Wu & van der Giessen [197] or Miehe et al. [126]
where the response of the constituent polymer chain is modeled by the Langevin statis-
tics yielding a J− curve force-stretch response, a linearly elastic force-stretch relation,
as observed experimentally in Jearanaisilawong [87] and Chocron et al. [35], is
used to model the individual fiber behavior in this work. Upon homogenizing these indi-
vidual linear chain behaviors over the orientation space, a linear macroscopic response is
captured at the macroscale which doesn’t match the highly non-linear stiffening behavior
observed experimentally. Therefore, the key aspect of this work is to recognize this defi-
ciency of the standard affine full network models in modeling nonwoven materials and to
identify the physically motivated microstructural changes responsible for the non-linear
stiffening in terms of the fiber undulations and the reorientation phenomena, as studied in
Onck et al. [140] and van Dillen et al. [187] for the case of lattice models. Specif-
ically, a two-dimensional affine full network model is developed by forgoing the standard
volumetric-isochoric split of the deformation gradient and statistically distributing the
constituent fibers in a non-uniform manner in the referential orientation space described
by a unit circle. Such a setting is proper to the plane geometry and compressible bulk
behavior of the anisotropic material under consideration. First, the effect of fiber un-
dulations to model the initial fiber unfolding phenomena is included by modifying the
individual fiber force-stretch response in the initial stretch regime. Second, the reorien-
tation phenomena is introduced by a bijective map which maps the initial orientations of
individual fibers to evolved orientations within the referential orientation space. To main-
tain the overall elastic framework of the formulation, a rate-independent evolution law for
the bijective map is presented by a physically motivated assumption which is also solved
in closed form. As a result, fibers are asymptotically aligned with the maximum load-
ing direction in the reference geometry with each monotonous loading step. The evolved
referential unit vectors are mapped to the spatial geometry by the macro deformation
gradient to compute the macroscopic Kirchhoff stress and the associated spatial elastic-
ity modulus. The initial distribution of fibers changes upon reorientation thus changing
the associated probability density of the fibers over an arbitrary segment of referential
orientation space which is also computed in closed form.

1.2.2. Failure in nonwoven materials

The representative soft matter considered in this work is a nonwoven felt due to the
similarity of its microstructure to a broad category of other soft matter like polymers or
biological tissues which also consists of a random network of one-dimensional elements.
The production process of these nonwoven felts generally consists of mechanical, thermal
and chemical techniques or a combination of these where various layers of synthetic ad-
vanced fibers are used to form a final product. Large number of fiber junctions created
by these production techniques are responsible for the final rigidity of the nonwoven felt.
Depending upon the aforementioned production process, these junctions can be created
by either mechanical interlocking of fibers or by melting of fibers by thermal process or
fibers bound by chemical binders. These individual fibers in their undeformed state can
be either undulated or straight with either random distribution of their orientations or
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highly anisotropic. The macroscale response of a nonwoven felt dominantly depends upon
these morphological characteristics in addition to the force-stretch response of individual
fibers and generally undergo finite deformations before the onset of failure.

The initial elastic deformation of these nonwoven felts is accompanied by fiber unfold-
ing phenomena and reorientation phenomena as described in detail in Subsection 1.2.1.
However, as the loading increases, deformation is predominantly accompanied by fiber
stretching which in turn induces forces on fiber junctions. The final failure strength of
these nonwoven materials, therefore, depends on the strength of junctions in addition to
the failure strength of fibers. As observed experimentally in Jearanaisilawong [87],
Chocron et al. [35] and Ridruejo et al. [167], final failure of a nonwoven felt is a
combination of junction unraveling and fiber breakage. Junction unraveling is understood
as the loosening of some fibers from the junctions which considerably reduces the load
carrying capacity of the material. The fiber failure strength can be obtained by uniaxial
tensile tests on individual fibers, however, the junction failure strength is relatively dif-
ficult to obtain via experimental techniques. The stochastic nature of the overall failure
strength of nonwoven felts results in a certain scatter of the experimental load displace-
ment curves as shown in Jearanaisilawong [87], Chocron et al. [35] and Ridruejo

et al. [167].

In order to model the failure phenomena in soft matter, typically nonwoven felts in this
work, the advanced homogenization approach for modeling the elastic behavior of soft
matter developed in this work Raina & Linder [155] is combined with the finite defor-
mation extension of the strong discontinuity approach presented in Armero [4, 5] and
Armero & Linder [9]. The resulting methodology follows by supplying an enhanced
deformation gradient at each material point, where failure is detected, to compute the
stresses and associated moduli based on the network model. The enhancement of the
deformation gradient follows the procedure developed in Armero & Linder [9] where a
higher order approximation of failure kinematics within a finite element is also considered
for the enhancement. For the geometrically nonlinear theory under consideration, the
restrictions of frame-invariance on the overall model are also satisfied for the finite defor-
mation extension of the strong discontinuity approach in Armero & Linder [9]. The
experiments in Jearanaisilawong [87] and Chocron et al. [35] with nonwoven felts
made of dyneema fibers and in Ridruejo et al. [167] with nonwoven felts made from
E-glass fibers are finally simulated with the proposed methodology. A satisfactory quan-
titative comparison of the numerical results with those of experimental envelopes confirm
the accuracy of computed solutions and the generality of the developed methodology for
failure in soft matter.

1.3. Outline of the thesis

The work in this dissertation is divided into two parts depending upon the physical state
of material microstructure under consideration. In both the parts, the main focus lies on
the modeling of complex failure phenomena under quasi-static as well as dynamic loading
conditions. Part I of this dissertation spans from Chapter 2 to Chapter 4 which presents
new computational methodologies to model failure phenomena in hard matter at small
deformations. Part II of this dissertation spans from Chapter 5 to Chapter 7 where failure
in soft matter is modeled by first developing a micromechanical constitutive model for its
elastic behavior at finite deformations and then combined with the strong discontinuity
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approach. The dissertation is organized as follows.

Chapter 2 presents the theoretical framework of the standard strong discontinuity ap-
proach where the failure at a material point is incorporated via jumps in the displace-
ment field, so called strong discontinuities. Starting with the definition of global initial
boundary value problem, the strong discontinuity approach models failure by introduc-
ing the displacement jumps through a local problem. The incorporation of these strong
discontinuities through the definition of the local problem is presented in the continuum
setting as well as the discrete setting. In the discrete setting, which represents the main
interest in this work, the local problem is identified by each global finite element where
failure is detected by some failure criterion. The problem of singular strain field is accord-
ingly tackled by the design of finite elements which are capable of incorporating failure
kinematics up to linear approximation in terms of separation modes. These separation
modes allow a physically motivated enhancement of the strain field at a material point
where failure is detected. The local character of the displacement jumps also allows for
their static condensation in the global set of discrete residual equations thereby leaving
the focus only on the unknown displacement field.

Chapter 3 presents the changes introduced to the strong discontinuity approach when
extending it to multiple levels. After its derivation for the quasi-static and the fully tran-
sient setting within the continuum framework, it is extended to the discrete finite element
framework. Thereafter, the coupling between the multiple levels arising in the form of
the main boundary value problem and the sub-boundary value problems is achieved by
matching the virtual energy on both levels. An emphasis is directed towards the deter-
mination of modified boundary constraints accounting for the presence of displacement
jumps along the boundary of the sub-boundary value problem which becomes particu-
larly challenging in the presence of multiple strong discontinuities propagating out of the
sub-boundary value problem. A detailed outline of the numerical implementation of the
boundary value problems on both levels is provided with a detailed investigation of the
numerical coupling procedure.

Chapter 4 presents representative numerical simulations of failure in hard matter within
the quasi-static case and the dynamic case of loading. After assuring the correctness of
the framework of strong discontinuity approach on multiple levels together with the new
form of boundary conditions through element tests and convergence tests, the propagation
of the strong discontinuity is illustrated when applied to standard benchmark examples
of the three-point bending test and the four-point bending test which are run with dif-
ferent finite element formulations, namely the displacement based, mixed, and enhanced
strain formulations. It is shown that satisfactory improvements can be gained due to
the performed modifications when compared with the standard strong discontinuity ap-
proach resolved by a constant approximation of the displacement jumps, however, the
standard strong discontinuity approach with a linear resolution of the failure zone kine-
matics Linder & Armero [105] outperforms the proposed methodology in this work
for the quasi-static theory. On the other hand, it is shown, that the proposed modifi-
cations lead to some interesting new features when it comes to model solids undergoing
dynamic fracture. The approach is e.g. capable to automatically detect the onset of bi-
and trifurcation phenomena of crack branching in brittle materials. The performance of
the proposed methodology for such problems in dynamic fracture is also outlined based
on two examples and various studies on specimens with a center crack and an edge crack.
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The main focus there is on capturing the phenomena of crack branching in terms of micro-
and macro branches emanating from the propagating main crack. Physical quantities like
the main crack length, the main crack-tip velocity, the dynamic stress intensity factor,
or the strain energy release rate are monitored and compared with existing experimental
data.

Chapter 5 presents an advanced homogenization approach for the modeling of elastic
behavior of soft matter with a random fiber network microstructure. Based on the con-
tinuum setting of finite elasticity with the affine network model, a new micromechanical
network model is developed for the two-dimensional case of interest here. The model-
ing of unfolding phenomena due to fiber undulations during the initial deformation is
incorporated to qualitatively represent the initial non-affine deformations. A new reori-
entation mechanism is introduced in this work where its closed-form analytical solution
is also provided. The effect of the reorientation process on the homogenization approach
is discussed to compute the modified Kirchhoff stress and the associated spatial modulus.
The initially observed anisotropic orientation distribution from experiments is quantified
for use in numerical simulations. A set of material parameters in different anisotropic
directions is suitably computed from experimental data. The micromechanical constitu-
tive model is tested first at the microlevel with the homogeneous deformation tests and
then the macrolevel response is tested by simulating the experimental monotonic uniaxial
loading test.

Chapter 6 presents the extension of Chapter 2 to finite deformation setting as required
for the simulations of failure in soft matter which undergo large deformations before
the onset of failure. The strong discontinuity approach in the finite deformation setting
resolves the enhanced deformation gradient at each material point where the failure is
detected in the same manner as for the small deformation case. Again, a local problem
is introduced through which the strong discontinuities are incorporated which is repre-
sented by the global finite element in the discretized domain. A special consideration is
given to failure kinematics within the finite element with constant or linear separation
modes in the geometrically nonlinear theory which now have to fulfill the frame-invariance
requirements.

Chapter 7 presents representative numerical simulations of failure in soft matter by com-
bining the advanced micromechanical constitutive model from Chapter 5 with the finite
deformation strong discontinuity approach from Chapter 6. At each material point where
the failure is detected, the finite deformation strong discontinuity approach supplies an
enhanced deformation gradient to the micromechanical constitutive model to compute
the conjugate stresses and moduli. First the frame-invariance of the proposed combina-
tion of the two methodologies in tested with the single element tests. Real boundary
value problems of failure in soft matter are simulated based on the experimental results
from the literature. Failure in nonwoven felts made from different fibers with different
manufacturing techniques are tested in the numerical simulations. The accuracy of the
computed solutions and the generality of the proposed methodologies are confirmed by
quantitative comparisons of the numerical results with the experimental results.
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2. The infinitesimal theory of strong discontinuity ap-

proach

In this chapter, the fundamentals of the strong discontinuity approach, also referred to
as the embedded finite element method or E-FEM, as a computational tool to model
the failure phenomena within the infinitesimal range will be introduced based on the
developments in Armero [4, 5] and Linder & Armero [105]. A detailed background
of the inception and further developments of the strong discontinuity approach is given
in the introductory part in Subsection 1.1.2. From here on the term strong discontinuity
approach will be abbreviated as SDA throughout the text.

One of the difficulties in modeling failure is that the primary solution u(x, t) of the initial
boundary value problem (2.4) in the form of displacement field is non-smooth in the
vicinity of cracks or shear bands. The singular strain fields ε(u) can appear as a result of
the non-smoothness of the displacement field u(x, t) which arise by taking its symmetric
gradient, resulting in an ill-posed initial boundary value problem. The SDA proceeds by
introducing the failure as jump [[⋄]] = ⋄+ − ⋄− in the displacement field, so called strong
discontinuity, locally in a small neighborhood of the material point x where the failure is
detected. This local character of the SDA allows it to efficiently circumvent the problem of
the singular strain field by a physically motivated enhancement of the global strain field.
This is accomplished by the characterization of advanced kinematics associated with the
failed finite element under consideration.

The starting Section 2.1 briefly summarizes the formulation of the initial boundary value
problem with its strong and weak form presented in Subsection 2.1.1 and the discretized
form presented in Subsection 2.1.2. In Section 2.2, the multiscale nature of the SDA as
put forth in Armero [4, 5] is briefly presented. First, the continuum setting of the incor-
poration of the strong discontinuities is presented in Subsection 2.2.1 where it is shown
that jumps in the displacement field exist locally in the neighborhood of a material point
which represents the local problem in addition to the global problem where continuous
displacement field exists. The idea is transferred to the discrete setting in Subsection
2.2.2 where a failed finite element represents a discrete local problem now. In Section 2.3,
the enhancement of the global strain field is presented by identifying physically motivated
kinematics of a failed finite element in terms of constant separation mode in Subsection
2.3.1 and linear separation mode in Subsection 2.3.2. The numerical implementation of
the SDA into a standard finite element framework is presented in Section 2.4 where the
initiation and propagation of a strong discontinuity is discussed in Subsection 2.4.1, the
linearization of the governing equations from SDA and the subsequent static condensation
of the local variables is presented in Subsection 2.4.2 and 2.4.3 respectively.

2.1. The initial boundary value problem

In the context of the SDA, the initial boundary value problem (I)BVP represents a global
problem with all the field variables satisfying the standard regularity conditions. First
the strong and weak form are presented in Subsection 2.1.1 and then its discretized ap-
proximation is presented in Subsection 2.1.2.
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2.1.1. Strong and weak form of the problem

A solid body B ⊂ Rndim represented by a fixed open domain with boundary ∂B ⊂ Rndim −1

for ndim = 1, . . . , 3 under either a state of static equilibrium or within the fully transient
case is considered here. In the infinitesimal deformation setting, the equilibrium position
of B is characterized by a displacement field u : B×[0, T ]→ Rndim in time t ∈ [0, T ] ⊂ R+.
Let x represent the position of a material point in the body B with the density at each
material point denoted by ρ(x, t). The associated velocity field v(x, t) = u̇(x, t) and
acceleration field a(x, t) = ü(x, t) are computed for inertia effects where ( ˙ ) represents
the spatial time derivative ∂

∂t
of the spatial field. We consider the associated infinitesimal

symmetric strain tensor ε : B× [0, T ]→ Rndim ×ndim (= ∇su) for the standard gradient op-
erator ∇ in x and the corresponding symmetric stress tensor σ : B× [0, T ]→ Rndim×ndim,
where symmetry results in a priori fulfillment of the balance of angular momentum, re-
lated to strain tensor ε by a constitutive relation describing the material response.

Consider the body B subjected to a volumetric body force γ : B → Rndim per unit
mass and displacements u0 : ∂uB → Rndim on the displacement boundary ∂uB ⊂ ∂B
representing the Dirichlet boundary conditions and traction t0 : ∂tB → Rndim on the
traction boundary ∂tB ⊂ ∂B representing the Neumann boundary conditions (see Fig.
2.1). In case of transient loading, the body B is also subjected to an imposed velocity
v0 : ∂uB × [t = 0] → R

ndim on the displacement boundary ∂uB representing the initial
conditions. The split of the domain boundary ∂B into displacement boundary ∂uB and
traction boundary ∂tB is such that ∂uB ∪ ∂tB = ∂B and ∂uB ∩ ∂tB = ∅. The strong form
of the problem is to find the displacement field u : B × [0, T ] satisfying

divσ + ργ = ρü in B
σ = Cε in B
u = u0 on ∂uB
u̇ = v0 on ∂uB

σn = t0 on ∂tB





(2.1)

where (2.1)1 represents the balance of linear momentum in local form and (2.1)2 represents
the constitutive law defining the material response to the applied loads. For linear elastic
materials with isotropic symmetry, the stiffness modulus can be represented by

C = λ1⊗ 1+ 2µI (2.2)

where λ > 0 and µ > 0 are usual Lamé constants with 1 and I being second- and fourth
order identity tensors. The remaining equations (2.1)3,4,5 represent the boundary and
initial conditions for the initial boundary value problem to be well-posed. Obtaining the
exact solution of the strong form of the problem can be virtually impossible for complex
domains. However an approximate solution can be achieved by defining the weak form of
the above problem in (2.1).

For defining the weak form, the characterization of two classes of functions is required.
First, the trial solutions u are introduced which are required to satisfy the Dirichlet
boundary conditions and initial conditions. To satisfy the regularity conditions, these
trial solutions u ∈ H1 lie in the Sobolev space H1 where their derivatives are square-
integrable. Next, the variations δu of trial solutions, so-called weighting functions, are
introduced such that these variations vanish on the Dirichlet boundary ∂uB. This choice of
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trial solutions u and variations δu satisfy a priori the equations (2.1)3,4. The constitutive
equation (2.1)2 will also be satisfied exactly. However the equilibrium equation (2.1)1 and
the force-boundary condition (2.1)5 will be satisfied approximately by using the method
of weighted residuals to obtain

∫

B

(divσ + ργ − ρü) · δu dV +

∫

∂tB

(σn− t0) · δu dA = 0. (2.3)

The equation (2.3) is based on the fundamental lemma of variational calculus where for an
arbitrary variation δu 6= 0, the quantities in the parentheses vanish naturally. For a more
detailed account of the method of weighted residuals and variational calculus, the reader
is referred to Finlayson [51] and Finlayson & Scriven [52]. Algebraic manipulations
of (2.3) and by using the Green’s theorem and divergence theorem finally leads to

∫

B

ρü · δu dV +

∫

B

σ : ∇(δu)s dV =

∫

B

ργ · δu dV +

∫

∂tB

t0 · δu dA (2.4)

which represents the weak statement of the problem discussed in (2.1). Formulations
of this type are often referred to as principle of virtual work. Based upon the weak
formulation in (2.4) an approximate solution of the initial boundary value problem can
be obtained e.g. by finite element method as discussed in the next subsection.

Remark 2.1.1. With respect to the theory of linear elastodynamics for a homogeneous
and isotropic medium, substitution of the stresses σ from (2.1)2, corresponding to small
strains ε and modulus (2.2), in the local form of balance of linear momentum (2.1)1 yields

(λ+ µ)∇(∇ · u) + µ∇2u+ ργ = ρü (2.5)

in terms of the unknown displacements u alone, also known as Navier’s equations of
motion. The system of three partial differential equations in (2.5) completely govern the
motion of material points in a body. These set of equations are second order linear partial
differential equations with second order in time and space and are categorized as hyperbolic
as the material constants λ, µ, ρ > 0 for thermodynamical consistency. In case of quasi-
static loading conditions, i.e., when no inertia of material points is considered (ü = 0),
these equations become elliptic. A general solution to (2.5) is sought in the form of a
plane progressive wave as

u(x, t) = hφ(x · k − ωt) (2.6)

where h ∈ Rndim is the constant wave amplitude, φ ∈ R is a twice- continuously differ-
entiable map, k ∈ Rndim is the constant wave vector and ω ∈ R is the constant angular
wave frequency. The wave vector k = kn where k is wave number and unit vector n

is the direction of wave propagation. For more detailed accounts of the general solution
techniques to (2.5), reader is referred to the monographs of Achenbach [2], Graff [65]
and Miklowitz [129].
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2.1.2. Discrete form with the finite element method

The weak form (2.4) facilitates the discretization of the domain B ≈ Bh = ∪nelem

e=1 Bh
e into

nelem number of finite elements Bh
e . Starting with the approximation of the geometry by

a standard set of shape functions NA for A = 1, ..., nnode as

x ≈ xh =

nnode∑

A=1

NAxA for xh ∈ Bh (2.7)

where xA are discrete (nodal) positions in Bh. The approximation of the displacement
field is done by using the same set of shape functions based on the isoparametric concept
of Hughes [83] and given as

u(x, t) ≈ uh(xh, t) =

nnode∑

A=1

NAdA = Nd. (2.8)

Here d is the assembled array of discrete (nodal) displacements associated with the nodes
A = 1, . . . , nnode of the discretized domain Bh. The velocity field vh(xh, t) and acceleration
field ah(xh, t) are approximated in terms of nodal velocity vA(t) and nodal acceleration
aA(t) in the similar fashion as the displacement field (2.8). The strain field is approxi-
mated by using a generic strain-displacement matrix which encompasses the possibility
of using different finite element formulations, namely displacement, mixed, assumed or
enhanced, and accordingly written as

ε(u(x, t)) ≈ εh(d) =

nnode∑

A=1

BAdA = Bd. (2.9)

Based on the Bubnov-Galerkin formulation, the variations of the displacements and its
gradient are also approximated with the same shape functions N to yield

δu ≈Nδd and ∇(δu)s ≈ Bδd (2.10)

for the nodal displacement variations δd.

By introducing the discrete counterpart of the displacement field (2.8) and the variations
(2.10) into the weak form (2.4) for a generic finite element Bh

e ⊂ Bh and their subsequent
assembly yields a discrete set of algebraic equations in the form of residual as

R(d, t) = f ext(t)− f int(d, t)−Ma = 0. (2.11)

The global external force vector f ext, the internal force vector f int and the mass matrix
M in (2.11) are written in terms of the assembly A of element contributions as

f ext =
nelem

A
e=1

(∫

Bh
e

NTργ dV +

∫

∂tB
h
e

NT t0 dA

)
,

f int =
nelem

A
e=1

(∫

Bh
e

BTσ dV

)
and M =

nelem

A
e=1

(∫

Bh
e

ρNTN dV

)
.





(2.12)

For the quasi-static problems of interest, as shown in Section 4.2, the contributions due to
the inertial effects in terms of velocity and acceleration of the material points is neglected,
i.e. a = 0 in the global residual equation (2.11).
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[[uµ]]

(I)BVP local
problem

Figure 2.1: The global problem is illustrated in the continuum setting by the initial boundary value
problem of body B with applied loadings and boundary conditions. The local problem is illustrated by
the small neighborhood Bx ⊂ B of x where a strong discontinuity Γx with unit normal n in the form of
a jump [[uµ]] in the displacement field is detected.

2.2. The incorporation of strong discontinuities

The initial boundary value problem of a body B at small deformations presented in
Section 2.1 assumed that no localization in the form of cracks or shear bands takes place
at any material point x ∈ B i.e., the displacement field u(x, t) in equations (2.4) and
(2.11), representing the continuous and the discretized versions respectively, is at least
C0 continuous. In this section, the goal is to present the modeling of the localized failure
by the incorporation of jumps in the displacement field both in the continuum setting in
Subsection 2.2.1 as well as the discrete setting in Subsection 2.2.2. A pivotal aspect in the
realization of this goal is the resolution of the kinematics of the strong discontinuities by
local considerations associated to a local problem, maintaining the structure of the global
problem via the arguments of scale separation presented in detail in Armero [4, 5].

2.2.1. Continuum framework of strong discontinuities

First, the initial boundary value problem (2.4) as presented in Section 2.1 is identified
as the global problem and its solution in terms of the displacement field u as the global
displacement field. Let a single strong discontinuity Γx ⊂ Rndim −1 with a unit normal
n representing failure in the form of a crack or a shear-band be now detected by the
failure criterion (2.33) at a material point x ∈ B. A small neighborhood Bx ⊂ B of x
is considered where the strong discontinuity is incorporated in the form of a jump in the
displacement field [[uµ]] : Γx → Rndim which now represents the local problem at hand and
the associated discontinuous displacement field ũ([[uµ]]) as the local displacement. To
this end, the kinematics of deformation in the region Bx is now defined in terms of a total
displacement field

uµ = u+ ũ([[uµ]]) in Bx (2.13)

as the sum of the displacements coming from global problem u and local problem ũ([[uµ]]).
See Fig. 2.1 for an illustration. Correspondingly, the total strain field associated with the
total displacement uµ is now written as

εµ = ε(u) + ε̃(ũ) in Bx\Γx (2.14)

which is defined in the bulk of the neighborhood Bx\Γx in terms of the global strain field
ε(u) and the local strain field ε̃(ũ) arising from the displacement jump [[uµ]] defining a
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singular distribution on the surface Γx ⊂ Bx in the sense of a delta function.

An important attribute of the SDA is that the total strain field (2.14) characterizes the
bulk response of the material and accordingly defines the stress field σ in the bulk de-
pending upon the constitutive material model used to define the material behavior. The
numerical simulations presented in Chapter 4 simply follow the linear elastic isotropic
response in the bulk where there is no failure taking place, for the brittle material
(poly)methylmethacrylate, shortly PMMA, the stresses are written as

σ = Cεµ in Bx\Γx (2.15)

in terms of stiffness modulus (2.2).

Continuous local equilibrium: In addition to the characterization of the material re-
sponse in the bulk of the material given by (2.15), another constitutive relation relating
the driving traction tΓ and the displacement jumps [[uµ]] along the strong discontinu-
ity surface Γx is employed to characterize the material behavior due to failure. This
is accomplished by incorporating a cohesive traction-separation law which accounts for
the dissipation of strain energy based on the fracture energy Gf of the material under
consideration.

However, with the introduction of a new unknown [[uµ]] in (2.13), an additional equation
is required for the closure. This is achieved by enforcing an equilibrium along the strong
discontinuity surface Γx between the driving traction tΓ resulting from the applied cohesive
law and the traction resulting from the stresses σ in the bulk Bx\Γx of the material given
by (2.15). The weak form of this local equilibrium can be written as

∫

Γx

[[ωµ]] · (σn− tΓ) dA = 0 (2.16)

for all admissible variations [[ωµ]] : Γx → Rndim of the displacement jumps [[uµ]] in terms
of trace of stresses on the discontinuity surface Γx. From the physical considerations, it
is to be observed that no mass is associated to the discontinuity surface Γx lying in body
B. Another important consideration is the local nature of the equilibrium equation (2.16)
holding in Bx as Γx ⊂ Bx, opposed to the global equilibrium equation (2.4) in body B.
This explicitly allows for the solution of the local displacement jumps [[uµ]] in terms of
the global displacement field u which holds in the limit

hx :=
Ax

lx
→ 0 for Ax =

∫

Bx

dV and lx =

∫

Γx

dA (2.17)

i.e. of the vanishing scale of local problem Bx as shown in detail in Armero [5], which is
the case of interest in the numerical setting of the problem.

Equations (2.15) and (2.16) highlight another interesting feature of the SDA to model
failure phenomena i.e. it is independent of the choice of the material behavior in the bulk
as well as the traction-separation law along the failure surface, which will be utilized to
model the failure phenomena in soft matter in Part II of this thesis.

Remark 2.2.1. The total displacement field uµ in (2.13) decomposed into continuous
and discontinuous part can be written as

uµ = u+ [[uµ]]H
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Figure 2.2: Discrete global problem is illustrated by the discretized body Bh with applied loadings
and boundary conditions on the nodes. The finite element Bh

e ⊂ Bh with a strong discontinuity Γh
e

through it in the form of discrete displacement jump
[[
u
h
µ

]]
now represents the discrete local problem.

where H is a Heaviside function such that H = 1 if x ∈ B+
x else 0. The corresponding

total strain field (2.14) is obtained by a symmetric gradient operation as

∇suµ = ∇su+∇s([[uµ]]H ) =⇒ εµ = ε(u) + H ∇s [[uµ]] + δΓx([[uµ]]⊗ n)s.

The first and second term in εµ in the last equation above represent a regular strain field.
The third-term represents an unbounded strain field on the discontinuity surface Γx due
to the Dirac-delta distribution δΓx. A numerically feasible treatment of such a strain field
for simulation of failure phenomena is shown in the next subsection.

Remark 2.2.2. It needs to be emphasized that the SDA as a computational tool to model
failure is completely independent of the constitutive relations defining the bulk material
behavior. As highlighted in (2.15), the stress response σ is given by the total strain field
εµ in the bulk of the material Bx\Γx which comes from a purely kinematical description of
failure phenomena. It is this feature of SDA which allows its application to model failure
phenomena in ‘hard matter’ as described by linear elasticity in Part I of this thesis, or
‘soft matter’ as described by nonlinear elasticity presented in Part II of this thesis.

2.2.2. Discrete framework of strong discontinuities

In the previous subsection, the continuum framework of the incorporation of a strong
discontinuity through a local neighborhood of a material point is described. This notion
can be extended to the finite element framework where the local neighborhood Bx ⊂ B
is identified by a finite element Bh

e ⊂ Bh of the discretized domain B ≈ Bh = ∪nelem

e=1 Bh
e .

The idea is consistent with the limit (2.17) of vanishing local problem scale as can be
understood by the limiting process of the refined finite element meshes. The efficient
local character of the SDA is fully exhibited by the fact that the strong discontinuity
lies locally within the finite element leading to a an efficient numerical algorithm and
implementation.

Consider a single finite element Bh
e where a strong discontinuity Γh

e ∈ Bh
e has been detected

and activated. A unit normal n and a unit tangent m is defined at the mid-point xΓ to
the discontinuity surface Γh

e with a local coordinate s ∈ [−lΓh
e
/2, lΓh

e
/2] where lΓh

e
is the

length of the strong discontinuity Γh
e within the finite element Bh

e . In the plane setting
of interest here, only straight segments of discontinuity crossing a two-dimensional finite
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element fully are considered as illustrated in Fig. 2.2 for a four-noded quadrilateral
element. The finite element approximation of the global fields of displacement and strain
as introduced in equations (2.13) and (2.14) will be done in the standard manner as shown
in equations (2.8) and (2.9) respectively.

In addition to global fields, the newly introduced local field as displacement jumps [[uµ]]
needs to be approximated in the finite element which are locally interpolated along Γh

e as

[[uµ]] (s) ≈
[[
uh

µ

]]
(s) = HΓ(s)ξ (2.18)

by introducing a jump interpolation matrix HΓ(s) applied on the local element parameters
ξ. It is to be emphasized here that the local parameters ξ are defined independently at
each element through which a discontinuity has propagated. Thus, the approximated
counterpart of total displacement field (2.13) using (2.8) within a finite element can be
written as

uh
µ = Nd+Nµξ in Bh

e (2.19)

where Nµ is introduced as the discontinuous shape function of the local displacement
field. Similarly the finite element approximation of the total strain field (2.14) within the
element bulk and using (2.9) takes the form

εhµ = Bd+G(c)ξ in Bh
e \Γh

e (2.20)

whereG(c) is introduced as the linear enhanced strain operator, referred to as compatibility
operator, which acts on the local element parameters ξ. It defines the strain field due to
the displacement jumps in the bulk of the finite element Bh

e \Γh
e . The total strain field

(2.20) in turn defines the stresses σ appearing in the global set of discrete equation (2.11)
for the element Bh

e where a discontinuity is activated through a constitutive relation e.g.
equation (2.15).

Discrete local equilibrium: The weak form of the continuous local equilibrium (2.16)
identifying the driving traction tΓ along the discontinuity Γh

e with the traction arising from
the bulk stresses σ ∈ Bh

e \Γh
e needs to be approximated next. Introducing the approxi-

mation of jump variations
[[
ωh

µ

]]
(s) = HΓ(s)δξ, based on Bubnov-Galerkin formulation,

in (2.16) and for arbitrary variations δξ 6= 0 of the local element parameters ξ leads to
discrete local equilibrium equations as

re
enh = −

∫

Bh
e

GT
(e)σ dV −

∫

Γh
e

HT
ΓtΓ dA = 0 ∀Bh

e ∈ Edisc (2.21)

to be solved only in the set of elements Edisc where a discontinuity is activated. The minus
sign in (2.21) is only used for numerical convenience. Another new operator G(e), referred
to as equilibrium operator, is introduced in (2.21) which works as a projection operator,
i.e., the stresses σ, defined at quadrature points in the element bulk Bh

e \Γh
e , are projected

to the quadrature points along the discontinuity Γh
e . In other words, the equilibrium

operator G(e) approximates the surface integral, obtained by insertion of
[[
ωh

µ

]]
(s) in

(2.16), by a bulk integral up to the order O(hp+1
e ) with p ≥ 0 of the limit he = ABh

e
/lΓh

e
in

(2.17) as
∫

Bh
e

GT
(e)σ dV = −

∫

Γh
e

HT
Γσn dA+ lΓh

e
O(hp+1

e ). (2.22)
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The derivation of the equilibrium operator G(e) is purely based on the geometry of the
failed finite element and can be computed in a closed form with certain algebraic ma-
nipulations as shown in detail in Linder & Armero [105]. Here only the final form
of the components of G(e) will be given considering up to the linear interpolation of the
displacement jumps (2.18) based on certain separation modes presented next in Section
2.3. The different components of G(e) can be identified as

G(e) = [G
〈0n〉
(e)

... G
〈0m〉
(e)

... G
〈1n〉
(e)

... G
〈1m〉
(e) ] (2.23)

where the superscripts 〈0n〉, 〈0m〉 corresponds to components for constant normal and
tangential modes respectively and 〈1n〉, 〈1m〉 corresponds to components for linear normal
and tangential modes respectively. In particular, the decomposition of variations of local
element parameters δξ in a local basis system {n,m} leads to a concise representation as

G
〈kn〉
(e) = −g〈k〉(e)(n⊗ n) and G

〈km〉
(e) = −g〈k〉(e)(n⊗m)s. (2.24)

A polynomial function g
〈k〉
(e) = (a · x)/he for k = 0, 1 is introduced in (2.24) which is given

in terms of the local Cartesian coordinates {x, y} defined from the element centroid. The
local position vector becomes x = [1, x, y]T and the constant vector a is given as

a = A−1l with A =
1

ABh
e

∫

Bh
e

xxT dV and l =
1

lBh
e

∫

Γh
e

sk x dA. (2.25)

This completes the framework of incorporation of strong discontinuities in the continuum
and discrete setting. Only slight modifications are needed in the structure of the existing
standard finite element code for implementation of the SDA showcasing the underlying
simplicity.

Remark 2.2.3. The only undetermined quantities so far are jump interpolation matrix
HΓ in (2.18), the discontinuous shape function Nµ in (2.19) and the compatibility op-
erator G(c) in (2.20). These quantities define the displacement jumps and the associated
enhanced strain fields. As shown in Armero [4, 5] and Linder & Armero [105],
only HΓ and G(c) need to be determined in closed form which are finally required for the
solution of (2.11) and (2.21) and will be shown in more detail in Section 2.3.

Remark 2.2.4. The assumptions of local problem in the continuum framework in Sub-
section 2.2.1 or in the discrete framework in Subsection 2.2.2 leading to local kinematical
equations (2.14) and (2.20) respectively allows the existence of only a single failure surface
in the neighborhood Bx of a material point x ∈ B or within a finite element Bh

e . Model-
ing of phenomena in dynamic failure, such as crack branching, necessitates the presence
of multiple strong discontinuities in Bx or Bh

e for a more physical account of the failure.
This motivates the need for the modification of the standard SDA by incorporating multiple
levels of computation as presented in detail in Chapter 3.

2.3. Finite element design

The main goal of this section is to introduce a specific form of the jump interpolation
matrix HΓ and compatibility operator G(c) as presented in Subsection 2.2.2 and shown in
detail Linder & Armero [105]. Their derivation is directly based on the incorporation
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Figure 2.3: Illustration of different separation modes incorporated here within a four-node quadrilat-
eral finite element Bh

e used for designing the compatibility operator G(c).

of certain separation modes directly into a finite element framework which can capture
a fully softened strong discontinuity without any spurious transfer of stresses between
the separated parts Bh+

e and Bh−
e . The constant interpolation of displacement jumps

Armero [4, 5] was advanced to include linear kinematics of separation modes in Linder

& Armero [105] and Armero & Linder [10] in the infinitesimal deformation range
and in Armero & Linder [10] in the finite deformation range.

The two separation modes as shown in Linder & Armero [105] are the constant sep-
aration mode and the linear separation mode and also illustrated in Fig. 2.3. Associ-
ated with these separation modes are identified the general nodal displacements d̂(ξ) in

terms of local enhanced parameters ξ and the corresponding strains ε(d̂) = Bd̂. For
the fully softened cases under consideration, the identification of the total strain fields
ε̂µ(ξ) = Bd̂ + G(e)ξ in (2.20) for each separation mode finally retrieves the compatibil-
ity operator G(e) as shown in Subsection 2.3.1 for the constant mode of separation and
Subsection 2.3.2 for the linear mode of separation.

2.3.1. Constant separation mode

Consider a finite element Bh
e separated by a fully-softened strong discontinuity Γh

e into two
parts Bh+

e and Bh−
e as shown on the left of Fig. 2.3. The constant mode of separation is

identified by a constant normal jump ξ〈0n〉 and a constant tangential jump ξ〈0m〉 along the
normal n and tangent m respectively, representing a rigid translation of part Bh+

e with
respect to Bh−

e . The vector of local element parameters ξ〈0〉 = [ξ〈0n〉 ξ〈0m〉]
T is measured

from the centroid xΓ of the discontinuity Γh
e in local {n,m} basis. The general nodal

displacements corresponding to the constant separation mode becomes

d̂
〈0〉

A =
[[
uh

µ

]]
〈0〉

= ξ〈0n〉n+ ξ〈0m〉m for A ∈ Bh+
e else 0 . (2.26)

The immediate outcome of the form of displacements in (2.26) is the identification of the

jump interpolation matrix H
〈0〉
Γ in (2.27). In addition, the consideration of total strains

ε̂µ(ξ) = 0 in the bulk of the finite element Bh
e \Γh

e for locking free characteristics leads to
the identification of the components of the compatibility operators also shown in (2.27).

H
〈0〉
Γ = [n

... m], G
〈0n〉
(c) = −

∑

A∈Bh
e
+

BAn and G
〈0m〉
(c) = −

∑

A∈Bh
e
+

BAm. (2.27)
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It is to be emphasized here that each separation mode i.e. constant normal or con-
stant tangential can be activated independently of each other depending upon the initial
boundary value problem.

2.3.2. Linear separation mode

For a higher resolution of failure kinematics and to encompass general modes of failure
without giving rise to ‘artificial’ stresses within a finite element, linear modes of sepa-
ration were introduced in Linder & Armero [105]. Again, consider a finite element
Bh
e separated by a fully-softened strong discontinuity Γh

e into two parts Bh+
e and Bh−

e as
shown on the right of Fig. 2.3. In addition to constant jumps ξ〈0n〉 and ξ〈0m〉, two new
scalar parameters arise as ξ〈1n〉 and ξ〈1m〉 which represents the infinitesimal rotation along
the normal n and stretching along the tangent m of part Bh+

e with respect to Bh−
e re-

spectively. The vector of local element parameters ξ〈1〉 = [ξ〈1n〉 ξ〈1m〉]
T is also measured

from the centroid xΓ of the discontinuity Γh
e in local {n,m} basis. The general nodal

displacements corresponding to linear separation mode including the rigid translation of
constant mode become

d̂
〈1〉

A =
[[
uh

µ

]]
〈0〉

+ S(ξ〈1〉)x̄A for A ∈ Bh+
e else 0 . (2.28)

A linear interpolation operator S(ξ〈1〉) introduced in (2.28) acts on x̄A = xA − xΓ where

xA are the nodal coordinates of nodes in Bh+
e and describes the infinitesimal rotation and

tangential stretching. The linear operator shown in Linder & Armero [105] is

S(ξ〈1〉) = ξ〈1n〉(n⊗m)a + ξ〈1m〉(m⊗m) (2.29)

where (n⊗m)a = n⊗m−m⊗ n is a skew-symmetric tensor. Simplification of (2.28)
leads to the identification of the linear displacement jumps

[[
uh

µ

]]
〈1〉

and the corresponding

jump interpolation operator H
〈1〉
Γ as

[[
uh

µ

]]
〈1〉

(s) = sξ〈1n〉n+ sξ〈1m〉m → H
〈1〉
Γ = [sn

... sm] (2.30)

at any point x(s) along the discontinuity surface for a local coordinate s ∈ [−lΓh
e
/2, lΓh

e
/2].

The components of the compatibility operator G(c) for the linear separation mode are
obtained by the imposition of the condition of total strain field, i.e., ε̂µ(ξ) = 0 for the
linear normal separation and ε̂µ(ξ) = ξ〈1m〉(m⊗m)HΓ for the linear tangential separation,
with the usual Heaviside function HΓ(x) = 1 if x ∈ Bh+

e else 0, results in

G
〈1n〉
(c) = −

∑

A∈Bh
e
+

BA(n⊗m)ax̄A and G
〈1m〉
(c) = (m⊗m)HΓ −

∑

A∈Bh
e
+

BA(m⊗m)x̄A.

(2.31)
As previously mentioned, linear normal separation can be activated independently of the
tangential separation mode and vice versa. The summary of all the arrays identified in
conjunction with a finite element where a strong discontinuity is activated with all the
modes of separation is given in Table 2.1.

2.4. Numerical implementation

The finite element formulation of the SDA discussed in the previous section laid an em-
phasis on preserving the structure of a standard finite element code and at the same time
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Constant Mode Linear Mode
[[
uh
µ

]]
= ξ〈0n〉n + ξ〈0m〉m + sξ〈1n〉n + sξ〈1m〉m

ξ = [ ξ〈0n〉
... ξ〈0m〉

... ξ〈1n〉
... ξ〈1m〉 ]

HΓ = [ n
... m

... sn
... sm ]

G(e) = [ G
〈0n〉
(e)

... G
〈0m〉
(e)

... G
〈1n〉
(e)

... G
〈1m〉
(e) ]

G(c) = [ G
〈0n〉
(c)

... G
〈0m〉
(c)

... G
〈1n〉
(c)

... G
〈1m〉
(c) ]

Table 2.1: In a standard finite element procedure, the implementation of the SDA requires the
computation of these additional arrays above which are associated with a failed element Bh

e where a
strong discontinuity Γh

e is detected and activated.

made the formulation computationally efficient. This leads to a simplistic implementation
of the SDA code as presented in this section. In particular, it involves the criterion for
initiation and propagation of the strong discontinuity shown in Subsection 2.4.1 and the
solution of the governing equations (3.48) and (2.21) by their linearization shown in Sub-
section 2.4.1 and the static condensation of local element variables shown in Subsection
2.4.3.

2.4.1. Initiation and propagation of the discontinuity

The onset of discontinuity propagation is linked to the identification of the domains of
unstable material behavior. Most commonly used criteria for identifying such domains
are based on the loss of hyperbolicity and the loss of ellipticity of the underlying partial
differential equation for the dynamic case and the quasi-static case of interest respectively,
as shown for the first time in Rudnicki & Rice [170] and Rice [166].

Based on the solution of Navier’s equation of motion (2.5) in the form of plane progressive
wave (2.6) shown in Remark 2.1.1, an acoustic tensor Q is introduced which characterizes
the condition of propagation of acceleration waves in the body. Insertion of the solution
(2.6) into the governing equation (2.1)1 after omitting the body forces yields left hand
side and right hand side as

divσ = divC∇su = φ′′
C(k ⊗ h⊗ k) and ρü = hω2φ′′. (2.32)

This implies the condition for a plane progressive wave as hω2 = C(k ⊗ h ⊗ k) = Q · h
where the acoustic tensor reads as Qik = Cijklkjkl. As shown in Marsden & Hughes

[115], the material tangent stiffness admits plane progressive elastic waves in all possible
k directions iff

h ·Q · h > 0 ∀h and k 6= 0 . (2.33)

The condition (2.33) implies that the material tangent C is strongly elliptic and also
serves as a criterion for the identification of unstable domains of material behavior. An
application of this criterion can be found in Simo et al. [177] and Armero [5] for the
infinitesimal deformation range, in Armero & Garikipati [8], Oliver et al. [139]
among others for the finite deformation range. The application of the criterion of loss
of hyperbolicity for the finite deformation looks similar to (2.33) except for a modified
acoustic tensor as shown in Gao & Klein [58] and Belytschko et al. [22].
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An approach based on modeling failure mechanisms using plasticity approach utilizes a
Rankine type yield criterion function, commonly known as the maximum principal stress
criterion, to monitor and limit the in-plane tensile stresses. Applications of the same
to isotropic and orthotropic brittle materials can be found in Feenstra & De Borst

[47] and Lourenço et al. [112]. A Rankine type yield criterion function consists of
a function of the first principal stress and an equivalent stress describing the softening
response as

F(σ,n, α) = max
||n||=1

σn − σY (α) ≤ 0. (2.34)

The scalar quantity σn = σ(n ⊗ n) is the maximum principal stress projection along
the principal direction n. The second quantity σY = ftn − β(α) describes the softening
response of the material where ftn is the maximum tensile strength of the material and
β(α) is a thermodynamic force conjugate to an internal variable α. The tangent stiffness
C in (2.32), therefore, needs to be replaced by its equivalent elasto-plastic stiffness as

C
ep = C− 1

λ+ 2µ
[C(n⊗ n)⊗ C(n⊗ n)] (2.35)

which in turn defines the acoustic tensor as Qik = C
ep
ijklkjkl to check the criterion (2.33).

2.4.2. Linearization of the governing equations

The set of algebraic governing equations in (2.11) represent a spatially discretized non-
linear transient equations of second order for the dynamic case of loading. The time
discretization of these equations is done by a standard time integration scheme as discussed
briefly in Subsection 3.4.1. In addition, the discretized local equilibrium equation (2.21)
needs to be solved for the failed finite elements. The numerical integration of quantities of
different interest involves volume integrals over the bulk of a finite element Bh

e or surface
integrals over the strong discontinuity Γh

e . In this work, nB
qp quadrature points are used

for the numerical integration of the former and nΓ
qp quadrature points are used for the

numerical integration of the latter.

The quasi-static case is considered here for showcasing the solution strategy by setting
a = 0 . The standard approach is the use of an iterative procedure such as the Newton-
Raphson scheme which brings the residuals in (2.11) and (2.21) iteratively to zero. In
particular, at the current solution time step tn+1, one writes

R(dn+1,ξn+1) = f ext(tn+1)−
nelem

A
e=1

(∫

Bh
e

BTσn+1 dV

)

re
enh(d

e
n+1, ξ

e
n+1) = −

∫

Bh
e

GT
(e)σn+1 dV −

∫

Γh
e

HT
ΓtΓn+1

dA, Bh
e ∈ Edisc.





(2.36)

The collection of residual equations in (2.36) are linearized about the known equilibrium
position {dk

n+1, ξ
k
n+1} at the last iteration k and equated to zero. Further equations are

assumed to be written at time tn+1 and henceforth dropped while the iteration index k is
retained. From (2.36), the linearized forms can be written as

Lin|dk ,ξk R(dk+1, ξk+1) = R(dk, ξk) +
∂R

∂d

∣∣∣∣
dk

∆dk+1 +
∂R

∂ξ

∣∣∣∣
ξk
∆ξk+1

Lin|dk,ξk r
e
enh(d

k+1, ξk+1) = re
enh(d

k, ξk) +
∂re

enh

∂d

∣∣∣∣
dk

∆dk+1 +
∂re

enh

∂ξ

∣∣∣∣
ξk
∆ξk+1





(2.37)
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where the increments ∆dk+1 = dk+1 − dk and ∆ξk+1 = ξk+1 − ξk. Using the relation
(3.51) with the fact that the external force vector f ext is independent of the unknowns d
and ξ yields

∂R

∂d

∣∣∣∣
dk

= −
nelem

A
e=1

(∫

Bh
e

BT
CB dV

)
= −

nelem

A
e=1

Kek

dd

∂R

∂ξ

∣∣∣∣
ξk

= −
nelem

A
e=1

(∫

Bh
e

BT
CG(c) dV

)
= −

nelem

A
e=1

Kek

dξ

∂re
enh

∂d

∣∣∣∣
dk

= −
∫

Bh
e

GT
(e)CB dV = −Kek

ξd

∂re
enh

∂ξ

∣∣∣∣
ξk

= −
(∫

Bh
e

GT
(e)CG(c) dV +

∫

Γh
e

HT
ΓCΓHΓ dA

)
= −Kek

ξξ





(2.38)

as a set of enhanced tangent stiffness matrices. The material tangents C and CΓ employed
in the constitutive relations for the stresses σ(εhµ) in the bulk Bh

e \Γh
e and the traction tΓ(ξ)

along the discontinuity Γh
e respectively are used in (2.38). Substituting back the tangent

stiffness matrices from (2.38) into their corresponding linearized versions (2.37) yield a
discrete set of global and local linear equations assembled at the element level as

nelem

A
e=1

[
Kek

dd∆dk+1
e +Kek

dξ∆ξk+1
e

]
=

nelem

A
e=1

Rek

Kek

ξd∆dk+1
e +Kek

ξξ∆ξk+1
e = rek

enh, Bh
e ∈ Edisc.





(2.39)

2.4.3. Static condensation of enhanced variables

By virtue of static condensation of the local element parameters, the SDA maintains the
overall framework of the standard finite element procedure by only requiring the solution
of global initial boundary value problem (2.4) in terms of the global displacement field d.
Static condensation follows from the second part in (2.39) as

∆ξk+1
e =

(
Kek

ξξ

)−1
[
rek

enh −Kek

ξd∆dk+1
e

]
(2.40)

for the elements Bh
e ∈ Edisc. Inserting (2.40) into first part of (2.39) and on further

simplification yields

nelem

A
e=1

[{
Kek

dd −Kek

dξ

(
Kek

ξξ

)−1
Kek

ξd

}
∆dk+1

e

]
=

nelem

A
e=1

[
Rek −Kek

dξ

(
Kek

ξξ

)−1
rek

enh

]

where the final set of statically condensed equations can now be written as

Kk
∗ ∆dk+1 = Rk

∗ (2.41)

in terms of the assembled stiffness matrix Kk
∗ = A

nelem

e=1 Ke
eff and the assembled residual

array Rk
∗ =A

nelem

e=1 Re
eff defined by the effective element contributions as

Ke
eff = Ke

dd −Ke
dξ

(
Kek

ξξ

)−1
Ke

ξd and Re
eff = Re −Ke

dξ

(
Kek

ξξ

)−1
re
enh. (2.42)
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The observation from equation (2.41) is that only the global nodal displacements d are
involved in the final system of equations, however, with a non-symmetric overall for-
mulation, stemming from the fact that the element effective stiffness matrix Keff is not
symmetric since G(c) 6= G(e).

Remark 2.4.1. The solution of the global set of discrete equations (2.41) relies on the
inversion of the element tangent stiffness matrix Ke

ξξ, given by (2.38)4, which depends
upon the definition of G(e) and G(c). In particular, the case of fully softened discontinuity
characterized by CΓ = 0 in (2.38)4 when either Bh+

e or Bh−
e contains only one node, a

necessary condition for the nonsingularity of Ke
ξξ becomes that the columns of the com-

patibility operator G(c) are linearly independent. The stabilization procedures for ensuring
the invertibility of Ke

ξξ can be found in detail in Linder & Armero [105].
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3. Strong discontinuity approach on multiple levels

The SDA as a computational method to model failure phenomena is discussed in Chapter
2 where failure phenomena is restricted to a single propagating crack at a material point
x ∈ B. However, hard matter under dynamic loadings are found to undergo complex
failure phenomena as discussed in Subsection 1.1.1. Among these, crack branching is
of primary importance along with micro-branching and trifurcation failure phenomena.
The physically sound modeling of these failure phenomena in hard matter requires the
incorporation of multiple strong discontinuities at a material point x ∈ B as shown in
Linder & Raina [108]. The SDA, therefore, requires to be modified to take account
for these failure phenomena as is presented in this chapter. This chapter outlines the
performed modifications of the SDA to extend it to multiple levels within both, the quasi-
static and the fully transient setting. This is made possible by a combination of the
SDA [177, 4] and the method of domain decomposition [143, 144]. The central idea is to
solve a separate boundary value problem associated with a finite element where failure is
imminent, in addition to the main (initial) boundary value problem as shown in Section
2.1

This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.1, the idea behind the modification of
SDA is introduced by the concept of multiple levels first in the continuum setting and
then in the discrete setting. The coupling of multiple levels of computation is presented in
Section 3.2 which requires adaptive discretization followed by a linear kinematic boundary
constraint and the partitioning of algebraic governing equations. Later in Subsection 3.3,
it is shown that the linear kinematic constraint results in stress locking and is accordingly
modified. The numerical implementation of the multiple levels of computation is finally
presented in Section 3.4

3.1. The incorporation of multiple levels

In addition to the global (initial) boundary value problem, a new boundary value problem
is introduced at a material point, where failure is detected, as an additional level of
computation, referred to as multiple levels in this context. This introduction of multiple
levels is presented first in the continuum framework in Subsection 3.1.1 and then in the
discrete framework in Subsection 3.1.2.

3.1.1. Continuum framework of multiple levels

To begin with, the standard (initial) boundary value problem presented in Subsection 2.1,
without considering failure is summarized here with the weak form given as

∫

B

σ : ∇s(δu) dV =

∫

B

ρ(γ − ü) · δu dV +

∫

∂tB

t0 · δu dA (3.1)

where the test functions δu satisfy homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions δu = 0

on ∂uB. The term ü is only present within the fully transient setting for which initial
conditions in the form of a given displacement field u0(x, 0) and given velocity field
v0(x, 0) must be supplemented for the second-order in time problem (3.1).

Standard regularity assumptions for the functions in (3.1) circumvent a straightforward
representation of characteristic phenomena like cracks being relevant for solids at failure.
The SDA therefore introduces at a material point x, where failure is detected by a certain
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n̄

Γ̄x̄

B̄x̄

global SBVP local SBVP

Figure 3.1: The SBVP is shown here in the continuum setting as a neighborhood Bx of a material
point x in the main (initial) boundary value problem where failure by the existence of possibly multiple
cracks is detected. It is decomposed into a global (global SBVP) and a local (local SBVP) part where
the latter is a small region B̄x̄ ⊂ Bx and capable of representing a single discontinuity Γ̄x̄ with normal n̄
and displacement jumps [[ūµ]] in the displacement field of B̄x̄.

criterion as shown in Subsection 2.4.1, in addition to the main problem above, a local
problem through which a strong discontinuity in the form of jumps in the displacement
field can be incorporated to model solids at failure as shown in Section 2.2. As illustrated
in Fig. 3.1, a modification is proposed by introducing at a small neighborhood Bx ⊂ B of
a material point x, where failure is detected, a new sub-boundary value problem (SBVP)
with its weak form given as

∫

Bx

σ̄ : ∇̄(δū) dV = 0 (3.2)

which is solved in addition to the main (initial) boundary value problem presented above
with its solution replacing the left hand side of (3.1) for the part Bx ⊂ B. Through the
course of a simulation, the main (initial) boundary value problem can be decomposed
into various SBVPs each of which is solved simultaneously with the main problem. When
no failure takes place in the SBVP, its displacement field ū : Bx → R

ndim and the strain
field ε̄ = ∇̄sū : Bx → Rndim ×ndim

sym in terms of the symmetric gradient operator ∇̄s in x̄

arise from solving (3.2) based on applied boundary conditions that are determined by the
displacement field u of the main (initial) boundary value problem as discussed in detail in
Section 3.3. Since the SBVP is part of the main problem, the same constitutive relation
also holds there when no failure takes place, i.e. σ̄ = Cε̄ with the constitutive tensor C
given in (2.2).

On the other hand, when failure is taking place, the SBVP is decomposed by arguments
arising from the SDA into a global and a local part, where the latter is introduced to
represent a strong discontinuity Γ̄x̄ ⊂ Rndim−1 with normal n̄ in a neighborhood B̄x̄ ⊂ Bx
of a material point x̄ of the SBVP. Following the equations (2.13) and (2.14) introduced in
SDA, the local displacement field ūµ : B̄x̄ → R

ndim and the local strain field ε̄µ : B̄x̄\Γ̄x̄ →
Rndim×ndim

sym of this region can then be decomposed into

ūµ = ū(x̄) + ũ([[ūµ]]) in B̄x̄ (3.3)

and

ε̄µ = ε̄(ū) + ε̃([[ūµ]]) in B̄x̄\Γ̄x̄ (3.4)
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i.e. into contributions from the SBVP’s global displacement field ū and its global strain
field ε̄ as well as the SBVP’s local displacement field ũ and its local strain field ε̃, both
local quantities depending on the introduced displacement jumps [[ūµ]] : Γ̄x̄ → Rndim to
represent e.g. cracks or shear bands in the failing solid. When failure takes place, the
above constitutive relation σ̄ = Cε̄ is replaced by

σ̄ = Cε̄µ in B̄x̄\Γ̄x̄ (3.5)

now given in terms of the local strain field ε̄µ. In addition to the constitutive relation
(3.5) in B̄x̄\Γ̄x̄, the expected dissipative material response along the strong discontinuity
Γ̄x̄ must be modeled in the same manner as (2.16). This is done by cohesive laws t̄Γ̄([[ūµ]]),
relating the driving traction t̄Γ̄ and the displacement jumps [[ūµ]] along the failure surface
Γ̄x̄. Following again the SDA, a closure equation for the newly introduced displacement
jumps [[ūµ]] is obtained as

∫

Γ̄x̄

δ [[ūµ]] · (σ̄n̄− t̄Γ̄) dA = 0 (3.6)

by enforcing equilibrium along the strong discontinuity Γ̄x̄ between the traction arising
from the constitutive cohesive model and those from the stresses in the bulk in terms of
the admissible variations δ [[ūµ]] : Γ̄x̄ → Rndim.

For the solution of the SBVP pertaining to the current state of the material at the
crack-tip, the displacement field at the boundary of the region Bx defining the SBVP is
matched with the displacement field arising from the main problem B. This coupling can
be achieved by

ūµ = φ(x̄,u, [[ūµ]]) ∀ x̄ ∈ ∂Bx (3.7)

where in this general setting the right hand side of (3.7) is assumed to be a function of the
displacement field u of the main (initial) boundary value problem and the displacement
jump [[ūµ]] coming from the solution of the SBVP at position x̄ when failure is present. A
possible deformation constraint (3.7) when no strong discontinuity crosses the boundary,
is given by φ = u. For the case where a strong discontinuity has propagated out of
the region Bx, such a deformation constraint over the boundary is no longer valid as
shown in numerical results of Chapter 4. To obtain meaningful results in such a scenario,
a new constraint φ is presented in Section 3.3. The same holds when multiple strong
discontinuities propagate over the boundary as treated in this work for the considered
numerical simulations of crack branching in Section 4.

3.1.2. Discrete framework of multiple levels

After introducing the continuum representation of the multiple levels in the previous sub-
section, their discrete counterparts are outlined in this subsection. Starting with the main
(initial) boundary value problem whose domain is approximated as B ≈ Bh = ∪nelem

e=1 Bh
e

by nelem finite elements Bh
e , its primary unknown in the form of the displacement field u

and the corresponding strain field ε are approximated by (2.8) and (2.9), respectively, as
shown in Subsection 2.1.2.

For a finite element Bh
e of the main (initial) boundary value problem where the failure cri-

terion (2.33) is met, the proposed approach creates a discrete global SBVP corresponding
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Figure 3.2: Illustration of the discrete SBVP consisting of a global and a local part. The discrete
global SBVP is represented by the discretized finite element Bh

e of the main (initial) boundary value
problem where failure is detected which is adaptively discretized into n̄elem sub-elements B̄h

s . When
failure takes place in such sub-element, it represents the discrete local SBVP where a strong discontinuity
Γh
s is incorporated by introducing a jump

[[
ūh
µ

]]
in the displacement field of B̄h

s .

to it as shown in Fig. 3.2. The solution of the SBVP starts with the adaptive discretiza-
tion of the finite element Bh

e into n̄elem sub-elements B̄h
s . It is to be emphasized here that

the framework of the SDA, as presented in Section 2.2, is employed to incorporate the
failure phenomena at the SBVP level. Therefore the displacement field ū and the strain
field ε̄ in the SBVP of Bh

e are approximated in the same manner as the respective fields
in (2.8) and (2.9) of the main (initial) boundary value problem as

ū(x̄) ≈ ūh = N̄d̄ and ε̄(ū) ≈ ε̄h = B̄d̄ (3.8)

in terms of shape functions N̄ and a generic strain operator matrix B̄ associated with the
sub-element B̄h

s geometry. Following the arguments of the SDA, the failure is modeled
in the form of cracks or shear bands by introducing a local SBVP corresponding to a
sub-element B̄h

s where a jump [[ūµ]] in the displacement field exists as shown in Fig. 3.2.
The new unknown in the form of the jump [[ūµ]] in the displacement field and the resulting
local strain field ε̃ are approximated in the same manner as shown in Subsection 2.2.2 as

[[ūµ]] (l) ≈
[[
ūh

µ

]]
(l) = H̄Γ(l)ξ̄ on Γ̄h

s (3.9)

and

ε̃ ≈ ε̃h = Ḡ(c)ξ̄ in B̄h
s \Γ̄h

s (3.10)

where l is a local coordinate defined along the discontinuity Γ̄h
s . H̄Γ and Ḡ(c) in (3.9)

and (3.10) are the jump interpolation matrix and the compatibility operator, respectively,
acting on the enhanced parameters ξ̄ defining the geometric quantities of separation within
a sub-element B̄h

s . The computation of H̄Γ and Ḡ(c) is based on the incorporation of
certain separation modes directly into the finite element framework [46, 7, 105, 9, 10, 110,
6] as presented in Section 2.3. For the numerical simulations presented in Chapter 4, a
constant mode of separation is employed at the SBVP level to model failure phenomena
associated with quasi-static and dynamic fracture. From the second equation in (3.8)
and from (3.10), the approximation of the local strain field in (3.4) corresponding to a
sub-element B̄h

s is therefore written as

ε̄hµ = B̄d̄+ Ḡ(c)ξ̄ in B̄h
s \Γ̄h

s (3.11)
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which also defines the total stress σ̄ in the bulk B̄h
s \Γ̄h

s through (3.5). The finite ele-
ment approximation of all the introduced variables necessary for the solution of the main
(initial) boundary value problem (3.1) and the SBVP (3.2) is hence complete.

As shown in Subsection 2.1.2, the substitution and assembly of element approximations
(2.8) and (2.9) with respective variations into the weak form of the main (initial) boundary
value problem (3.1) results in the following set of discrete algebraic equations written in
residual form as

R(d, t) = f ext(t)− f int(d, t)−Ma = 0 (3.12)

in terms of global arrays of external forces f ext, internal forces f int, and the mass matrix
M as given in (2.12). The transient term Ma in (3.12) is only present for the problems
of dynamic fracture investigated in Section 4.3 to model crack branching.

An essential characteristic of the proposed modification of the SDA is the treatment of
finite elements of the main (initial) boundary value problem where failure is detected
by some failure criterion as a separate SBVP, the solution of which makes the modeling
of even complex failure phenomena like crack branching possible. Following Armero

[4, 5], the introduction of approximations (3.9) and (3.11) also for their variations into
the equilibrium equations (3.2) and (3.6) associated with the SBVP of a finite element
Bh
e results in the following set of discrete equations

R̄(d̄, ξ̄) = −An̄elem

s=1

( ∫
B̄h
s
B̄

T
σ̄ dV

)
and

r̄s
enh = −

∫
B̄h
s
Ḡ

T
(e)σ̄ dV −

∫
Γ̄h
s
H̄

T
Γ t̄Γ̄ dA.



 (3.13)

The second equation in (3.13) is solved only for the sub-elements B̄h
s ∈ Edisc where a

discontinuity Γ̄h
s has developed with the equilibrium operator Ḡ(e) projecting the stresses

σ̄ from the bulk of the element B̄h
s to the associated traction along the discontinuity Γ̄h

s

Armero [4, 5] and Armero & Ehrlich [7]. The derivation of the equilibrium operator
Ḡ(e) for a sub-element B̄h

s follows the same procedure as shown for SDA in Subsection
2.2.2.

3.2. Coupling between multiple levels

To compute the primary unknown in the form of global displacement field u, the solution
of the multiple levels in the form of discrete residuals (3.12) and (3.13)1 associated with the
main (initial) boundary value problem and SBVP respectively must be coupled. First,
the adaptive discretization of the SBVP is shown in Subsection 3.2.1 followed by the
application of suitable kinematic constraints over the boundary of the SBVP as shown
in Subsection 3.2.2. The partitioning of governing algebraic equations of the SBVP to
couple quantities at different levels is shown in Subsection 3.2.3.

3.2.1. Adaptive discretization during runtime

In the discretized domain Bh of the discrete main (initial) boundary value problem, the
finite element Bh

e where the failure criterion (2.33) has been met, which now serves as
the so called SBVP, is consequently adaptively discretized during run-time into n̄elem sub-
elements B̄h

s during a typical Newton iteration of a solution step such that Bh
e = ∪n̄elem

s=1 B̄h
s .

As illustrated in Fig. 3.3, this is achieved by an algorithm which detects the boundary
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Figure 3.3: Adaptive discretization of a finite element Bh
e of the main (initial) boundary value problem

with global nodes 1, . . . , 4 into n̄elem = 9 sub-elements B̄h
s with total n̄node = 16 pseudo nodes. A

kinematic constraint Φ is applied on the boundary nodes of the SBVP shown on the right.

of such a finite element Bh
e and creates n̄node number of pseudo nodal positions on the

boundary and in its interior with each node having the same degrees of freedom ndim as
a node in the main problem. These newly created pseudo nodes, do not contribute to
the set of discrete equations of the main (initial) boundary value problem (3.12) but are
rather needed to create the sub-elements B̄h

s . In the two-dimensional setting considered in
this work, only four-node quadrilateral sub-elements are used in the numerical simulations
presented in Chapter 4. The number of sub-elements n̄elem created is decided a priori and
increasing the number of sub-elements is shown to improve the accuracy of the numerical
simulations as shown in the convergence test within the quasi-static setting in Section 4.1
for the discretization of k × k sub-elements for k = 3, 5, 7, 9.

Depending upon the state of stress, each of these sub-elements B̄h
s is now capable of

developing a strong discontinuity Γ̄h
s with unit normal and tangential vectors n̄ and m̄,

respectively. Such an element, where a discontinuity, which is characterized by a jump[[
ūh

µ

]]
in the displacement field, appears, now represents the new discrete local SBVP, as

illustrated in Fig. 3.2, and can be solved by concepts of the SDA. As a result, coarser
meshes can be chosen for the discretization of the main problem where no discontinuity
exists and crack tips in the interior of the finite elements of the main problem are possible
through this proposed modification.

3.2.2. Linear deformation constraint

After adaptively discretizing the SBVP associated with a finite element Bh
e , the coupling

between the multiple levels is achieved by a deformation constraint which is applied to
the SBVP in a manner that the displacements of all pseudo nodes located on one of the
edges of Bh

e are interpolated from the displacements of the two corner nodes of that edge
and do depend on the opening of a possible single discontinuity propagating through it
or, as it will turn out to be of relevance for the simulations of crack branching in Section
4.3, on the opening of multiple strong discontinuities. The discrete form of the constraint
(3.7) is given in a general form in terms of the nodal displacement d̄k for each pseudo
node k on the discretized boundary ∂Bh

e as

d̄k(x̄k) = φh
k(x̄k,de,

[[
ūh

µ

]]
) ∀ x̄k ∈ ∂Bh

e . (3.14)
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In particular, the right hand side of (3.14) can be chosen such that initially, for the case
when no discontinuity propagates over the considered edge, the boundary nodes experience
a linear deformation constraint. An example of φh

k for a four node Q1 element without
a discontinuity across the element edge, i.e. with no dependency on

[[
ūh

µ

]]
in (3.14), is

given as

φh
k = N(x̄k)de =

[∑4
A=1N

A
k dAx∑4

A=1N
A
k dAy

]
(3.15)

where N(x̄k) ∈ Bh
e are the shape functions associated with the finite element Bh

e of the
main problem computed at position x̄k of node k on the boundary ∂Bh

e . For all n̄b
node

nodes on the boundary ∂Bh
e of the SBVP, we define an array Φh ∈ Rn̄b

dof such that

Φh =
[
φh

1 φh
2 φh

3 . . . φh
n̄b
node

]T
(3.16)

where n̄b
dof = ndim ·n̄b

node. Using (3.16), one can write the constraint for all the k =
1, . . . , n̄b

node nodes associated with the boundary of a SBVP as

d̄b = Φh. (3.17)

3.2.3. Partitioning of algebraic governing equations

After the kinematic constraint (3.17) is applied at the boundary of the SBVP, its solution
is computed by partitioning the algebraic equations associated with the boundary nodes
x̄b ∈ ∂Bh

e and the interior nodes x̄i ∈ Bh
e \∂Bh

e of the SBVP. This enables the partition of
the assembled internal force vector and the stiffness matrix of the SBVP as

x̄ =

[
x̄i

x̄b

]
, R̄ =

[
R̄i

R̄b

]
, and K̄ =

[
K̄ii K̄ib

K̄bi K̄bb

]
(3.18)

where R̄ : Bh
e → Rn̄dof is the assembled internal force vector and K̄ : Bh

e → Rn̄dof×n̄dof

is the assembled stiffness matrix for n̄dof = ndim ·n̄node number of degrees of freedom in
the SBVP of Bh

e . Those assembled quantities in (3.18) are obtained by a standard finite
element assembly

R̄ =
n̄elem

A
s=1

R̄
s
eff and K =

n̄elem

A
s=1

K̄
s
eff (3.19)

in terms of effective contributions R̄
s
eff and K̄

s
eff from the n̄elem sub-elements obtained by

using the SDA at the sub-element level as shown in Subsection 2.4.3. The partition of the
system of equations in (3.18) facilitates the static condensation of the arrays associated
with the interior degrees of freedom for coupling the internal force vector and stiffness
matrix associated with the boundary degrees of freedom with the corresponding arrays of
the main problem.

For the solution of the main (initial) boundary value problem, it is desired to compute an
internal force vector and a stiffness matrix associated with each global finite element Bh

e as
shown in Subsection 2.4.2. For the finite elements which are treated as a separate SBVP
to account for the failing of the material, the goal is to provide a consistent expression
for the internal force vector and the stiffness matrix in terms of corresponding arrays
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 3.4: Of the various possible solutions of the SBVP, four important failure configurations are
schematically illustrated for simulations of crack branching. The failure surfaces (red lines) in (a) depict
a case of main crack growing without branching. The instances in (b) and (c) depict different ways of
crack trifurcation where the main crack continues to grow along with the branching cracks. The instance
in (d) depicts a case of bifurcation where the branching cracks continue to grow out of the SBVP while
the main crack stops in the middle.

associated with the SBVP. This is achieved by matching the virtual energy of the finite
element Bh

e of the main problem at which the SBVP is computed and the virtual energy
obtained by the solution of the SBVP itself as

δdT
e Re = δd̄

T
R̄ =⇒ δdT

e Re = δd̄
T
b R̄b + δd̄

T
i R̄i (3.20)

i.e. as the sum of the product between the displacements and the internal forces for
the nodes of the element in the main (initial) boundary value problem and the pseudo
nodes of the SBVP which are partitioned based on (3.18). The finite element solution for
the SBVP (3.13)1 results in R̄i = 0 . Taking the variation of (3.17) with respect to the
displacement field de of the main problem and substituting it into (3.20) yields

δdT
e Re = δd̄

T
b R̄b =⇒ δdT

e Re = δdT
e P

T R̄b with P =
∂Φh

∂de
(3.21)

for all admissible variations of nodal displacements δde 6= 0 and in terms of a newly
introduced projection tensor P ∈ Rn̄b

dof
×ndof, which projects the values from nodes of the

SBVP to nodes of the main problem depending upon the kinematic boundary constraint
Φh. It is described for each nodal position k = 1, . . . , n̄b

node on the boundary of the SBVP
and can be summarized as

P = [P1 P2 . . . Pn̄b
node

]T with Pk =
∂φh

k

∂de
∈ R

ndim×ndof . (3.22)

For the deformation constraint (3.15), which is valid when no discontinuity propagates
through the boundary of a four node Q1 finite element of the main (initial) boundary
value problem treated as SBVP, the projection operator at each pseudo nodal position x̄k

then takes the form

Pk =
[
P1

k P2
k P3

k P4
k

]
with PA

k =

[
NA

k 0
0 NA

k

]
. (3.23)

With the projection tensor defined in (3.22) and (3.23), the coupling term for the internal
force vector Re of the finite element Bh

e in terms of internal forces R̄b ∈ Rn̄b
dof of the
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boundary nodes of the SBVP is obtained by

Re = PT R̄b. (3.24)

To obtain an expression for the stiffness matrix of an element in the main (initial) bound-
ary value problem which serves as a SBVP, consistent linearization is performed at both
the levels as

δdT
e

∂Re

∂de

dde = δd̄
T ∂R̄

∂ d̄
dd̄. (3.25)

The sensitivity of Re with respect to de represents the element stiffness matrix Ke ∈
Rndof×ndof of the finite element Bh

e associated with the main problem. Similarly the sen-
sitivity of R̄ with respect to d̄ is the assembled stiffness matrix K̄ ∈ Rn̄dof×n̄dof of the
SBVP. Therefore, (3.25) can be written as

δdT
e Ke dde = δd̄

T
K̄dd̄. (3.26)

Again making use of the partition in (3.18), one can decompose (3.26) as

δdT
e

[
0

Ke dde

]
=

[
δd̄

T
i δd̄

T
b

] [K̄ii K̄ ib

K̄bi K̄bb

] [
dd̄i

dd̄b

]
. (3.27)

Extracting the following set of equations from (3.27) yields

0 = δd̄
T
i

(
K̄ ii dd̄i + K̄ ib dd̄b

)
(3.28)

δdT
e Ke dde = δd̄

T
b

(
K̄bi dd̄i + K̄bb dd̄b

)
. (3.29)

For δd̄i 6= 0 , the static condensation of dd̄i = −K̄−1
ii K̄ ib dd̄b in (3.28) yields after insert-

ing the result into (3.29)

δdT
e Ke dde = δd̄b

T (
K̄bb − K̄bi K̄

−1
ii K̄ ib

)
dd̄b. (3.30)

Making use of the projection tensor in (3.22) when taking the sensitivities of δd̄
T
b and dd̄b

with respect to de based on (3.17), it follows that

δdT
e Ke dde = δdT

e P
T
(
Kbb −KbiK

−1
ii K ib

)
P dde (3.31)

so that a comparison of both sides of (3.31) results in the expression for the condensed
stiffness matrix associated with the boundary nodes of the SBVP of Bh

e as

Ke = PTK̃bb P with K̃bb = K̄bb − K̄biK̄
−1
ii K̄ib. (3.32)

The initial linear deformation constraint (3.15) at the boundary ∂Bh
e may result in the

development of a strong discontinuity in one or several sub-elements B̄h
s as the failure

criterion (2.33) is met for elements of the SBVP which on propagating through the finite
element edge of Bh

e makes the deformation constraint (3.15) as well as the obtained solution
for the projection operator in (3.23) invalid. This is particularly possible for the simulation
of crack branching for which some possible configurations of the strong discontinuities
within the SBVP are depicted in Fig. 3.4.
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Figure 3.5: Left: A discretized finite element Bh
e representing the SBVP with n discontinuities

Γ̄1, . . . , Γ̄n (red lines) crossing the element edge Epq with global nodes p, q at x̄1
Γ, . . . , x̄

n
Γ positions respec-

tively. Center: The n discontinuities divide the edge Epq into n+1 segments Sj for j = 1, . . . , n+1 where
associated jumps j1xy, . . . , j

n
xy exist. Right: A piece-wise linear interpolation of displacements over each

segment Sj is used to compute the constraint d̄k at a position x̄k over the element edge.

3.3. Modified boundary constraints

In this section, the modification of the linear deformation kinematic constraint applied
on the boundary of the SBVP, shown in Subsection 3.2.2, is presented in case of a single
or multiple strong discontinuities developing within a SBVP and propagating through its
boundary. First, the modification of deformation constraint is presented in Subsection
3.3.1 and then the modification of the associated projection tensor is shown in Subsection
3.3.2.

3.3.1. Piecewise linear kinematic constraints

From the discussion in Section 3.2, the application of a linear deformation constraint
(3.15) after a strong discontinuity has crossed the element boundary of a SBVP results in
stress-locking due to the restriction of nodal displacements as investigated in detail in the
numerical results of Section 4.1. The complete opening effect of the strong discontinuities
within the SBVP has to be achieved for the correct solution of the main (initial) boundary
value problem. This is accomplished by the development of a piece-wise linear deformation
constraint, which takes into account the displacement jumps due to a strong discontinuity
crossing the boundary of the SBVP.

To do so, consider an edge Epq of a finite element Bh
e of the main (initial) boundary

value problem, bounded by nodes p and q, which represents the SBVP discretized with
n̄elem sub-elements as shown in Fig. 3.5. Let the element edge Epq ∈ Bh

e be crossed with
i = 1, . . . , n strong discontinuities Γ̄i at positions x̄

i
Γ through adjoining sub-elements B̄h

si.
The n strong discontinuities divide the element edge Epq into n + 1 segments Sj

ab (where
j = 1, . . . , n+1) bounded by positions x̄a and x̄b belonging to a set X of positions where
X = {x̄ | x̄ = xp, x̄

1
Γ, x̄

2
Γ, . . . , x̄

n
Γ, xq}. The initial linear displacement field formed by

the displacements dp and dq of global nodes p and q along the edge Epq is no longer valid
due to the displacement jumps jixy = T (θ)

[[
ūh

µi

]]
from n sub-elements Bh

si along the edge.

The rotation matrix T (θ) transforms the jumps
[[
ūh

µi

]]
from their local (n̄− m̄) frame to

the global (x− y) coordinate system.

Application of a valid deformation constraint at any pseudo nodal positions x̄k lying on
the element edge Epq is achieved by a piece-wise linear deformation constraint such that
linearity holds separately on each of the (n+1) segments Sj

ab. Therefore (3.15) is replaced
by

φh
k = φ

j
ab if x̄k ∈ [x̄a, x̄b] (3.33)
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where φ
j
ab is defined on the segment Sj

ab and is given by

φ
j
ab = N̄a

k d̄a + N̄ b
kd̄b. (3.34)

Here N̄a and N̄ b are the linear shape functions defined locally on the segment Sj
ab and

computed at position x̄k as

N̄a =
1

2
(1 + η) and N̄ b =

1

2
(1− η) (3.35)

for the local parameter η ∈ [−1, 1] as shown in Fig. 3.5. At the end points x̄a and x̄b

of the current segment Sj
ab are defined the displacements d̄a and d̄b respectively in (3.34)

and are computed as

d̄a = da − βa jaxy and d̄b = db − βb jbxy (3.36)

where the displacements da and db are obtained as

da = Np
adp +N q

adq and db = Np
b dp +N q

b dq. (3.37)

The quantities in (3.37) correspond to the global nodes p and q of the main (initial) bound-
ary value problem where the shape functions Np and N q interpolate the displacements
dp and dq at points x̄a and x̄b.

The contribution of jumps jaxy and jbxy in (3.36), which are computed at the end points x̄a

and x̄b of the current segment Sj
ab, is found by the jump proportionality factors βa and

βb. When t̄Γ̄i
= 0 , i.e. the traction along the failure surface of each of the sub-elements

B̄h
si lying along the element edge Epq vanish, the displacement jumps are assumed to be

given by

jixy =
1

n
(dp − dq). (3.38)

With (3.38) at hand, the jump proportionality factors in (3.36) are computed as

βa = n
dj − da

dp − dq
and βb = n

dj − db

dp − dq
(3.39)

where the displacement dj is constant over the segment Sj
ab and is given as

dj = dp −
j − 1

n
(dp − dq). (3.40)

It can be shown that (3.39) can alternatively be written as

βa = 1− j + nN q
a and βb = 1− j + nN q

b . (3.41)

The generalized constraint (3.33) after evaluating the quantities in (3.35)-(3.40) is finally
written as

φh
k = Np dp +Nq dq − N̄a

k βa j
a
xy − N̄ b

k βb j
b
xy (3.42)

with Np,q = N̄a
k N

p,q
a + N̄ b

k N
p,q
b . Expression (3.42) applies a valid deformation constraint

over each pseudo nodal position x̄k of the element edge Epq of the finite element Bh
e of

the main (initial) boundary value problem when multiple strong discontinuities develop
through it.
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Figure 3.6: The deformation constraint d̄k at position x̄k ∈ Epq is shown here to evolve through five
illustrative stages (1 to 5) on the left where stage 1 corresponds to no discontinuity through the edge Epq
and stage 5 corresponds to a fully opened discontinuity through the element edge. The projection operator
Pk at position x̄k for each stage is obtained by the extrapolation of the corresponding displacements to
the shape function field (Np

1 , . . . , N
p
5 ) along the edge Epq as shown on the right.

3.3.2. Modified projection tensor

From (3.23) it is seen that the value of the projection operator Pk at a certain pseudo
nodal position x̄k on the boundary of the discretized finite element Bh

e is the value of
the shape functions at x̄k associated with the element Bh

e of the main (initial) boundary
value problem. After computing a valid constraint φh

k at x̄k in (3.42), the goal now is
to determine the equivalent projection operator Pk at position x̄k. From Fig. 3.6, the
displacement constraint d̄k at position x̄k is shown to approach the nodal displacement dp

starting from stage 1 which is obtained by the linear interpolation (3.15) through stages
2, 3, 4 and 5 obtained by the modified boundary condition (3.42) for an opening strong
discontinuity with jump

[[
ūh

µ

]]
xy

through the edge Epq. Therefore the projection operator

Pk at position x̄k ∈ Epq from stages 1 to 5 is computed as

Pk =

[
Np

kx
0 1−Np

kx
0 0 0 0 0

0 Np
ky

0 1−Np
ky

0 0 0 0

]
(3.43)

which replaces (3.23). The quantities Np
kx

and Np
ky

correspond to the x and y components
given as

Np
kx

=
d̄kx − dqx
dpx − dqx

and Np
ky

=
d̄ky − dqy
dpy − dqy

∀ dpx 6= dqx , d
p
y 6= dqy. (3.44)

The property Np
k + N q

k = 1 is used to compute the third and fourth column in (3.43)
whereas columns five to eight are filled with zeros as the shape functions of the rest of
the nodes of the element from the main (initial) boundary value problem are zero on the
current element edge Epq.
This completes the formulation of the modified boundary conditions (3.42) needed for the
case of a single discontinuity or multiple discontinuities propagating through the boundary
of the SBVP and the subsequent computation of the projection operator (3.43). Next, in
Section 3.4 the numerical implementation of the proposed modified SDA is discussed

Remark 3.3.1. A special case of a single strong discontinuity through the edge Epq ∈ Bh
e of

a discretized finite element Bh
e is considered as used in the quasi-static setting of numerical

simulations in Section 4.2. The edge Epq is divided into two segments Sj
ab for j = 1, 2 (see
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right of Fig. 4.1). For any pseudo nodal position x̄k lying on any one of the segments
e.g. S2 in Fig. 4.1, position x̄a corresponds to x̄Γ which is the point of intersection of
the strong discontinuity and edge Epq and the position x̄b corresponds to the global nodal
position xq. The quantities in (3.42) are therefore defined as

Np
b = Np(xq) = 0, N q

b = N q(xq) = 1, βa = −Np
a , βb = 0. (3.45)

Substituting the above constants in the generalized constraint (3.42) yields

φh
k = (N̄a

k N
p
a )dp + (N̄a

k N
q
a + N̄ b

k)dq + N̄a
k N

p
a j

a
xy ∀ x̄k ∈ S2 (3.46)

which defines a valid constraint for the case presented above. Similarly, the constraint
(3.46) for pseudo nodal positions x̄k ∈ S1 can be obtained.

Remark 3.3.2. For the case of no strong discontinuity through the element edge, the
generalized constraint (3.42) reproduces the initial linear deformation constraint. In that
case, the element edge Epq represents a single segment Sab where end positions x̄a and x̄b

correspond to global nodal positions xp and xq respectively. From (3.41), βa = βb = 0 for
j = 1 and n = 0 and from (3.42), Np

a = 1, Np
b = 0, N q

a = 0, N q
b = 1. Also N̄a

k = Np
k and

N̄ b
k = N q

k . With above definitions at hand, (3.42) becomes

φh
k = Np

k dp +N q
k dq (3.47)

which represents the linear interpolation of global nodal displacements dp and dq at a
position x̄k on the element edge.

3.4. Numerical implementation

In this section the numerical implementation of the main (initial) boundary value problem
and of the SBVP are outlined in Subsections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2, respectively. It is shown,
that the computational efficiency of the SDA is kept also when accounting for failure
through the proposed modifications in this work.

3.4.1. Solution of the main (initial) boundary value problem

Recalling the discrete set of algebraic equations (3.12) obtained by the introduction of
the finite element approximations (2.8) and (2.9) into the weak form of the equilibrium
equation (3.1) of the main (initial) boundary value problem at a time step tn+1 as

R(dn+1) = f ext − f int(dn+1)−M an+1 = 0 (3.48)

in terms of assembled arrays of external forces f ext, internal forces f int, and the global
mass matrix M defined in (2.12), where the latter is present only when accounting for
the fully transient setting. In this latter scenario, the governing global equation (3.48) is
a second order transient equation which is solved by a standard implicit time integration
through Newmark’s method which introduces the following ansatz to compute the velocity
and displacement at time step tn+1 as

vn+1 = vn +∆t {(1− γ)an + γan+1} and (3.49)

dn+1 = dn +∆tvn +∆t2 {(0.5− α)an + αan+1} (3.50)
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Figure 3.7: A typical solution step [tn, tn+1] of the proposed SDA on multiple levels showing also
the coupling between the main (initial) boundary value problem and the arising sub-boundary value
problems.

where the Newmark parameters γ and α are independent of each other controlling the
stability and numerical dissipation of the governing equation (3.48). Rearranging (3.50)
yields the relation for the acceleration at tn+1 as

an+1 =
1

α∆t2
(dn+1 − dn)−

1

α∆t
vn −

(
1

2α
− 1

)
an (3.51)

which is substituted back into (3.48) to obtain the equilibrium equation in terms of pri-
mary unknown in the form of the displacement field at tn+1. The standard values of
α = 0.25 and γ = 0.5 are used in the numerical simulations presented later in Section 4.3
within the fully transient setting.

The governing equation (3.48) becomes non-linear with the introduction of the SBVPs
to model failure phenomena and therefore is linearized, as shown in Subsection 2.4.2,
with respect to the last known equilibrium position of primary unknown dk to employ a
standard Newton-Raphson iterative scheme as

Lin|dk R(dk+1) = R(dk) +
∂R

∂d

∣∣∣∣
dk

∆dk+1 = 0 (3.52)

where k is the iteration index and the subscript (·)n+1 is neglected in favor of a concise
formulation. Following the same steps as shown after equation (2.37) in Subsection 2.4.2
by the substitution of the assembled arrays into (3.52) yields its final concise form as

nelem

A
e=1

[
(Kk

e +
1

α∆t2
M e)∆dk+1

e

]
=

nelem

A
e=1

Rk
e (3.53)
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which is solved for the unknown assembled array ∆dk+1 = dk+1 − dk until convergence.
Again note that the second term on the left hand side of (3.53) represents contributions
arising from transient setting which will be absent in case of quasi-static simulations.

To model failure phenomena, the finite elements of the main problem where failure is
detected by the failure criterion (2.33) are treated as separate SBVPs in the proposed
framework. The solution of the SBVP shown next in Section 3.4.2 is used to evaluate
the internal force vector f e

int and the stiffness matrix Ke for such elements through the
coupling procedure discussed in Section 3.2.

3.4.2. Solution of the sub-boundary value problem

The number of finite elements of the main (initial) boundary value problem to be treated
as separate SBVPs due to failure considerations is found to be approximately 1%−3% for
the problems outlined in Section 4.2 within the quasi-static framework and approximately
5% for those given in Section 4.3 within the fully transient setting of the nelem number
of finite elements in the main problem. Consistent linearization of the discrete set of
equilibrium equations (3.13) at the SBVP level of a finite element Bh

e by following the
SDA (Armero [4, 5]) also shown in Subsection 2.4.2, in each global Newton iteration k
to obtain

A
n̄elem

s=1

[
K̄

sm

dd ∆d̄
m+1
s + K̄

sm

dξ ∆ξ̄
m+1
s

]
= A

n̄elem

s=1 R̄
sm

K̄
sm

ξd ∆d̄
m+1
s + K̄

sm

ξξ ∆ξ̄
m+1
s = r̄sm

enh, B̄h
s ∈ Edisc



 (3.54)

for the increments of assembled displacement array ∆d̄
m+1

= d̄
m+1− d̄

m
and sub-element

level array ∆ξ̄
m+1
s = ξ̄

m+1
s − ξ̄

m
s . Here the subscript s corresponds to a sub-element B̄h

s

and superscript m corresponds to the local iteration index. The following element array
definitions are used in (3.54), obtained in the similar manner as (2.38), namely

K̄
s
dd =

∫
B̄h
s
B̄

T
CB̄ dV , K̄

s
dξ =

∫
B̄h
s
B̄

T
CḠ(c) dV ,

K̄
s
ξd =

∫
B̄h
s
Ḡ

T
(e)CB̄ dV and

K̄
s
ξξ =

∫
B̄h
s
Ḡ(e)CḠ(c) dV +

∫
Γ̄h
s
H̄

T
Γ C̃ΓH̄Γ dA





(3.55)

where the material tangents C and C̃Γ describe the constitutive responses ∆σ̄ = C∆ε̄hµ
in the bulk B̄h

s \Γ̄h
s and ∆t̄Γ̄ = C̃Γ∆

[[
ūh

µ

]]
along the failure surface Γ̄h

s of the SBVP,
respectively.

The static condensation of the enhanced parameters ξ̄s at the sub-element level is an
important aspect of the SDA as shown in Subsection 2.4.3, which is also preserved in the
proposed modified framework. From the second equation in (3.54), one can write

∆ξ̄
m+1
s =

(
K̄

sm

ξξ

)−1
[
r̄sm

enh − K̄
sm

ξd ∆d̄
m+1
s

]
(3.56)

which on substituting back into the first equation in (3.54) yields the final assembled
system of statically condensed equations as

K̄
m
∆d̄

m+1
= R̄

m
(3.57)
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1. Initialization. Get the nodal displacements dA ∈ Bh
e for e = 1, . . . , nelem and

A = 1, . . . , nnode. Initialize logical array sbvp array(1 : nelem) = false.

2. Compute stresses. At each quadrature point of Bh
e , compute σ = Cε from ε in (2.9).

Check the maximum principal stress [max(σ11, σ22) ≥ Sy ? true : false]. if true, then
sbvp array(Bh

e ) = true.

3. Start SBVP. For each Bh
e where sbvp array(Bh

e ) = true,

(a) Discretize Bh
e into n̄elem sub-elements B̄h

s for s = 1, . . . , n̄elem.

(b) Get enhanced parameters ξ̄ = [ξ̄〈0n〉 ξ̄〈0m〉]
T ∈ Γ̄h

s ⊂ B̄h
s and the local {n̄, m̄}

frame. Only constant separation mode is allowed in SBVP.

(c) Apply kinematic constraints d̄k = φh
k for k = 1, . . . , n̄b

node from (3.42).

4. Compute equilibrium operator Ḡ(e). Get components [Ḡ
〈0n〉
(e)

... Ḡ
〈0m〉
(e) ] as

Ḡ
〈kn〉
(e) = −ḡ〈k〉(e) (n̄⊗ n̄) and Ḡ

〈km〉
(e) = −ḡ〈k〉(e) (n̄⊗ m̄)s

for k = 0 where ḡ
〈k〉
(e) is given by (2.25) defined locally for sub-element B̄h

s .

5. Compute compatibility operator Ḡ(c). Get components [Ḡ
〈0n〉
(c)

... Ḡ
〈0m〉
(c) ] as

Ḡ
〈0n〉
(c) = − ∑

A∈B̄h+
s

B̄
A
n̄ and Ḡ

〈0m〉
(c) = − ∑

A∈B̄h+
s

B̄
A
m̄.

6. Compute SBVP stresses and residuals. Get σ̄ = Cε̄hµ where ε̄hµ = B̄d̄+ Ḡ(c)ξ̄ in B̄h
s \Γ̄h

s .

Also get t̄Γ̄ from enhanced parameters ξ̄ based on a traction-separation law. Compute

R̄
s
= − ∑

q∈B̄h
s

B̄
T

q σ̄qw̄q j̄q and

r̄s
enh = − ∑

q∈B̄h
s

Ḡ
T

(e)σ̄qw̄q j̄q −
∑

k∈Γ̄h
s

H̄ Γ̄k
t̄Γ̄k

w̄k LΓ̄h
s

where w̄q and w̄k are the weights at quadrature point q ∈ B̄h
s and k ∈ Γ̄h

s and j̄q is the
corresponding jacobian.

7. Project SBVP solution. Compute projection tensor P from (3.43). Get the internal force
vector Re and the stiffness matrix Ke of the finite element Bh

e as

Re = PT R̄b and Ke = PT [K̄bb − K̄biK̄
−1
ii K̄ib]P.

8. Global assembly and solution. Assemble nelem finite element contributions to solve

K∆d = R, where R =
nelem

A
e=1

Re and K =
nelem

A
e=1

Ke, for global nodal increments ∆d till

convergence.

Table 3.1: Implementation of the SDA on multiple levels as discussed in Chapter 3 and presented in
Linder & Raina [108].

written for the current local Newton iteration m for assembled matrices R̄ and K̄ as
shown in (3.19) in terms of sub-element contributions as

R̄
s
eff = R̄

s −Ks
dξ

(
K̄

s
ξξ

)−1
r̄s
enh and K̄

s
eff = K̄

s
dd − K̄

s
dξ

(
K̄

s
ξξ

)−1
K̄

s
ξd. (3.58)

The assembled set of matrices in (3.57) facilitates the partition (3.18) of the algebraic
equations as discussed in Subsection 3.2.3 to obtain

K̄
m
ii∆d̄

m+1
i = R̄

m
i (3.59)

where the boundary degrees of freedom ∆d̄b = 0 of a SBVP are frozen during a global
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Newton iteration. A standard Newton-type iterative solution procedure is employed to
solve (3.59) for the increments ∆d̄

m+1
i = d̄

m+1
i − d̄

m
i associated with the internal degrees

of freedom of a SBVP till convergence. The internal force vector (3.24) and the stiffness
matrix (3.32) related to the finite element Bh

e of the main (initial) boundary value problem
are finally obtained by the balance of virtual works at the local equilibrium (R̄

m
i = 0 ) of

the SBVP as shown in Section 3.2.3. The flow chart shown in Fig. 3.7 summarizes the
outline of the algorithm behind the presented multilevel SDA. The details of the complete
implementation algorithm can be found in Table 3.1.
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4. Numerical simulations of failure in hard matter

This chapter provides a comprehensive study of the modified SDA in the context of
multiple levels, as discussed in Chapter 3 and presented in Linder & Raina [108], by
describing the results of a number of numerical benchmark tests for hard matter within the
quasi-static framework and the transient framework. First in Section 4.1 test examples are
shown to demonstrate the performance of the modified boundary conditions, as discussed
in Section 3.3, which are then applied to realistic (initial) boundary value problems in the
subsequent sections.

Numerical examples with quasi-static conditions of loading are presented in Section 4.2
where first the convergence tests, that outline the minor advantages of the proposed
framework over the SDA with constant jumps, are presented in Subsection 4.2.1. The
results of benchmark numerical examples with a propagating strong discontinuity by the
three-point bending test and the four-point bending test are presented in Subsections 4.2.2
and 4.2.3, respectively.

Numerical examples with transient loading conditions are presented in Section 4.3 where
the key capabilities of the proposed modifications of the SDA in capturing complex branch-
ing phenomena will be shown. First, a benchmark example of a rectangular block with a
pre-existing center notch is presented in Subsection 4.3.2 and later another example of a
rectangular block with pre-existing edge notch will be presented in Subsection 4.3.3.

4.1. Element tests

The goal is to demonstrate the invalidity of the linear deformation constraint (3.15) and
at the same time the correctness of the new deformation constraint (3.46) as presented
in Section 3.3 when a strong discontinuity crosses the element edge of the SBVP. The
two test examples considered here can be thought of as a representation of the SBVP of
a typical finite element of the main boundary value problem which is discretized during
run-time into a number of sub-elements.

Uniaxial stretching with displacement boundary condition ū = 0.2 mm of a block of size
200 × 200 × 1 mm3 in two configurations is considered as shown in Fig. 4.1 where a
structured grid of 5 × 5 elements is shown on the left and a rotated and unstructured
grid of 5 × 5 elements is shown in the center. A single strong discontinuity develops
through the center of the block as soon as the failure criterion (2.33) is met and the
displacements of nodes 24 and 30 lying on the block edge are monitored in both the
configurations. Prior to the above test, both configurations are run without developing
a strong discontinuity to monitor the resulting values of the nodal displacements for the
case when a linear deformation constraint is applied at the SBVP’s boundary. The value
of material parameters used for the test are Young’s modulus E = 30 GPa and Poisson
ratio of ν = 0.2. The material response in the bulk is assumed as linear elastic whereas
the local constitutive relation along the failure surface is given by a damage law with
exponential softening as

tΓn = max{0, ftn · exp(−a
[[
uµn

]]
)} (4.1)

in the normal direction with constant opening
[[
uµn

]]
when a strong discontinuity is

present. The material strength is assumed as ftn = 3 MPa and the value of exponent
a = 30 mm−1 is used which corresponds to a fracture energy of Gf = ftn/a = 0.1 N/mm.
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Figure 4.1: Element tests: Two configurations of the element tests with geometry and boundary
conditions are shown on the left and the center. Displacements of nodes 24 and 30 are monitored as they
are shown to lie on the second segment S2 of the block edge crossed by the strong discontinuity.

For this simple test, plane stress conditions are assumed and no tangential opening is
expected.

In Figs. 4.2a and 4.2b are plotted the displacements of nodes 24 and 30 in the x- and
y- directions respectively for the first test example with a structured grid. The result of
nodal displacements from the second test example with a rotated and unstructured grid
is plotted in Figs. 4.2c and 4.2d also for the x- and y- directions respectively. In all
those plots, a comparison between the nodal displacement dno disc

24,30 when there is no strong
discontinuity through the block and nodal displacement ddisc

24,30 when a strong discontinu-
ity is allowed to develop is shown. At simulation time t = 0.01 sec, when the failure
criterion (2.33) is met and a strong discontinuity developed through the entire block, a
clear distinction between the dno discand ddisc displacements is visible from all the plots.
A certain degree of non-linearity arises in the displacements of nodes 24 and 30 after
t = 0.01 sec in both the test configurations thus departing from the linear incremental
behavior. It is observed that the displacements of both the nodes become equal for a fully
softened failure surface. This non-linear nodal increment is strongly dependent on the
cohesive damage law (4.1) along the failure surface. From the behavior depicted in Fig.
4.2, it is clearly evident that the application of the linear deformation field after a strong
discontinuity has crossed the element edge becomes invalid as it results in an overly stiff
behavior of the SBVP.

To obtain meaningful results in the SBVP, the non-linear behavior shown in Fig. 4.2
needs to be captured correctly. The deformation constraint (3.46) resulting from the
modified boundary conditions presented in Section 3.3 is used next to achieve this. For
the simulations where a strong discontinuity is allowed to develop through the block in
both the test examples, the displacements of corner nodes 6 and 36 are monitored. The
block edge Epq with corner nodes 6 and 36 represent displacements dp = d6 and dq = d36

and is divided into two segments S1 and S2 as shown on right of Fig. 4.1 and discussed in
Section 3.3.1. The contribution of jumps to equation (3.46) is obtained from the element
B̄h
s adjoining the block edge where the strong discontinuity has formed as shown in Fig.

4.1. Equation (3.46) can be re-written for the two examples here as

φh
k = dmbc

k =
(
N̄a

k N
p
a

)
d6 +

(
N̄a

k N
q
a + N̄ b

k

)
d36 + N̄a

k N
p
a

[[
ūh

µ

]]
xy

(4.2)
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Figure 4.2: Element tests: x− and y− displacements of nodes 24 and 30 from two element test
configurations with (ddisc) and without (dno disc) discontinuity are shown. Plots (a) and (b) show the
result of the first test example with the structured grid. Plots (c) and (d) show the result of the second
test example with the unstructured grid.
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Figure 4.3: Element tests: Comparison of the nodal displacements (ddisc) obtained for the two element
tests with a strong discontinuity with the nodal displacement (dmbc) obtained from the modified boundary
conditions shown in Section 3.3. Plots (a) and (b) show the result of comparison for the first test example
with the structured grid. Plots (c) and (d) show the result of comparison for the second test example
with the unstructured grid.
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Figure 4.4: Convergence test: Geometry and loading conditions of the rectangular block with a center
notch for the convergence test is shown on the left. In the center and on the right are shown the coarsest
and the finest discretization used with the SDA on multiple levels with 2 and 24 elements along the notch
(shown by red line) respectively.

for k = 24 and 30. The adopted convention as shown in Section 3.3 is such that nodes 24
and 30 lie on the segment two S2 of the edge Epq in both the test examples. For example,
for k = 24 in the first test example of the structured grid N̄a

k = 0.4, Np
a = 0.5, βj =

−0.5, θ = 90◦, N̄ b
k = 1 − N̄a

k , N
q
a = 1 − Np

a holds. After computing all the constants
for the other cases, (4.2) is plotted for all cases and compared with the displacements
ddisc
k obtained from the simulation and shown in Fig. 4.3. In particular, Figs. 4.3a

and 4.3b show the comparison of nodal displacements ddisc
24,30 from the simulation with

the displacements dmbc
24,30 obtained from (4.2) for the first test example with the structured

grid. Similarly, Figs. 4.3c and 4.3d show the same comparison for the second test example
of the unstructured grid. In all these plots, the non-linearity of the nodal displacements
exhibited in the simulation due to the development of a strong discontinuity through the
block edge is exactly captured by the modified boundary conditions. The results from
both the test examples verify the validity of (3.42) and hence its subsequent use in further
tests shown below.

4.2. Simulations of quasi-static failure

In this section, numerical simulations of quasi-static failure with the modified framework
of the SDA presented in Chapter 3 will be shown. The quantitative comparison with the
standard SDA presented in Chapter 2 will also be performed in each numerical example
to highlight the advantages of the proposed modification, so far restricted to the constant
interpolation of jumps at the sub-element level. Different finite element formulations
namely the displacement based, the mixed, and the enhanced strain formulations are
used with the four-node bilinear quadrilateral finite element for the discretization of the
main boundary value problem and the SBVP in the simulations of Subsection 4.2.1, 4.2.3
and 4.2.3. The jumps along the possible strong discontinuities within sub-elements of the
SBVP in all numerical simulations are approximated as constant.
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Figure 4.5: Convergence test: Plots of the normalized reaction force at top versus number of elements
along the discontinuity are shown. Plot (a) shows the result for the standard SDA with constant (SDAc)
and linear (SDAl) jumps with Q1, Q1/P0 and Q1/E4 elements. Plots (b), (c), and (d) show the results
of the SDA on multiple levels (SDAm) with Q1, Q1/P0 and Q1/E4 elements, respectively, and compares
them with those of the standard SDA.

4.2.1. Convergence test

The convergence properties of the SDA on multiple levels, as presented in Chapter 3, are
tested and compared with the results obtained by the standard SDA Armero [4, 5], as
presented in Chapter 2. A rectangular block of dimensions w × h with the loading and
boundary conditions as shown on the left of Fig. 4.4 is considered. The rectangular block
is assumed to have an initial traction free center notch of length c. A displacement of
u = 1 mm is applied at the horizontal boundaries and the total reaction at the top edge
is then computed for varying levels of discretization both for the main boundary value
problem and the SBVP.

For the simulation w = 10 mm, h = 20 mm, and c = 5 mm is used. Plane strain
conditions are assumed with a linear isotropic material model in the bulk given by the
material parameters of Young’s modulus E = 206.9 GPa and Poisson ratio ν = 0.29.
The initial traction free center notch is modeled by finite elements having a fully softened
strong discontinuity i.e. no traction is transmitted across the failure surface (tΓ = 0 ).
Only structured meshes are considered in the simulations both at the main boundary value
problem and the SBVP level with a constant interpolation of the displacement jumps.

First, the simulations are carried out by using the standard SDA, i.e. each global finite
element representing the initial notch of length c is resolved with the method presented
in Chapter 2. Both, constant and linear approximations of the displacement jumps along
the strong discontinuity are used. For different finite element formulations namely the dis-
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placement based (Q1), mixed method (Q1/P0), and the enhanced strain method (Q1/E4),
the mesh refinement is performed from the coarsest value of 2 finite elements along the
initial notch to 100 finite elements. The discretization is defined such that the number
of elements along the y- direction of the block is twice the number of elements along the
x- direction which is twice the number of elements along the initial notch. In Fig. 4.5a,
the computed reaction at the top (per unit transversal length) against the number of
elements along the discontinuity is plotted. The reference value is taken as the computed
reaction of the finest discretization (nelem = 180×103) with linear interpolation of jumps.
As seen from the plots, all the formulations tend to converge to the reference value for
higher number of finite elements along the strong discontinuity with a faster convergence
of the linear kinematic representation of the strong discontinuity which is in agreement
with the results reported in Linder & Armero [105].

Next, all the finite elements of the main boundary value problem resolving the initial notch
of length a are treated with the SDA on multiple levels. For each level of refinement at
the main boundary value problem level, the SBVP’s associated with the those elements
resolving the initial notch are discretized with k × k sub-elements for k = 3, 5, 7, 9. The
refinement of the main boundary value problem is varied from the coarsest mesh of 2
finite elements along the discontinuity to 24 finite elements as shown on the right of Fig.
4.4. The computed reaction at the top for each of the refinements on both the levels
is plotted against the number of finite elements the main boundary value problem uses
along the discontinuity for Q1, Q1/P0 and Q1/E4 element formulations as shown in Figs.
4.5b, 4.5c, and 4.5d respectively. It is evident from the plots in Fig. 4.5 for the SDA
on multiple levels, which so far relies on a constant approximation of the kinematics of
the displacement jumps, that a satisfactory improvement can be gained when compared
to the standard SDA resolved by constant jumps, whereas the standard SDA with linear
jumps still yields a faster convergence.

4.2.2. Three-point bending test

To evaluate the performance of the SDA on multiple levels in predicting propagating
failure zones, a standard benchmark test of a concrete beam with a center notch on the
bottom edge and an imposed displacement on the top edge is considered. The beam is
simply supported and the type of applied loading results in a pure bending of the beam
as shown in Fig. 4.6. As the strength of the beam is exceeded in tensile direction, a crack
starts to grow from the tip of the notch and propagates up towards the point of loading.

In the numerical study, a specimen of size 2000 × 200 × 50 mm3 with a notch of size
20 × 100 × 50 mm3 under plane stress conditions is used. Due to small deformations,
the material behavior in the bulk is modeled by a linear isotropic response with material
parameters for Young’s modulus E = 30 GPa, Poisson ratio ν = 0.2, and tensile strength
ft = 3.33 MPa same as used in Linder & Armero [105]. For the expected type of
failure, a cohesive damage law with power law softening is used for loading which is given
as

tΓn = ft

(
1− δka

δk0

[[
uµn

]]

δa

)
for

[[
uµn

]]
< δa , and (4.3)

tΓn = ft

(
1−

[[
uµn

]]k

δk0

)2

1− (δa/δ0)k
for

[[
uµn

]]
≥ δa (4.4)
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Figure 4.6: Three-point bending test: Geometry and loading conditions of the concrete beam with an
initial notch at the bottom edge is shown on the left. The cohesive damage law with power law softening
employed along the failure surface is shown on the right.

Figure 4.7: Three-point bending test: Finite element model of the concrete beam with 816 elements
is shown in the deformed configuration (scaled by 200) on the left. A zoom of the failure zone with the
discontinuity (red line) representing a crack is shown on the right.

whereas unloading follows a purely damaged response to zero as shown on the right of
Fig. 4.6. The material constants introduced in (4.3) and (4.4) are δa = 0.015 mm up to
which the discontinuity softens linearly, δ0 = 0.16 mm where the traction finally softens
to zero and k = 0.5 to maintain the continuity of tangent modulus at δa corresponding
to the fracture energy of Gf = 0.124 N/mm. The damage law in (4.3) and (4.4) is the
same as proposed in Linder & Armero [105] and is a modified version of the power law
in Reinhardt [165]. As the damage takes place majorly in normal direction, a linear
response tΓm = km

[[
uµm

]]
is used in the tangential direction of the strong discontinuity

with a shear stiffness of km = 3 · 104 GPa/mm.

A coarse structured mesh of 816 elements is used to discretize the beam in the main bound-
ary value problem whereas the discretization of the SBVP is varied from 3×3 sub-elements
to 9×9 sub-elements for different finite element formulations namely displacement based,
mixed and enhanced strain. Again the constant interpolation of displacement jumps is
employed in all the simulations. The loading of u = 1.0 mm imposed at the top of the
beam results in a very high stress concentration near the notch. The discontinuity is
activated in the finite element at the notch tip as soon as the failure criterion (2.33) is
met which subsequently grows further in vertical direction with increasing time as shown
in Fig. 4.7. The crack propagation is stopped just before reaching the top edge. First,
the simulations are carried out with the standard SDA with constant and linear jumps for
the Q1, Q1/P0 and Q1/E4 elements shown in Fig. 4.8a. As observed in experiments, the
load-displacement equilibrium curve is divided into an initial linear elastic response before
the tensile strength is reached and then the non-linear softening response due to crack
opening. Using constant jumps, the Q1 element exhibits less softening due to the stress
locking phenomena whereas the Q1/P0 and Q1/E4 show improved results. It can be seen
that a linear kinematic representation of the jumps drastically improves the results.

The proposed SDA on multiple levels is employed next and the simulations are repeated for
different element formulations. The finite element of the main boundary value problem
at the notch tip where the failure criterion (2.33) is met first is treated as the SBVP
discretized during run-time into various sub-elements, as discussed in Section 3.2, initially
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Figure 4.8: Three-point bending test: Plots of reaction versus imposed displacement for the three
point bending test are shown. Plot (a) shows the results of the standard SDA with constant (SDAc) and
linear (SDAl) jumps for Q1, Q1/P0, and Q1/E4 elements. Plots (b), (c), and (d) show the results of the
SDA on multiple levels (SDAm) with Q1, Q1/P0, and Q1/E4 elements.

with the constraint (3.15) applied on its boundary degrees of freedom. Depending on
the stress state, each sub-element within the SBVP can develop a strong discontinuity
which eventually propagates through the entire finite element of the main boundary value
problem. At this point, the kinematic constraint over the boundary nodes is modified
accordingly as per (3.46) and the finite element of the main boundary value problem at
the front of the crack-tip is now also treated as SBVP. As the crack propagates locally
through each sub-element of the finite elements of main boundary value problem until the
point where it is stopped, the total reaction at the supports is computed for a varying
sub-boundary value problem discretization as shown in Figs. 4.8b, 4.8c, and 4.8d for Q1,
Q1/P0 and Q1/E4 elements, respectively. Those results show a slight improvement in the
softening behavior over the results obtained with the standard SDA when using constant
jumps. Still, the standard SDA with linear jumps outperforms the proposed approach on
multiple levels which so far relies on a constant kinematic approximation of the failure
zone.

4.2.3. Four-point bending test

Another benchmark problem in the form of the four point bending test of a concrete beam
to evaluate the performance of the proposed SDA on multiple levels also for unstructured
meshes within the quasi-static framework is considered. The geometry and loading con-
ditions are depicted in Fig. 4.9 where the specimen of size 1322 × 306 × 156 mm3 is
used with a notch size of 14 × 82 × 156 mm3 located at the center of the bottom. The
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Figure 4.9: Four-point bending test: Geometry and loading conditions of the concrete beam with an
initial notch at the bottom edge is shown. The load increments at the top are controlled via the crack
mouth sliding displacement u at the notch using an arc-length solution procedure.

supports and loading for the beam is applied through the points covered with steel caps
of dimension 30× 20× 156 mm3.

In contrast to the numerical example of the three point bending test in Subsection 4.2.2,
the load increment here is determined through the condition of a constant increase of the
crack mouth sliding displacement (CMSD) u at every step using an arc-length solution
procedure. Initiation of the crack takes place from the top right corner of the notch and
propagates up towards the point of application of load P . Experimentally the crack is
observed to propagate with Mode I opening mechanism locally but tangential sliding is
also observed due to the stress state created by the eccentric loadings.

A linear isotropic material with Young’s modulus E = 28.8 GPa and Poisson ratio ν =
0.18 is used to model the bulk behavior whereas the local failure mechanism is modeled
by a cohesive damage law with linear softening in normal direction and a linear law in
tangential direction as

tΓn = max{0, ftn + S
[[
uµn

]]
} and tΓm = km

[[
uµm

]]
(4.5)

where a tensile strength of ftn = 2.8 MPa and a softening modulus of S = −39.2 MPa/mm
corresponding to the fracture energy of Gf = ft

2
n/(2|S |) = 0.1 N/mm is used in normal

direction. A reduced shear stiffness of km = 2.88 MPa/mm is used in tangential direction.
A damage response is used upon unloading where the traction unloads linearly to zero.

Two different finite element meshes with Q1 elements are used in the simulations presented
here. An unstructured fine mesh with 5764 quadrilateral elements with more refinement
in the expected zone of failure and an unstructured coarse mesh with 1149 quadrilateral
elements with no special consideration of the failure zone as shown on the left of Fig.
4.10. The simulations with the unstructured meshes are performed to demonstrate the
versatility of the proposed approach. All simulations are run up to a crack mouth sliding
displacement of 0.15 mm. The standard SDA with constant jumps (SDAc) and linear
jumps (SDAl) is applied first to the fine mesh to obtain the corresponding reference load-
displacement curves and crack trajectories as shown in Fig 4.11. The crack is stopped
before reaching the boundary of the specimen. The complex state of stress at the crack-tip
is very well resolved by the fine discretization used here where the results of SDAl show
better softening response compared to SDAc results. The crack trajectories as well as the
load-displacement curves are found to be in very good agreement with the experimental
results as shown in Arrea & Ingraffea [11].
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Figure 4.10: Four-point bending test: Finite element model of the concrete beam with a fine dis-
cretization of 5764 elements (top) and a coarse discretization of 1149 elements (bottom) is shown. Right:
The zoom of the failure zones for the simulations corresponding to standard SDA with linear jumps (top)
and multilevel SDA with constant jumps (bottom).
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Figure 4.11: Four-point bending test: Imposed loading P against the crack mouth sliding displace-
ment (CMSD) with Q1 element is plotted. A comparison of the load-displacement curves for coarse
mesh using standard SDA with constant (SDAc) and linear jumps (SDAl) with the one on multiple levels
(SDAm) is made. A reference solution with fine mesh using SDAc and SDAl is also shown for comparison.
Right: Crack trajectories obtained for the different simulations.

The goal is to demonstrate the capabilities of the modified SDA on multiple levels to
resolve the complex state of stress at the failure zone even for the coarse mesh. Therefore
the coarse mesh is now considered and the load-displacement curves and crack trajectories
are first obtained by using again the SDAc and SDAl also shown in Fig. 4.11. The crack
trajectories are seen to follow the reference paths of the fine mesh very closely. Next the
multilevel SDA, presented in Chapter 3, is applied to the coarse mesh with the SBVP
discretization of 3× 3 elements considered here again with the constant approximation of
jumps considered in the sub-elements. As discussed in Subsection 3.1.1, each sub-element
is capable of developing a strong discontinuity which propagates depending on the state
of stress. The computation of the kinematic constraint (3.46) for the unstructured case
presented here is achieved by employing the relation (3.38) in terms of the differences of
the nodal corner displacements of the edge, where the discontinuity propagates over the
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boundary of the SBVP as discussed in Subsection 3.3. The crack path is again observed
to follow the reference paths of fine mesh closely as shown on the right of Fig. 4.11. Also,
the load-displacement curve obtained here is seen to be close to the reference solution
obtained from employing the standard SDA with fine discretization indicating improved
softening behavior due to better resolution of stress state at the propagating crack-tip.

4.3. Simulations of dynamic failure

In this section, various benchmark examples of dynamic fracture in hard matter are simu-
lated using the proposed method of SDA on multiple levels as presented in Chapter 3. The
results are suitably compared to existing numerical as well as experimental observations
from a selected list of literature shown in the references. The main focus is on capturing
the phenomena of crack branching in terms of micro- and macro branches emanating from
the propagating main crack. In the numerical simulations to be presented in Subsections
4.3.2 and 4.3.3, branching is obtained as a natural result of the proposed framework.
The postprocessing of the numerical simulations performed in these Subections is done
by studying the nature of the quantities generally associated with failure phenomena as
presented in Subsection 4.3.1.

4.3.1. Measured quantities in dynamic fracture

Following are the main quantities of interest studied during the investigations of the
dynamic failure phenomena.

(a) Main crack length l: It is the length of the main crack excluding that of the branching
cracks. The main crack starts from the initial notch and propagates through the block
with increasing loading and time. Length at a certain time is computed as the sum of the
lengths of all strong discontinuities developed through the failed finite elements.

(b) Main crack-tip velocity c: It is the average velocity of the main crack-tip. At a certain
time, the average velocity is computed as the total length traversed divided by total time.
The average velocity is different from the instantaneous velocity which is used in Xu &

Needleman [199] and Zhang et al. [201] and computed as slope at a certain time tn
of a quadratic polynomial fitted through three consecutive crack-tip positions at tn−1, tn
and tn+1.

(c) Dynamic stress intensity factor KI : Linear elastic fracture mechanics describes the
stresses at the crack-tip with a singularity of r−1/2. The coefficient of this singularity is
commonly referred to as (dynamic) stress intensity factor (DSIF) and provides a measure
of the elastic field in the vicinity of the crack-tip. There have been number of solutions
giving DSIFs in a variety of geometric and loading conditions. Solutions in Kostrov

[94] for the case of crack propagation at constant speed by the incidence of stress waves
provided some initial insight. The DSIF for mode I loading of a half plane crack propa-
gating with non-uniform speed c irrespective of time independent or dependent loading is
estimated in Freund [57] as

KI(t, l(t), c) = k(c)K0
I (t, l(t), 0) (4.6)

where K0
I (t, l(t), 0) is the stress intensity factor corresponding to a stationary crack of

length l at time t and depends on the geometry and loading conditions and

k(c) =
1− c/cR√
1− c/cd

(4.7)
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Figure 4.12: Rectangular block with a pre-existing center-notch: Geometry and loading conditions
with the initial notch at the origin of the x, y Cartesian coordinate system are shown.

is a universal function of crack speed c, dilatational wave speed cd and Rayleigh wave
speed cR.

(d) Strain energy release rate G: It is shown in Atkinson & Eshelby [13], Kostrov

& Nikitin [95] and Freund [57] that the strain energy release rate for the case of
dynamic fracture depends only on the elastic field in the neighborhood of crack-tip, thus
giving a direct relationship with the DSIF field. Starting from the energy rate balance, the
expression for the strain energy release rate for a pure mode I loading can be systematically
obtained as

G =
1− ν2
E

A(c)K2
I (4.8)

where E is the modulus of elasticity, ν is the Poisson ratio,

A(c) =
c2 ηd

(1− ν) c2s [4ηdηs − (1 + η2s)
2]

(4.9)

is a velocity dependent factor defined in Freund [57] and given in terms of ηd,s = (1 −
c2/c2d,s)

1/2 and shear wave speed cs. A(c) is such that when c → cR, A(c) becomes
unbounded. The relation between G and c is such that G→ 0 as c→ cR.

Next, those quantities are investigated for two problems with and without branching of
a rectangular block with a pre-existing center-notch in Subsection 4.3.2 and one with a
pre-existing edge-notch in Subsection 4.3.3.

4.3.2. Rectangular block with a pre-existing center-notch

A rectangular block of dimension 2w×2h with a pre-existing notch of length 2a located at
the center as shown in Fig. 4.12 is studied in this section. A Cartesian coordinate system
with the origin at the center is adopted with the values of w = 3 mm, h = 1.5 mm, and
a = 0.3 mm used in the numerical simulations which are same as those used in Xu &

Needleman [199] and Linder & Armero [106]. The block is subjected to an impact
tensile loading at horizontal boundaries which are stretched by a given velocity v0 in a
small rise time of t0 = 0.1 µs and later on kept constant as shown on the right of Fig.
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Name Symbol Value Unit

Poisson ratio ν 0.35 –

Young’s modulus E 3.24 GPa

Material density ρ 1190 kg/m3

Shear wave speed cs 1004 m/s

Dilatational wave speed cd 2090 m/s

Rayleigh wave speed cR 938 m/s

Material strength ft 129.6 MPa

Fracture energy Gf 0.35 N/mm

Softening modulus S -24 GPa/mm

Table 4.1: Material properties of the hard matter PMMA.

4.12. Thus the boundary conditions at y = ±h can be written as

uy(x, y = ±h, t) =
∫
v(t) dt with v(t) =




v0

t

t0
for t ≤ t0

v0 for t > t0.
(4.10)

The given boundary conditions result in small deformations. Therefore the state of the
bulk of the material is precisely described by a linear isotropic elasticity model. Properties
of a hard matter PMMA (Polymethylmethacrylate, commonly known as acrylic glass) are
used to perform the simulations and are shown in Table 4.1.

Here ft represents the maximum strength of material and is taken to be equal in normal
and tangential direction (ftn = ftm = ft), Gf is the work of separation, i.e energy needed
for a unit extension of crack, and ρ is the material density. The applied loading results
in pure mode-I type failure and as such the damage in normal direction of the strong
discontinuity is dominant when compared to tangential direction. This simplifies the
use of cohesive damage laws along the failure surface where, as in (4.5), the traction in
normal direction of the strong discontinuity is obtained by a phenomenological damage
law with linear softening and the one in tangential separation is avoided by choosing a
linear law with a high initial regularized stiffness km = 1010 GPa/mm. Again S is the
softening modulus and [[uµn ]] , [[uµm]] are the jumps in the normal and tangential directions,
respectively. The symmetry of the block geometry and loading about the x- axis allows
a further simplification in the numerical analysis by analyzing only the region x ≥ 0
under plane strain conditions. The block is discretized with 40 × 41 displacement based
quadrilateral finite elements. The initial notch is specified by introducing a traction free
(tΓn = tΓm = 0) strong discontinuity through elements with centroid (xc < a, yc = 0) with
a linear interpolation of the jumps. The time step size of ∆t = 0.01 µs is used in all
numerical studies to solve the dynamic problem with the implicit time integration scheme
discussed in Section 3.4.1. For the solution of the SBVP at the crack-tip finite element,
a 3 × 3 discretization is employed with displacement based quadrilateral finite elements
and a constant interpolation of the jumps. The same constitutive relations are used in
the SBVP and the main initial boundary value problem.

First, the simulations are carried out without allowing any possibility of crack branching
to occur as shown in Subsection 4.3.2.1. This is achieved by turning off the feature of
solving a SBVP at the crack-tip front finite element. Afterwards, in Subsection 4.3.2.2,
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−0.05

0.05

Figure 4.13: Numerical simulation of a block with center-notch without branching: On the left is
shown the undeformed configuration of crack propagation through the block without any branching where
the main crack is stopped just before the right edge at time t = 3.0 µs. The y− displacement contours
in the deformed configuration are shown on the right for v0 = 15 m/s.

simulations are carried out by employing the proposed SDA on multiple levels where a
finite element at the main crack-tip front is treated as a SBVP subjected to a linear
deformation constraint on its boundary initially. This constraint is modified according to
the discussion in Section 3.3 as soon as strong discontinuities cross the element boundaries.
The solution of the SBVP decides the onset of crack micro- or macro branching. No SBVP
is solved at the branching crack-tips to avoid the formation of any secondary branching
events.

4.3.2.1. Numerical simulations of a block with a pre-existing center-notch
without branching. The goal is to find out the influence of loading rates (velocity
v0) on the failure behavior of the block. For this purpose, first an attempt is made to un-
derstand the nature of parameters discussed in Subsection 4.3.1. With increasing loading,
the strain energy of the block increases up to the point where a crack starts to propagate
from the tip of the initial notch and increases in length with time as shown in Fig. 4.13.
No branching is allowed to take place as every finite element where the failure criterion
is met is resolved by the standard SDA, presented in Chapter 2. In this section three
different loading rates of v0 = 5 m/s, v0 = 10 m/s, and v0 = 15 m/s are chosen for the
numerical simulations.

In Fig. 4.14a, the length of the main crack is shown with increasing time for different
loading rates. For v0 = 15 m/s, the crack starts to propagate at crack initiation time
τ = 0.87 µs, at τ = 0.98 µs for v0 = 10 m/s, and at τ = 2.58 µs for v0 = 5 m/s. A sudden
rise in length and corresponding velocities at this time can be seen from the plots. In
Fig. 4.14b, the velocity of the main crack-tip normalized by the Rayleigh wave speed cR
is plotted against simulation time. For higher loading rates, the main crack-tip velocity
approaches the Rayleigh wave speed cR as predicted by linear elastic fracture mechanics.
For the lower rate of loading of 5 m/s, the velocity of the main crack-tip increases rather
slowly. The method adopted for computing the main crack-tip velocity here yields no
unrealistic high velocities above the limiting speed of cR.

Based on (4.6), the DSIF at the crack-tip for different loading rates is computed. The
stress intensity factorK0

I for the given geometry and loading, as given inGross & Seelig
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Figure 4.14: Numerical simulation of a block with center-notch without branching: The nature of
different parameters is shown here for the loading rates of 5 m/s, 10 m/s, and 15 m/s. (a) Variation of
main crack length with time is plotted. (b) Crack-tip velocity normalized by Rayleigh speed is plotted
against time. (c) DSIF normalized by its value at initiation KIτ is plotted against the normalized time
t/τ . (d) Strain energy release rate at the crack-tip normalized by work of separation Gf is plotted against
the normalized crack-tip velocity.

[66], is approximated by

K0
I = σ∗

√
πl(t) with σ∗ =

E(1− ν)uy
(1 + ν)(1− 2ν)h

(4.11)

where σ∗ is the far field loading. It can be shown for the plane strain case that σ∗ = σy =
(λ + 2µ) εy where εy = uy/h and λ, µ are the Lamé constants. In Fig. 4.14c is shown
the variation of normalized DSIF with normalized time. The normalization is done with
respect to values at initiation time τ . The DSIF increases with time and experiences a
sudden drop at crack initiation as also reported in Ravi-Chandar & Knauss [163, 161],
Ramulu & Kobayashi [156] and Rafiee et al. [150] due to sudden transition from
a stationary crack to a moving crack. In the inset of Fig. 4.14c is a zoom of the region
where a sudden drop is evident at time τ for respective loading rates. The nature of k(c)
in (4.6) is such that k(c)→ 0 as c→ cR , whereas the applied displacement uy is always
increasing with time. With such a relation, it can be easily understood that the DSIF
has a tendency to first increase and then decrease as the crack-tip velocity approaches
Rayleigh’s wave speed.

Finally, the strain energy release rate at the crack-tip is studied in Fig. 4.14d. Using (4.8),
variation of G, normalized by the work of separation Gf which is a material characteristic,
is studied with respect to the normalized crack-tip velocity. Due to a continuous supply
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of external energy in the form of an increasing displacement uy, the strain energy release
rate G at the crack-tip increases with increasing time and velocity. The data in Fig.
4.14d is plotted for values after crack initiation. The strain energy release rate values
at the time step τ + ∆t after initiation is found out to be 0.413 N/mm for v0 = 5 m/s,
0.240 N/mm for v0 = 10 m/s and 0.474 N/mm for v0 = 15 m/s. It is observed in the
numerical studies here that as the loading velocity decreases the DSIF at initiation time τ
first decreases and then increases for very low loading rates. The loading rate dependence
of DSIF was first found by Costin & Duffy [39] where a Hopkinson bar apparatus
was used for the experimental study and showed that fracture toughness at initiation
decreases with increasing loading rates. Experiments performed by Ravi-Chandar &

Knauss [161, 162] on Homalite-100 showed that fracture toughness at initiation increases
with the increasing loading rate. Clearly, this is a material dependent behavior and the
higher value of G at initiation for v0 = 5 m/s in Fig. 4.14d can be explained by this
phenomenon.

4.3.2.2. Numerical simulations of a block with a pre-existing center-notch with
branching. In this section, the main initial boundary value problem described in Section
4.3.2 is solved with the proposed SDA on multiple levels presented in Chapter 3, i.e.
micro- or macro branching at the propagating crack-tip is imminent in every finite element
depending upon the stress state of its constituent sub-elements. Strong discontinuities
are allowed to develop in each sub-element with normals obtained from the principal
stress criterion as soon as stresses exceed material strength. The strong discontinuities
propagate further through the sub-elements with increasing loading and eventually cross
the element edges. However it is observed that strong discontinuities through sub-elements
do not always reach that element’s edges.

In Fig. 4.15 is shown the numerical result of simulation performed with loading rates of
5 m/s, 10 m/s, and 15 m/s with only those micro branching attempts seen (by red lines)
where strong discontinuities have successfully crossed the element edges. In the two top
illustrations of Fig. 4.15, the branching pattern for a loading rate of v0 = 15 m/s is shown
over the simulation time of t = 3.0 µs. The main crack starts to propagate from the
tip of the initial notch of length a towards the right edge as expected from simulations
presented in Subsection 4.3.2.1. The solution of the SBVP at the propagating crack-tip
finite element results in the macro- branching of the fast moving main crack with its
velocity profile shown in Fig. 4.16b. Clearly the main crack does not appear to make any
micro- branching attempts as the energy needed for macro branching is sufficient. The
macro branches start to grow longer with the eventual arrest of the main crack before
the final micro- branching attempt. Over the course of the complete simulation, it is
observed that the macro branches initiate at a branching angle of ≈ 18◦ and finally come
to rest at an angle of ≈ 3◦. Thus all major characteristics of dynamic fracture under
high loading rates can be seen in the numerical result starting with crack initiation and
then propagation with a trifurcation event where the branching cracks and the main crack
continue to grow. The growth of macro branches is accompanied by curving phenomenon
and subsequent arrest of the main crack. These observation are in very good agreement
with the experimental results in Hawong et al. [71], Kobayashi et al. [92], Ramulu

et al. [157] and Ravi-Chandar & Knauss [163] as well numerical results reported in
Rafiee et al. [150], Xu & Needleman [199] and Linder & Armero [106]. In the two
center illustrations of Fig. 4.15, the branching pattern for a loading rate of v0 = 10 m/s
is shown over the simulation time of t = 3.70 µs. Failure phenomena vary only slightly
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Figure 4.15: Numerical simulation of a block with center-notch with branching: The results of the
numerical simulation with branching for the problem described in Subsection 4.3.2 are shown with final
crack propagation pattern for the undeformed configurations on the left and the y− displacement contours
in the deformed configurations on the right hand side for different loading velocities v0.

when compared to the loading rate of v0 = 15 m/s. The macro branches start to grow
later than before which is also preceded by micro- branching attempts now. The macro
branching initiates at the branching angle of ≈ 12◦ and comes to rest horizontally. The
main crack is arrested as before with the growth of the branches. In the two bottom
illustrations of Fig. 4.15, a lower loading rate of v0 = 5 m/s results in a very late growth
of macro branches. Only micro- branching attempts run along the length of the main
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Figure 4.16: Numerical simulation of a block with center-notch with branching: The nature of
different parameters is shown here for the loading rates of 5 m/s, 10 m/s, and 15 m/s. (a) Variation of
main crack length with time is plotted. (b) Crack-tip velocity normalized by Rayleigh speed is plotted
against time. (c) DSIF normalized by its value at initiation KIτ is plotted against the normalized time
t/τ . (d) Strain energy release rate at the crack-tip normalized by work of separation Gf is plotted against
the normalized crack-tip velocity.

crack which die out shortly. The macro branching attempt takes place at an angle of 15◦

and the simulation is run till time t = 6.0 µs.

The discussion of results shown in Fig. 4.16 follow next. Fig. 4.16a shows the length
variation of the main crack with time. The phenomena of macro branching takes place at
t = 1.22 µs, t = 2.02 µs, and t = 5.50 µs for loading rates of 15 m/s, 10 m/s, and 5 m/s,
respectively. After this time, the rate of increase of length of the main crack for the rates
of 15 m/s and 10 m/s slows down before completely coming to rest. From the velocity
profiles shown in Fig. 4.16b, the velocity of the main crack at the macro branching event
is found to be c = 0.29 cR, c = 0.46 cR, and c = 0.43 cR for loading rates of 15 m/s,
10 m/s, and 5 m/s, respectively, represented by bold markers on the plot. These values
are in very good agreement with the results of Yoffe [200] and Xu & Needleman [199].
The oscillations reported in the velocity of a fast moving crack due to micro- branching
phenomena by Fineberg et al. [49] are not clearly seen in the velocity profiles here due
to the averaging of the velocity over the entire crack length. However these oscillations
can be seen in the form of wiggles in the velocity profile plots. It is to be emphasized here
that branching phenomena in terms of micro- and macro branches are a natural result of
the solution of the SBVP associated with the global finite element at the crack-tip. The
absence of any artificial criterion to trigger branching makes the methodology applicable
to study the influence of loading rates on other parameters related to failure phenomena.
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Figure 4.17: Rectangular block with pre-existing edge-notch: Geometry and loading conditions with
the notch at the origin of x, y Cartesian coordinate system are shown.

The theory of critical DSIF was put forth by Clark & Irwin [36]. Independently
Congleton & Petch [38] also put forth that branching must occur at a critical state
of stress at the propagating crack-tip under dynamic loads. The series of experiments
performed in Ravi-Chandar & Knauss [161, 162, 163] suggested that that branching
stress intensity factor KIb is 2 − 5 times the initiation value KIτ From the numerical
results of DSIF shown in Fig. 4.16c, it is found that KIb = 1.56KIτ for v0 = 15 m/s,
KIb = 2.85KIτ for v0 = 10 m/s, and KIb = 4.40KIτ for v0 = 5 m/s, which are represented
by bold markers in the plot. These values are well within the satisfactory ranges as
predicted by the experimental observations. However, DSIF after branching does not drop
in the numerical simulations presented here contrary to the experimental investigations
of Ravi-Chandar & Knauss [163] where the DSIF drops close to initiation value and
the main crack-tip continues to grow without any change in speed. In the numerical
simulations presented here, the main crack-tip velocity fluctuates in the micro- branching
region and later drops at the macro branching event which is in accordance with the
experiments of Fineberg et al. [49] and Sharon et al. [176] where the same hard
matter PMMA is used as here in the numerical simulations. This discrepancy can be
explained from (4.6), where it is clear that the DSIF will not drop significantly after
branching as the factor k(c) increases in value with decreasing speed c after branching as
shown in the numerical simulations.

The proponents of attributing the crack branching phenomena to excessive supply of
driving energy at the propagating crack-tip can be found in Johnson & Holloway

[88, 89], Atkinson & Eshelby [13], and Bansal [19]. From the stress energy release
rate plots shown in Fig. 4.16d, a sudden spurt in release rates at corresponding critical
velocities is observed for v0 = 15 m/s, v0 = 10 m/s, and v0 = 5 m/s where macro
branching event occurs. Failure in the form of micro- and macro branching results in
more failure surfaces and hence increased fracture energy which results from a decrease
in the stored strain energy.

4.3.3. Rectangular block with a pre-existing edge-notch

Although earliest experiments of dynamic fracture date back to Mott [133] and Yoffe

[200], it was only recently that instabilities associated with fast moving cracks in dynamic
fracture were clearly understood by experiments of Fineberg et al. [49, 50]. Sheets
of hard matter PMMA with thickness varying between 0.8 − 3 mm and vertical and
horizontal dimensions ranging from 50 − 450 mm and 200 − 400 mm were studied. The
vertical to horizontal dimension ratio was kept between 0.25−0.5 so that it approximates
the infinitely long strip with translational invariance. The reader is referred to Fineberg
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Figure 4.18: Numerical simulation of a block with edge-notch without branching: On the top is
shown the undeformed configuration of crack propagation through the block without any branching where
the main crack is stopped before reaching the right edge. The y− displacement contours in deformed
configuration is shown below for the loading velocity of v0 = 10 m/s.

et al. [49] for details on the experimental setup.

In the numerical simulations presented here, a reduced dimension model is chosen as
shown in Miller et al. [130] and Zhang et al. [201] where size effect considerations
are introduced based on the work of Bažant & Planas [20]. A long strip of dimensions
w × 2h with a stationary edge crack of length a is studied as shown in the left of Fig.
4.17. A Cartesian coordinate system is adopted with the origin at the crack and values
of w = 16 mm, h = 2 mm, and a = 2 mm are used in the numerical simulations. A
tensile loading of the type shown on the right of Fig. 4.17 is used where the horizontal
boundaries are pulled by a loading velocity of v0 in time t0 which is then ramped down to
zero in time td. The vertical boundaries are traction free and constrained in x- direction.
Thus the boundary conditions are

uy(x, y = ±h, t) =





∫
v(t)dt for t ≤ t1

u0 for t > t1

with (4.12)

v(t) =




v0 t/t0 for t ≤ t0
v0 − v0(t− t0)/td for t0 < t ≤ t1
0 for t > t1

(4.13)

where t1 = t0 + td with values of t0 = 8 µs and td = 0.01 µs used in the numerical
simulations. Here also, the loading conditions result in small deformations which permit
the use of a linear isotropic elasticity model for describing the bulk material behavior.
Again, the hard matter PMMA is used to perform simulations with the same material
properties as shown in Table 4.1 under plane strain conditions. The constitutive relation
along the failure surface follows the same reasoning as described in Subsection 4.3.2 and
is given by (4.5).

The rectangular strip is discretized with 200× 51 displacement based quadrilateral finite
elements. This discretization is chosen to match the mesh density of the rectangular block
with the center-notch problem shown in Section 4.3.2. The initial notch is specified in the
same manner by introducing a traction free (tΓn = tΓm = 0) strong discontinuity through
elements with centroid (xc < a, yc = 0) with a linear interpolation of the jumps. For the
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solution of the SBVP at the crack-tip finite element, again a 3×3 discretization is employed
with displacement based quadrilateral finite elements with a constant interpolation of
jumps. The crack initiation in Fineberg et al. [49] is obtained by seeding an initial
notch at the required position and then applying a uniform stress at the boundaries by
displacement increments. In the numerical simulations presented here, the crack initiation
from the stationary notch is achieved in the same manner, i.e. crack initiation is spurred
as soon the finite element at the notch tip reaches a critical stress value which is unlike
the approach in Miller et al. [130] and Zhang et al. [201] where the crack is allowed
to initiate only after t = t0.

In Subsection 4.3.3.1, first the simulations without allowing any branching will be run in
the similar manner as described in Subsection 4.3.2.1. In Subsection 4.3.3.2, the simula-
tions are performed with the SDA on multiple levels which allows the formation of the
branching cracks in a similar manner as shown in Subsection 4.3.2.2.

4.3.3.1. Numerical simulations of a block with a pre-existing edge-notch with-
out branching. First, the simulations with a fast propagating crack under dynamic
loading without allowing the formation of branching cracks will be performed. External
strain energy is supplied to the strip up to time t0 within which the crack initiation takes
place from the tip of the stationary notch. In Fig. 4.18 is shown the result of the final
crack propagation in the undeformed (upper) and deformed (lower) configurations for the
total simulation time of t = 15.7 µs with loading velocity of v0 = 10 m/s. Due to the
geometrical and the loading symmetry, the crack is expected to travel along the initial
crack plane towards the right edge. In this section, loading velocities of v0 = 5 m/s,
v0 = 10 m/s, and v0 = 15 m/s are chosen to perform the numerical simulations.

In Fig. 4.19a is plotted the rate of increase of crack length for different values of v0.
The crack initiation time is observed as τ = 3.41 µs for v0 = 15 m/s, τ = 4.13 µs for
v0 = 10 m/s, and τ = 5.90 µs for v0 = 5 m/s. Starting from the initial notch length
of 2 mm, a sudden rise in crack length and corresponding velocities is observed at the
initiation times. For the loading case of v0 = 15 m/s, it is observed that at a crack
length of approximately half the horizontal dimension of the strip, rate of crack advance
suddenly shoots up as the stored strain energy of the block spurs the crack propagation
through the entire strip in a single time step. Such a phenomenon, which takes place
at t = 8.7 µs, can be attributed to the fact that the strain energy release rate per unit
extension of the crack is not sufficient as the crack is not allowed to split into multiple
branches. The velocity of the main crack in such a scenario also rises suddenly as shown
in Fig. 4.19b where normalized values are plotted against the simulation time. From the
plots for v0 = 10 m/s and v0 = 5 m/s in Fig. 4.19a, a constant rate of length increase can
be seen, i.e the main crack-tip speed in Fig. 4.19b is seen to approach the Rayleigh wave
speed cR gradually as predicted by linear elastic fracture mechanics.

Next, the crack-tip DSIF based on (4.6) is shown in Fig. 4.19c. For the given geometry
and loading conditions, the stress intensity factor K0

I as given in Gross & Seelig [66]
is approximated by

K0
I = 1.1215 σ∗

√
πl(t) with σ∗ =

E(1− ν)uy
(1 + ν)(1− 2ν)h

(4.14)

where σ∗ is the far field loading written here for the plane strain case and obtained in
the same manner as shown in Section 4.3.2. The variation of DSIF KI normalized by its
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Figure 4.19: Numerical simulation of a block with edge-notch without branching: The nature of
different parameters is shown here for the loading rates of 5 m/s, 10 m/s, and 15 m/s. (a) Variation of
main crack length with time is plotted. (b) Crack-tip velocity normalized by Rayleigh speed is plotted
against time. (c) DSIF normalized by its value at initiation KIτ is plotted against the normalized time
t/τ . (d) Strain energy release rate at the crack-tip normalized by work of separation Gf is plotted against
the normalized crack-tip velocity.

value at initiation time τ is plotted against the normalized time t/τ . A sudden drop in
KI at the crack initiation is also experienced in these simulations as shown in the inset of
Fig. 4.19c. As mentioned earlier in Section 4.3.2, a sudden drop occurs due to an instant
transition from a stationary crack to a moving crack. A sudden dip in the DSIF seen in
the plot of v0 = 15 m/s is due to the phenomenon described in Fig. 4.19a. As the crack
tip velocity c→ cR, the factor k(c)→ 0 in (4.6) and since no external energy is supplied
after time t0 the DSIF dips to zero.

The variation of strain energy release rate at the crack-tip normalized by the work of
separation Gf is studied with respect to the normalized velocity c/cR and is shown in Fig.
4.19d. The relation (4.8) is used to compute the release rate at the propagating crack-tip.
As seen from the plot for v0 = 15 m/s, the strain energy release rate approaches zero
as the crack reaches Rayleigh wave speed cR. Due to the constant supplied energy after
time t0, the strain energy release rate at the crack-tip begins to gradually decrease with
increasing velocity which is visible from the nature of plots in Fig. 4.19d. Crack initiation
occurs at the expense of higher internal energy which begins to decrease with the creation
of new failure surfaces thereby resulting in an increase of the fracture energy.

4.3.3.2. Numerical simulations of a block with a pre-existing edge-notch with
branching. In Subsection 4.3.3.1, the finite element at the propagating crack-tip is
resolved with the standard SDA and hence no possibility of crack branching occurs. In
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Figure 4.20: Numerical simulation of a block with edge-notch with branching: The results of the
numerical simulation with branching for the problem described in Subsection 4.3.3 are shown with final
crack propagation patterns for the undeformed (upper) and deformed (lower) configurations with y−
displacement contours for different loading velocities v0.

this section the proposed framework of SDA on multiple levels is used to resolve the finite
element at the propagating crack-tip front which makes crack branching possible in each
finite element depending upon its stress state.

The numerical results are shown in Fig. 4.20 for the loading velocities of 5 m/s, 10 m/s,
and 15 m/s. In the two top illustrations of Fig. 4.20 is shown the final crack propagation
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Figure 4.21: Numerical simulation of a block with edge-notch with branching: The nature of different
parameters is shown here for the loading rates of 5 m/s, 10 m/s, and 15 m/s. (a) Variation of main crack
length with time is plotted. (b) Crack-tip velocity normalized by Rayleigh speed is plotted against time.
(c) DSIF normalized by its value at initiation KIτ is plotted against the normalized time t/τ . (d) Strain
energy release rate at the crack-tip normalized by work of separation Gf is plotted against the normalized
crack-tip velocity.

pattern in undeformed (upper) and deformed (lower) configurations for the loading veloc-
ity of v0 = 15 m/s. After the crack initiates from the notch tip at a certain time t < t0,
the main crack starts developing micro branches which are later converted to a bifurcation
phenomenon when more energy is diverted into the branching cracks which start to grow
longer thereby shielding the main crack and bringing it to rest. The main branches are
found to initiate at an angle of ≈ 11◦ which grow straighter in time and eventually de-
velop an angle of ≈ 3◦ with the initial crack plane. The simulation is stopped at 13.1 µs
when the branches reach closer to the horizontal boundaries and much of the features
of dynamic fracture are already captured. The undeformed and deformed configurations
with final crack branching pattern for the loading velocity of v0 = 10 m/s are shown
in the two center illustrations of Fig. 4.20. Here also the main crack starts to develop
micro branches for a longer length before finally bifurcating into two macro branches.
The micro branches develop at an angle of anywhere between 10◦ and 20◦ whereas the
macro branches initiate at an angle of ≈ 21◦ and come to rest at an angle of ≈ 3◦. The
simulation is stopped at 15.6 µs. In the two bottom illustrations of Fig. 4.20 are shown
the undeformed and deformed configurations for the lower loading velocity of v0 = 5 m/s.
As the main crack propagates, only micro branching attempts are observed along the
complete run. Due to a very low rate of supplied strain energy, much of the energy is
used up in driving the main crack so that branches die out shortly which mainly develop
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at an approximate angle of 15◦. The simulation is stopped at 17.09 µs as most of the
stored energy is used up in crack propagation.

The nature of the parameters introduced in Subsection 4.3.1 are plotted in Fig. 4.21
and discussed next. The rate of increase of the main crack length for different values
of v0 is shown in Fig. 4.21a. As seen from the plots, the main crack for v0 = 15 m/s
grows slowly after the bifurcation event which takes place at t = 6.06 µs before finally
coming to rest. For v0 = 10 m/s, the main crack continues to grow for a longer period
without any apparent change in the rate before finally bifurcating at t = 8.62 µs. For
the lower loading rate of v0 = 5 m/s, no macro branching event takes place and the main
crack propagates with only micro branching attempts. The velocity profiles of the main
crack-tip for different loading rates can be seen in Fig. 4.21b. For v0 = 15 m/s, the
macro branching event is observed to take place at the critical velocity of ccrit = 0.34 cR
which agrees very well with the experimental value of ccrit = 0.36 cR found in Fineberg

et al. [49]. The velocity then starts to decrease due to shielding of the main crack by
growing branches. The wiggles in the velocity profile for v0 = 15 m/s before ccrit marks
the micro branching zone. As the average velocity is computed here, the fluctuations in
the velocity profile are not as apparent as reported in Fineberg et al. [49, 50]. The
plot for the velocity profile of v0 = 10 m/s shows a critical velocity of c = 0.44 cR at the
bifurcation phenomenon. The fluctuations in the velocity of the main crack-tip is also
evident from the wiggles in the velocity plots. The critical velocities are identified by
bold markers in the Fig. 4.21b. From the plot of the velocity profile for v0 = 5 m/s,
one can observe that although the crack-tip velocity surpasses the established critical
velocity, no macro branching event takes place due to the lower energy release rate. The
micro branching events along the propagating main crack cause noticeable wiggles in the
velocity of the main crack-tip. The study of DSIF at the main crack-tip is shown in Fig.
4.21c. As discussed in Subsection 4.3.3.1, there is a sudden drop in the DSIF at initiation
as shown in the inset of Fig. 4.21c. The DSIF at the macro branching event for the case of
v0 = 15 m/s isKIb = 5.1KIτ and for the case of v0 = 10 m/s isKIb = 3.9KIτ identified by
bold markers in the plot. This falls well within the range of 2− 5 times KIτ as suggested
in Ravi-Chandar & Knauss [161, 163] and is also observed in numerical simulations
shown in Subsection 4.3.2.2. For the same reasoning as presented in Section 4.3.2.2, the
stress intensity value after branching does not drop in the numerical simulations shown
here. For 5 m/s, the stress intensity factor at the crack-tip continues to rise after initiation
but does not reach a critical value to trigger any macro branching event.

Finally the strain energy release rate at the crack-tip for different loading rates is studied
and shown in Fig. 4.21d. For v0 = 15 m/s, the release rate value suddenly shoots up at
the critical velocity thereby marking the macro branching phenomena. The total external
energy is initially converted to internal energy and kinetic energy. With crack initiation,
the internal energy decreases with the increasing fracture energy. As the crack continues
to propagate, stresses are relaxed in the rest of the block resulting in a further decrease
of internal energy.

Remark 4.3.1. The finite element package FEAP is used for the numerical simulation
of the results shown in Chapter 4. The allocation of length of history history array (nh1)
per finite element used in FEAP is done statically i.e. at the beginning of the simulation.
In case of modeling failure with SDA, as the case of interest in this thesis, it is found that
only 5-10% of total finite elements undergo failure and only these require an additional
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history array for storing enhanced parameters. However, FEAP allocates 2×nh1×nelem

Bytes of memory to total history array of the (initial) boundary value problem at the
beginning of the simulation. Such an approach incurs huge computational costs in case of
very large nelem or in case of very large nh1 array. The latter is particularly the case for
multiple levels of computations of SDA, as developed in Chapter 3, where a finite element
is adaptively discretized into n̄elem× n̄elem sub-elements with each requiring a history array
of length nh1.

The finite element user routine developed in this work handles history array dynamically
by manual allocation of user defined history array, instead of FEAP history array. This
is achieved by defining a two-dimensional allocatable history array of type ‘point’ where
the first dimension corresponds to the finite element index and the second dimension
corresponds to the history array length. Such an approach allows dynamic allocation of
history array during the run-time for only those finite elements where a sub-boundary
value problem is solved, resulting into very high computational efficiency.
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5. New homogenization approach for elastic behavior

of soft matter

This chapter presents a new micromechanical based homogenization approach for the
modeling of highly anisotropic and non-linear stiffening response of soft matter with
random network microstructure at finite strains, with a special focus on nonwovens. The
discussion in this chapter follows the latest developments presented in Raina & Linder

[154] and Raina & Linder [155]. The first key aspect of the proposed approach arises
from the experimentally justified need to model the elastic microscopic response of the
constituent fibers, which are one-dimensional elements, as linear elastic. This linear elastic
behavior is modified in the lower strain regime to account for the inherent fiber undulations
and the associated fiber unfolding phenomena. Another key aspect is the reorientation
of these fibers which is identified as the primary mechanism for the overall macroscopic
stiffening and is obtained through the introduction of a rate-independent bijective map.
The modeling of the failure phenomena in soft matter following the elastic behavior is
done by employing the strong discontinuity approach, presented in Chapter 2, after its
extension to the finite deformation setting as will be shown later in Chapter 6.

The outline of this chapter is as follows. In Section 5.1, the fundamentals of affine full
network based homogenization are shown where the one-dimensional elements are sta-
tistically distributed as unit vectors in a non-uniform manner over a network space of
orientations represented by a unit circle in the two-dimensional case of interest here. In
Subsections 5.1.1 and 5.1.2, the macro and micro kinematical relations of the affine full
network model are shown. The incorporation of unfolding phenomena due to fiber un-
dulations is shown in Subsection 5.1.3 with the fiber orientation distribution introduced
in Subsection 5.1.4. In Section 5.2, reorientation of these unit vectors is presented which
is achieved by the introduction of a bijective map. In Section 5.2.1, the existing treat-
ments of the reorientation phenomena are discussed. A rate-independent evolution law
for this map is sought by a physically motivated assumption as shown in Subsection 5.2.2.
The computation of the updated macroscopic Kirchhoff stress and the associated spatial
elasticity modulus is shown in Subsection 5.2.3. In Section 5.3 is shown the estimation
of physical parameters necessary for numerical simulations with the determination of
experimental parameters presented in Subsection 5.3.1 and interpolation of anisotropic
parameters shown in Subsection 5.3.2. Finally, in Section 5.4, the representative numer-
ical simulations of the elastic behavior of the soft matter under study are shown. The
algorithmic setting and discretization is discussed in Subsection 5.4.1, the microscale re-
sponse of the network is presented in Subsection 5.4.2 and the macroscopic response of
soft matter with comparisons to experimental results is shown in Subsection 5.4.3.

5.1. Affine full network model based new homogenization

In this section, the constitutive relations and kinematic equations essential to the formu-
lation of finite elasticity shown in Marsden & Hughes [115] and Miehe [121] based
on the affine network modeling of Miehe et al. [126] with a new homogenization ap-
proach are presented. A decoupled volumetric-isochoric split first shown by Flory [54]
and Ogden [137] is standard to incompressible rubber-like materials as used in Miehe

et al. [126] and Linder et al. [111] or nearly incompressible biological tissues as used in
Holzapfel & Gasser [81] and Menzel & Waffenschmidt [118]. For an anisotropic
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Figure 5.1: Left: A nonwoven material B in the continuum framework is shown to have a random
fibrous network microstructure at a material point P . Right: The random network microstructure
is assumed to be statistically described by an initial isotropic distribution over a unit circle space of
orientations O0 in the reference configuration and Ot in the spatial configuration.

compressible material under consideration, no decoupling of the free energy stored per
unit volume is assumed and the relations for the Kirchhoff stress and the spatial elastic
modulus are derived accordingly as shown in Subsection 5.1.1. The micro kinematic re-
lations and their homogenization over the orientation space will be shown in Subsection
5.1.2. To account for fiber undulations, the fiber force-stretch response is modified in
Subsection 5.1.3. The orientation distribution of fibers and the associated probability
density function is introduced later in Subsection 5.1.4.

5.1.1. Macroscopic kinematic relations

Consider an elastic body B ⊂ R2 undergoing finite strains with the motion x = χ(X, t) :
B × T → S ⊂ R2 at time t ∈ R+ where χ(X, t) ⊂ R2 is a non-linear deformation map
given by the composition of reference and spatial configurations. The Fréchet derivative
of the deformation map χ(X, t) with respect to X represents the deformation gradient
F = ∇Xχ(X, t) which linearly transforms the tangents to material line elements in the
reference configuration at X ∈ B to tangents to material line elements in the spatial
configuration at x ∈ S with the physical constraint on Jacobian J := detF > 0 imposed
naturally. Let G(X) ∈ B and g(x) ∈ S denote the covariant metric tensors mapping on
the reference configuration and the spatial configuration at X and x respectively. For a
Cartesian frame of reference, the metric tensors G(X) =: G = δAB and g(x) =: g = δab
where δ is a Kronecker symbol. Subsequently, the pull back of the spatial metric C =
F TgF defines the right Cauchy Green tensor and the push forward of inverse of reference
metric b = FG−1F T defines the left Cauchy Green tensor.

Furthermore, let Ψ̂(C) be the Helmholtz free energy of the anisotropic material per unit
reference volume as a function of right Cauchy Green tensor C. The objectivity of right
Cauchy Green tensorC∗ = C guarantees thematerial frame-indifference of the free energy
function Ψ̂∗(C∗) = Ψ̂(C) ∀Q ∈ SO(2) where SO(2) = {Q ∈ GL(2) |QQT = QTQ =
1; detQ = +1} is a special orthogonal group of degree 2. However the mechanical response
of anisotropic materials is not frame-invariant ∀Q ∈ SO(2) and possesses a material
symmetry. Only orthogonal transformations Q ∈ G ⊂ SO(2) in a proper subgroup G

leave the anisotropic material response frame-invariant. In all, there are 11 physically
significant symmetry subgroups for a general anisotropic material as shown in Smith

& Rivlin [178] and Truesdell & Noll [186] so that the free energy describes the
properties of an anisotropic material objectively. A specific symmetry group G relevant
to the anisotropic material at hand is equivalent to a two-fold C2 rotational symmetry
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group (Weyl [196]) wherein a rotation by 360◦/2 brings the body B ∈ R2 in its equivalent
configuration.

The boundary value problem of the macroscopic finite elasticity for a quasi-static case is
governed by the balance of linear momentum shown here in the local form for the spatial
configuration as

div [J−1τ ] + ργ = 0 with [J−1τ ]n = t on ∂tS. (5.1)

The divergence operator div [•] with respect to the spatial geometry at x, the spatial
density ρ(x, t) of the body and the spatial body force γ(x, t) per unit mass is introduced
in (5.1). The body is subjected to the prescribed surface tractions T on the reference
boundary ∂TB with outward normal N and the prescribed deformations χ = χ̄(X)
on reference boundary ∂χB. The spatial surface tractions t = (dS/ds)T acts on the
boundary ∂tS with outward normal n in the spatial configuration where dS and ds are
the differential area elements in reference and spatial configurations respectively. For the
problem (5.1) to be well-posed, the usual conditions ∂χB ∪ ∂TB = ∂B and ∂χB ∩ ∂TB = ∅
must hold.

The Kirchhoff stress tensor τ = Jσ is introduced in (5.1) where σ is the Cauchy stress
tensor defined on the spatial geometry. The right Cauchy green deformation tensor C

can be regarded as function of point values of the deformation gradient F and the spatial
metric g as shown above. Therefore free energy Ψ̂(C(g,F )) becomes a function of g and
F as Ψ̂ = Ψ(g;F ). Following the standard axioms of locality and entropy production
for non-dissipative hyperelastic materials and the exploitation of the Doyle-Ericksen for-
mulae (Doyle & Ericksen [44]) yield the expressions for the Kirchhoff stress and the
associated spatial modulus as

τ = 2∂gΨ(g;F ) and C = 4∂2ggΨ(g;F ). (5.2)

The Truesdell rate of Kirchhoff stress tensor τ ◦ = £vτ = τ̇ − lτ − τ lT given by its Lie
derivative relates via τ ◦ = C : d/2 to the rate of deformation tensor d = £vg/2 given
by the Lie derivative of spatial metric tensor g. For a typical finite element implementa-
tion of finite elasticity, the tensorial quantities introduced in (5.2) are evaluated at each
integration point for the Newton-type iterative solution of the non-linear boundary value
problem (5.1).

Remark 5.1.1. To model failure phenomena in ‘soft matter’ using the SDA extended to
finite deformation case of interest in Chapter 6, the macroscopic deformation gradient F
is replaced by an enhanced deformation gradient F µ such that (5.2) changes to

τ = τ (g,F µ) and C = C(g,F µ). (5.3)

The enhanced deformation gradient F µ now acts at each material point X ∈ B where
failure is detected by criterion (2.33). The network of orientation space, to be presented
in Subsection 5.1.2, accordingly responds to the enhanced deformation gradient F µ, the
derivation of which is the main focus in Chapter 6.

5.1.2. Microscopic kinematic relations

The microstructure of the nonwoven felt under consideration, as studied in Jearanaisi-

lawong [87] using microscopic image analysis techniques, reveals a randomly connected
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network of fibers with a preferential orientation distribution as schematically shown on
the left of Fig. 5.1. The constituent fiber is linearly elastic until failure at approximately
5% elongation. This similarity in microstructure to other soft matter such as rubber-like
materials or biological tissues where also junctions of randomly connected microscopic
chains are found at its microstructure motivates the use of theory of network models
from Arruda & Boyce [12], Wu & van der Giessen [197], Miehe et al. [126] and
Tkachuk & Linder [182] for the material under study. These network models treat a
single microscopic chain as an entropic spring based on Gaussian or non-Gaussian statis-
tical mechanics where thermal fluctuations contribute to the conformations of such chains
due to their nanoscale dimensions. Contrary to the above, the constituent fibers in this
network model are treated as purely enthalpic due to their relatively larger dimensions.

Let r = r̂(θ0) = cos θ0e1 + sin θ0e2 be a random unit vector in the referential orientation
space such that r ∈ O0 ⊂ R

2 and |r|G =
√
Gr · r = 1 as shown on the right of Fig. 5.1.

The referential unit vector r is parameterized in terms of angular orientation θ0 ∈ Rθ ∈
[0, 2π) which is also a random variable and computed counterclockwise with the frame
of reference e1,2. The referential orientation space in a two-dimensional modeling reduces
to a unit circle O0 ⊂ R2 where the fibers are initially assumed to be non-uniformly
distributed which is described by a probability density function (PDF) p0(θ0) ∈ R as
presented in detail in Subsections 5.1.2 and 5.3.1. The initial distribution of unit vectors
r ∈ O0 might evolve under external loadings which is governed by a physically motivated
reorientation mechanism presented in Subection 5.2. Upon application of the macro
deformation F , the referential orientation space O0 ⊂ R2 transforms to spatial orientation
space Ot ⊂ R2 with the corresponding referential unit vectors mapping to spatial stretch
vectors as F : r → t = Fr ∈ Ot where |t|g =

√
gt · t = λ̄. Here λ̄ is the macro-

stretch defined by the ratio of lengths of tangents to the material line elements in spatial
and referential configuration. Following the affine stretch assumption from Treloar &

Riding [185], where network junctions are treated as material points which are static in
time, the micro-stretch of a single fiber is given by λ = λ̄.

In the affine full network model, the macroscopic free energy at a material point is given by
a statistical average of the random microscopic free energies of n fibers per unit reference
volume as

Ψ(g;F ) = 〈nψ(λ)〉 for ψ(λ) =
1

2
EAℓ(λ− 1)2. (5.4)

The free energy of a single fiber ψ(λ) is introduced as a function of micro-stretch λ in
(5.4). The response of a single fiber is modeled as a linear enthalpic spring with tensile
axial stiffness EA and length ℓ which is in line with the experimental observations of
Jearanaisilawong [87] and Chocron et al. [35]. See Section 5.3 for more details.
The fiber compressive stiffness is chosen to be zero such that the energy is stored only in
tension (λ > 1) with a linear elastic stress-strain response. The corresponding fiber force
and stiffness dual to kinematic variable λ scaled by the fiber density n is written as

nψ′ = EAL(λ− 1) and nψ′′ = EAL where L = nℓ. (5.5)

In addition to fiber axial stiffness EA, the total fiber length L in a network in (5.5) rep-
resents another material parameter as shown in detail in Subsection 5.3.2. The linear
elastic response in (5.5) can be modified to account for the fiber undulations as shown
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Figure 5.2: Left: The affine stretch assumption relates the macro-stretch λ̄ of the material with
the micro-stretch λ of junctions (material points). However, the energy storing one-dimensional elements
between the junctions are often initially undulated. The applied macro-stretch λ̄ in the beginning is spent
in fiber unfolding which requires less energy as compared to fiber stretching. Right: A new force-stretch
response (5.7) incorporating the initial fiber undulations in a network is plotted against the linear elastic
response from the tensile test of a single fiber without undulations.

next in Subsection 5.1.3. The averaging 〈•〉 in (5.4) is performed with respect to the refer-
ential orientation space O0 and depends on the distribution of the referential unit vectors
which need not be uniform and can be non-uniformly distributed to match the initial
anisotropy of the material. This distribution is statistically described by a probability
density function as presented in detail later in Section 5.1.4.

5.1.3. Fiber force-stretch response accounting for undulations

The microstructural analysis of nonwoven felt in Jearanaisilawong [87] reveals that
random networks of undulated fibers exist between the junctions as shown on the left
of Fig. 5.2. These junctions are created by mechanical interlocking of fibers due to
the needle-punching process. Due to the initial undulations of microscopic fibers in the
undeformed state, the observed macroscopic response of a nonwoven material is very soft
upon small deformations until the fibers are fully unfolded. Therefore, the assumption
of affine deformation in Section 5.1.2 is not valid in small strain regime which results in
an initially stiff response as shown in the numerical simulations in Section 5.4. The same
is confirmed by the lattice model simulations of Onck et al. [140] and van Dillen

et al. [187] where the effect of initial fiber undulations and fiber reorientation on the
system non-linearity is well studied.

One method to account for initial non-affine deformation is by modifying the linear elas-
tic response of the fiber in the initial stretch regime. The is achieved by introducing the
unfolding phenomena as a gradual increase in the fiber axial stiffness up to its experimen-
tally observed value. This gradual increase is modeled by defining a force-stretch response
F (λ ≥ 1) of the fiber up to a certain initial stretch λu, where the fiber is completely un-
folded, with a polynomial of degree q > 1 as

F = Λ(λ− 1)q and λu =

(
EAL

qΛ

) 1
q−1

+ 1. (5.6)

Note that the fibers are modeled as pure cables and produce no response in compression
(λ < 1). The initial gradual increase (5.6) can be alternatively modeled by other non-
linear functions, however, in this work a polynomial function is chosen to conveniently
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evaluate the unfolding stretch λu. The unfolding stretch λu in (5.6) is obtained by match-
ing the stiffness F ′ with nψ′′ from (5.5). A new material parameter Λ > 0 referred to
as ‘undulation parameter’ [N mm] is introduced in (5.6) which determines the unfolding
stretch λu. On combining the initial unfolding response in (5.6) and the linear elastic
response in (5.5), a seamless general expression for the fiber force and stiffness response
over the entire range of deformation can be written as

Fu = Λ
(
Hλ+ (1−H)λu − 1

)q
+
EAL

2

(
|λu − λ| − (λu − λ)

)
and

F ′
u = qΛH

(
Hλ+ (1−H)λu − 1

)q−1
+
EAL

2

(
1− λu − λ
|λu − λ|

)
. (5.7)

A step function H is introduced in (5.7) such that H = 1 ∀λ ≤ λu, H = 0 ∀λ > λu and
∂H/∂λ = 0 ∀λ 6= λu. At λ = λu, the force and stiffness in (5.7) can be equivalently
computed from F (λ) and F ′(λ) in (5.6) or from nψ′(λ) and nψ′′(λ) in (5.5) respectively
as both yield the same values. The linear elastic response nψ′(λ) from (5.5) without
undulations is plotted with the unfolding response Fu(λ) from (5.7) with undulations
on the right of Fig. 5.3 for q = 3, Λ = 30 N/mm and EAL = 10 N/mm where at
λu = 1.33 the fiber is shown to completely unfold. For numerical simulations in Section
5.4, the original linear elastic response (5.5) is used whereas the effect of proposed initial
unfolding response given by the force and stiffness relations in (5.7) with the degree of
polynomial q = 3 is showcased only in Subsection 5.4.2.

5.1.4. Fiber orientation distribution

In this section, the concepts of averaging the directional data commonly encountered in
the network models in the form of random unit vectors r over a p− dimensional unit
hypersphere Op−1 is presented in the continuum setting. Let θ0 ∈ Rθ, the orientation
of random unit vector r, denote a random variate and let Θ0 be a quantile in Rθ, then
the cumulative distribution function P0(θ0) associated with the variate θ0 maps from the
range Rθ into the probability domain [0, 1] as

P0(θ0) = Pr[θ0 ≤ Θ0] = N where θ0 ∈ Rθ and N ∈ [0, 1]. (5.8)

The function P0(θ0) is a monotonically increasing function with the maximum value of
unity. Following Kanatani [90] the averaging (5.4) is performed by an integral func-
tion over the domain of p− dimensional unit hypersphere Op−1 via a probability density
function p0(θ0) defined as

p0(θ0) =
d

dθ0
P0(θ0) where

∫

Op−1

p0(θ0) dOp−1 = 1. (5.9)

The PDF in (5.9) must be normalized to unity over the range Rθ such that the probability
of finding a referential unit vector r between θ0 and θ0+dθ0 is given by the area under the
PDF between the respective points. Note that the PDF adopted in this work corresponds
to orientations of referential unit vectors r ∈ O0 in the reference geometry and not to the
orientations of stretch vectors t ∈ Ot in the spatial geometry. Accordingly, the continuous
averaging in (5.4) is given by

〈•〉 =
∫

O0

(•)p0(θ0) dO0 =

∫ 2π

0

(•)p0(θ0) dθ0 (5.10)
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Figure 5.3: The initial distribution of fiber orientations in a material with random network microstruc-
ture can be assumed to be isotropic or anisotropic shown here schematically in terms of (a) cumulative
distribution function and (b) probability density function.

where O0 =: Op−1 denotes a two-dimensional (p = 2) referential orientation space given
by a unit circle as shown on the right of Fig. 5.1 and (•) represents any scalar, vector
or tensor- valued function. Depending upon the material microstructure, the initial dis-
tribution of fiber orientations can be uniform or non-uniform which is represented by a
corresponding PDF as schematically shown in Fig. 5.3. Experimental results in Jear-

anaisilawong [87] and Chocron et al. [35] indicate that this initial distribution of
fiber orientations change under external loadings. The main contribution of this work is
the modeling of this physical phenomena by incorporating the reorientation of referential
unit vectors r ∈ O0 by a physically motivated new evolution law as shown next in Section
5.2.

5.2. Reorientation based microstructural evolution

Reorientation of the constituent micro elements such as fibers, crystals or tissues, is a key
mechanism of deformation induced anisotropy observed experimentally in nonwovens,
polycrystalline or biological materials respectively. One refers to the multiscale modeling
approach which idealizes macroscopic response of such materials as a discrete aggregate
of individual constituent elements lying in an orientation space. First, a brief survey of
existing multiscale models for the reorientation phenomena in polycrystalline and biolog-
ical materials is presented in Subsection 5.2.1. Later in Subsection 5.2.2, a new physically
motivated scalar-valued evolution law which is rate-independent to maintain the overall
elastic framework for the reorientation of fibers in nonwoven materials is presented.

5.2.1. Existing treatments to model reorientation phenomena

Texture evolution in polycrystalline materials due to inelastic deformations is a vastly
studied subject, see Rashid [158], Dafalias [43], Kumar & Dawson [99], Böhlke

et al. [26], Miehe & Rosato [125], Miehe et al. [128], which is governed by the
reorientation of crystals via the evolution of their orientation distribution function (PDF
in this work). Based on rigid-crystal plasticity, a reorientation map is derived from the
multiplicative split of the total deformation gradient. The evolution of reorientation map
is determined by the plastic-slip mechanisms and a mass-type conservation law. For
the initial uniform distribution of crystals, the orientations in the reference Rodrigues-
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in the referential orientation space O0 which is mapped onto itself. Right: Plot of the bijective map
χθ(θ0) in (5.13) against θ0 for varying reorientation parameter Γ = 0, 1, 2, 3 shown as a strictly increasing
function.

space are mapped to the orientations in spatial Rodrigues- space through a rigid-rotation
described by this reorientation map, thus developing anisotropy. It is to be noted here that
a reorientation map acts in a similar manner as a deformation map where the quantities
in the reference geometry are mapped to the quantities in the spatial geometry.

In case of soft matter like biological materials, a similar physical phenomena is attributed
to the adaptation behavior in Imatani & Maugin [84], Maugin & Imatani [116],
Menzel [117], Kuhl et al. [98] and Menzel & Waffenschmidt [118] described
by the reorientation of constituent tissues. In contrast to the above approach used in
polycrystalline materials, reorientation of tissues takes place in a virtual reference config-
uration as shown in Imatani & Maugin [84] and Maugin & Imatani [116] which is
driven by a frame-invariant second order positive definite symmetric tensor derived from
the total deformation gradient. This tensor describes the deformation in the reference
configuration and aligns the tissues with the maximum loading direction asymptotically.
An improvement upon this approach was first suggested in Menzel [117], where a refer-
ential unit vector corresponding to a tissue direction is introduced directly as an internal
variable in the free energy function and an evolution law for reorientation of these unit
vectors is formulated which is governed by the right Cauchy-Green tensor C and satisfies
the Clausius-Planck inequality. A key aspect of these approaches is that the reorientation
of tissues takes place in the reference geometry which is later mapped to the spatial ge-
ometry by the deformation gradient. The reorientation mechanisms presented so far for
polycrystalline or biological materials, nevertheless purely kinematic and suffice the goal
of reorientation, have the following limitations.

- The compatibility constraints on the overall motion must be satisfied incase the
reorientation is introduced via an ‘intermediate configuration’ by a multiplicative
split of the deformation gradient.

- Evolution laws for biological tissues are formulated as rate-dependent, although
some biological tissue reorientation is rate-independent (Wang et al. [192]). There-
fore, a non-physical phenomenological viscosity parameter needs to be introduced
in such evolution laws.
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- Numerical integration of the evolution laws requires storage of history variables,
which becomes computationally expensive for solving larger problems.

In view of the above, a new rate-independent evolution law for the reorientation of fibers in
soft matter, particularly nonwoven materials, is presented in Section 5.2.2 with a possible
application to reorientation of crystals in polycrystalline materials or tissues in biological
materials.

5.2.2. A new evolution law to model reorientation phenomena

The soft matter under consideration in the form of nonwoven materials have only one
constituent solid phase which is a randomly connected network of fibers with voids in
between. Under external loadings, these fibers tend to reorient along the direction of
maximum loading as observed experimentally in Jearanaisilawong [87] and Chocron

et al. [35]. The modeling of this physical reorientation phenomena is achieved in this
work by introducing a deformation driven evolution of orientation θ0 ∈ Rθ of the referen-
tial unit vector r ∈ O0 ⊂ R2. The proposed reorientation mechanism maps the referential
orientations θ0 ∈ O0 to evolved orientations θ ∈ O0 via a bijective mapping as

χθ :

{
O0 × [t, T ]→ O0

θ0 7→ θ = χθ(θ0; θC , λC)
(5.11)

where the map χθ(θ0; θC , λC) is uniquely invertible and maps the referential orientation
space O0 onto itself as shown in Fig. 5.4. As reorientation is treated as a purely
elastic response in this work where the constituent fibers align with the direction of
maximum loading, the one-to-one mapping χθ(θ0; θC , λC) is given as a function of (a)
λC = max{λiC}i=2

i=1 ∈ R where λiC for i = 1, 2 are the eigenvalues of the right Cauchy
Green tensor C, (b) θC ∈ Rθ as the direction of the eigenvector N(θC) of C corre-
sponding to the maximum eigenvalue λC , and (c) θ0 ∈ Rθ as the initial orientation at
t = 0.

The evolution of the map χθ in (5.11) must be then governed by the invariants of C
and should be independent of time to maintain the overall elastic framework. A specific
form of such an evolution law is motivated by the concept of modeling population growth
with logistic function in Birch [25] where the growth rate being proportional to the
population increases quickly at first and then saturates at a limiting value. Based on
these considerations and for the symmetric distribution of referential orientations θ0 ∈ Rθ

over O0, a specific form of the evolution law for the modeling of reorientation mechanism
is given as

∂

∂λC
χθ(θ0; θC , λC) = Γ sin(2θC − 2θ) with χθ(θ0; θC , λC = 1) = θ0 (5.12)

where the periodicity of trigonometric sine function is used to facilitate a symmetric
reorientation process. The ordinary differential equation (5.12) with the given initial con-
dition is solved in the incremental loading step to compute an evolved orientation θ ∈ O0,
thereby yielding an evolved referential unit vector r = cos θe1 + sin θe2 ∈ O0. A new
material parameter is introduced in (5.12) referred to as the ‘reorientation parameter’
Γ ≥ 0 [radians] which can be considered to be analogous to the angular velocity of fibers
where Γ = 0 means no reorientation is present. The nature of the function ∂χθ/∂λC in
(5.12) with respect to the initial orientation θ0 ∈ [0, π] is plotted in Fig. 5.5a for varying
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Figure 5.5: The evolution law for the reorientation of fibers with initial orientations θ0 ∈ [0, π] and
maximum loading direction of θC = π/2 is shown. (a) Plot of equation (5.12) for varying reorientation
parameter Γ = 0, 1, 2, 3. (b) Plot of equation (5.13) for Γ = 5 and λC ∈ [1, 1.5].

Γ and shows two key underlying aspects of the evolution law. First, fibers aligned orthog-
onal to the maximum loading direction θC ± π/2 undergo no reorientation and second,
fibers aligned at θC ± π/4 undergo maximum reorientation. The elastic framework of the
reorientation formulation presented here is also shown in the homogeneous deformation
tests in Subsection 5.4.2.

As ∂χθ/∂λC and the mapping χθ are smoothly continuous as shown in Fig. 5.5a and
also depend on Γ and θC continuously, the linear ordinary differential equation (5.12) is
integrable with a unique solution. Another key aspect of the reorientation formulation is
that the evolution law given by the linear ODE (5.12) can be solved exactly, as shown in
Appendix A.1, to yield a closed form solution of the mapping χθ as

χθ(θ0; θC , λC) = θC − tan−1
[
tan(θC − θ0) · exp

{
2Γ (1− λC)

}]
∀θ0 ∈ Rθ0 (5.13)

where Rθ0 ∈ [θC − π/2 , θC + π/2]. Note that (5.13) asymptotically aligns a random
unit vector r with the maximum loading direction given by θC in referential orientation
space O0 in each loading step. The solution (5.13) to the ordinary differential equation
(5.12) is plotted in Fig. 5.5b for λC varying from 1, . . . , 1.5 with θC = π/2 and Γ = 5.
The pathlines of initial uniformly distributed k orientations θk0 ∈ [0, π], where k = 201 is
used for plotting, are shown to align asymptotically with θC = π/2 following (5.13) in a
continuous manner with the increasing stretch λC . The reorientation of fibers in O0 as per
the evolution law (5.12) changes the referential PDF and the homogenization procedure
(5.10) accordingly as shown in the next section.

5.2.3. The updated macroscopic Kirchhoff stress and modulus

The reorientation of referential unit vectors r ∈ O0 as per map (5.11) directly changes
the PDF associated with fiber orientation distribution in O0. Let p(θ) be the evolved
PDF which is a result of mapping referential orientations θ0 ∈ O0 to evolved orientations
θ ∈ O0. Then the evolved PDF p(θ) is computed as

p(θ) = J−1
p0(θ0) where J =

dχθ

dθ0
. (5.14)

The inverse of the Jacobian of the map χθ provides a consistent expression for the evolved
PDF p(θ) in terms of referential PDF p0(θ0) and can be also computed in closed form,
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as shown in Appendix A.2 , based on (5.13) as

p(θ) = p0(θ0)[cos
2(θC − θ0) · exp{2Γ(λC − 1)}+ sin2(θC − θ0) · exp{2Γ(1− λC)}]. (5.15)

See Remark 5.2.1 for the conditions of validity of (5.14). Based on the continuous statis-
tical averaging (5.10), the macroscopic free energy (5.4) after reorientation of fibers can
be equivalently written as

Ψ(g;F ) =

∫ 2π

0

nψ(λ(θ))p(θ) dθ =

∫ 2π

0

nψ(λ(χθ(θ0)))p0(θ0) dθ0 (5.16)

where the relation in (5.14) is used to write the last equation in (5.16). This leads to a
simpler evaluation of the macroscopic Kirchhoff stress and the associated spatial elasticity
modulus in (5.2) which is finally derived from the latter equation in (5.16). It is to be
noted that the explicit expression of evolved PDF p(θ) and its derivative with respect
to current metric g is no longer needed in the computation of Kirchhoff stress and the
elasticity modulus. With the above considerations at hand and definitions from (5.2), one
can write

τ =

∫ 2π

0

2nψ′∂λ

∂g
p0(θ0) dθ0 and

C =

∫ 2π

0

4
(
nψ′′∂λ

∂g
⊗ ∂λ

∂g
+ nψ′ ∂2λ

∂g ⊗ ∂g
)
p0(θ0) dθ0

(5.17)

where ψ(λ(χθ(θ0))) and λ(χθ(θ0)) are concisely written as ψ and λ respectively in (5.17).
The derivatives nψ′ =: n∂ψ/∂λ and nψ′′ =: n∂2ψ/∂λ2 represent the scaled fiber axial
force and stiffness, respectively and are given by (5.5) in case of linear-elastic force-
stretch response without undulations or (5.7) in case of modified force-stretch response
with undulations. The implicit dependence of micro-stretch λ on referential θ0 through
evolving θ makes the derivatives ∂λ/∂g and ∂2λ/∂g⊗∂g not so straightforward as shown
in detail in Appendix A.3 for the former derivative. The updated macroscopic Kirchhoff
stress and associated spatial elasticity modulus in (5.17) due to reorientation of fibers
completes the framework of the proposed formulation. In Section 5.3, the referential PDF
p0(θ0) and the material physical parameters are established based on the initial anisotropy
of the nonwoven materials as observed experimentally in Jearanaisilawong [87].

Remark 5.2.1. Given is the continuous random variable θ0 ∈ O0 and the associated
PDF p0(θ0). Let θ = χθ(θ0) ∈ O0 be another continuous random variable where χθ(θ0)
is a bijective mapping with a unique inverse χ−1

θ (θ). The goal is to find the PDF p(θ)
associated with the evolved θ ∈ O0. Using the definition in (5.8), the corresponding
cumulative distribution function can be written as

P (θ) = Pr[θ ≤ Θ] = Pr[χθ(θ0) ≤ Θ] = Pr[θ0 ≤ χ−1
θ (Θ)] = Pr[θ0 ≤ Θ0] = P0(θ0)

=⇒ p(θ) =
d

dθ
P (θ) =

d

dθ0
P0(θ0)

dθ0
dθ

=

(
dχθ

dθ0

)−1

p0(θ0) = J−1
p0(θ0).

An important result from the above is that the cumulative distribution function remains
unchanged for a bijective mapping χθ(θ0) which is a strictly increasing function given
by (5.13). Another is that the evolved PDF p(θ) can be explicitly computed from the
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referential PDF p0(θ0). It is to be noted carefully that in case of a non-bijective mapping,
e.g. when two different fibers are mapped to a same orientation, the relation (5.14) is no
longer valid and therefore the macroscopic free energy (5.4) must be computed by the first
equation in (5.16).

Remark 5.2.2. In the two-dimensional setting, the macroscopic free energy (5.4) stored
per unit reference volume in a network space of orientations can be shown to have lower
and upper bounds based on the distribution of fibers. Lower bound is represented by a case
when fibers are randomly (isotropic) distributed where the PDF is given by p0(θ0) = 1/2π
and the upper bound is represented by a case when all the fibers exist at one infinitesimal
point (θ̄) on the orientation space where the PDF approaches a delta function p0(θ0) =
δ(θ0 − θ̄). Thus one can write

Ψlower =

∫ 2π

0

nψ p0 dθ0 =
1

2π

∫ 2π

0

nψ dθ0 → average of all fiber energies

Ψupper =

∫ 2π

0

nψ p0 dθ0 =

∫ 2π

0

nψ δ(θ0 − θ̄) dθ0 = nψ(θ̄)→ n× energy of a single fiber

where the sifting-property of the delta function is used in Ψupper. The increase of macro-
scopic energy stored per unit reference volume due to reorientation mechanism introduced
in Section 5.2 must therefore lie within these bounds.

5.3. Estimation of physical parameters

In this section, the material initial anisotropy and the physical parameters relevant for
numerical simulations in Section 5.4 are estimated from the experimental data of non-
woven felts in Jearanaisilawong [87]. In Subsection 5.3.1, the initial PDF introduced
in Subsection 5.1.4 is quantified to describe the initial state of material anisotropy. The
quantification of the physical material parameters introduced in the proposed reorienta-
tion formulation is based on the initial anisotropy and is shown in Subsection 5.3.2.

5.3.1. Material initial anisotropy

The most important morphological property of the material is the orientation distribution
of fibers in the undeformed configuration which characterizes the macroscopic anisotropic
response of the material in different loading directions. The normalized percentage prob-
ability distribution P exp

0 (θ0) of orientation of fibers in the range of θ0 ∈ [−π/2, π/2] was
obtained in Jearanaisilawong [87] where it is shown that majority of the fibers are ori-
ented along θ0 = ±π/2 direction making it the stiffest direction compared to its in-plane
perpendicular direction θ0 = 0 making it the weakest. These directions are represented
by C- (cross) and R- (roll) axes respectively as shown in Fig. 5.7c. The experimental
normalized percentage probability distribution P exp

0 (θ0) is converted to a PDF p

exp
0 (θ0)

accordingly in order to facilitate the quantification of the selected PDF p0(θ0) to describe
the material initial anisotropy in the referential orientation space O0 as discussed next.

For the directional data distributed over a unit circle O0, there exists a wide class of
circular distributions. The so called wrapped distributions are obtained by wrapping
any PDF g(X) on a real line with the linear random variate X ∈ (−∞, ∞) to give a
PDF p0(θ0) =

∑k=∞
k=−∞ g(θ0 + 2kπ) around a unit circle with the circular random variate

θ0 = X(mod 2π) ∈ Rθ e.g. wrapped normal distribution, wrapped Cauchy distribution,
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Figure 5.6: Various distributions over the orientation space O0 are schematically shown with their
corresponding von Mises PDF (5.18) on the right side. These distributions are shown for various means
µ = arbitrary, π/4, π/2, 3π/4, π with respective concentrations κ = 0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2. The bimodal and
axially symmetric nature of (5.18) is evident from the plots.

wrapped Laplace distribution or wrapped exponential distribution as shown in Fisher

[53], Mardia & Jupp [113] or Gatto & Jammalamadaka [60]. Another widely used
form of circular distribution is the von Mises distribution which is a limiting case of more
generalized von Mises-Fisher distribution from Fisher [53] over a p- dimensional unit
hypersphere Op−1. The PDF corresponding to π− periodic von Mises distribution of a
random variate θ0 ∈ Rθ is given by

p0(θ0 |µ, κ) =
1

2πI0(κ)
exp{κ · cos(2θ0 − 2µ)}

where I0(κ) =
1

2π

∫ 2π

0

exp(κ · cos β) dβ.
(5.18)

The von Mises PDF (5.18) is adopted in this work to compute average integrals of type
(5.10) and automatically satisfies the normalizing constraint (5.9). The parameters µ ∈
Rθ and κ > 0 introduced in (5.18) denote the mean and concentration of the distributed
random variate θ0 ∈ Rθ, respectively, whereas I0(κ) represent the modified Bessel function
of first kind and order zero. The form of von Mises PDF introduced in (5.18) has the
following characteristics: (i) it is bimodal with two diametrically opposite identical modes
with means at µ and µ + π as shown in Fig. 5.6 and (ii) it is axially symmetric i.e.
p(θ) = p(θ+ π) or more generally p(r) = p(−r). Such a setting allows for the numerical
integration of (5.10) over only half of the orientation space O0 as shown later in Subsection
5.4.1. The quantification of the von Mises PDF (5.18) appropriate for describing the initial
anisotropy is based on the minimization of the least squares problem with the objective
function

F(κ) =
n∑

j=1

∣∣
p

exp
0 (θj0)− p0(θ

j
0 |µ, κ)

∣∣2 → min (5.19)

where n is the number of observed data points. As the von Mises PDF can be determined
explicitly for an arbitrary θ0 with given µ and κ, the objective function (5.19) becomes a
function of the concentration parameter κ only at µ = µ̄ = π/2 representing the stiffest
direction of the material. The minimization problem (5.19) can be reduced to only n = 2
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Figure 5.7: (a) PDF corresponding to the fiber orientation distribution in the virgin state of material
[87] is plotted with the fitted von Mises PDF. (b) The corresponding polar plots of the experimental and
the fitted von Mises PDF. (c) Anisotropic material parameters are evaluated with a projection function
P(θ0) in (5.22) derived from a quarter of the polar plot. Representative anisotropic axes namely C-, P -,
X- and R- directions are also shown.

data points of θj0 = [0 π/2] for j = 1, 2 owing to axially symmetric nature of the underlying
function to yield

F(κ) =
∣∣
p

exp
0 (θ10)− p0(θ

1
0 | µ̄, κ)

∣∣2 +
∣∣
p

exp
0 (θ20)− p0(θ

2
0 | µ̄, κ)

∣∣2 → min . (5.20)

The solution to the minimization problem (5.20) yields a minimizer at κ̄ = 1.4208612
which fairly approximates the initial anisotropic state of the material as shown in the
linear plot in Fig. 5.7a. A good fit of the selected PDF p0(θ0 |µ = π/2, κ = 1.4208612),
from here on concisely written as p0(θ0 | µ̄, κ̄), with that of the experimental PDF p

exp
0 (θ0)

is also shown in the polar plot in Fig. 5.7b where a very thin waist along θ0 = 0 is avoided
by compromising some density at θ0 = π/2. Subsequently, the numerical simulations in
Section 5.4 are performed with a set of uniform θ0 ∈ I as well as non-uniform θ0 ∈ A

initial orientations where

I = {θ0 ∈ [0, π] |p0(θ0) = 1/2π} and A = {θ0 ∈ [0, π] |p0(θ0) = p0(θ0 | µ̄, κ̄)}. (5.21)

Based on the quantification of initial anisotropy in terms of orientations θ0 ∈ A , a relevant
set of physical parameters, namely the reorientation parameter Γ, undulation parameter
Λ and the fiber length L in a network is evaluated later in Section 5.3.2.

5.3.2. Material physical parameters

The fibers used in the materials for experimental investigations in Jearanaisilawong

[87] and Chocron et al. [35] are of radius 10 µm with lengths up to 50 mm. Direct
measurements of the axial stiffness of fibers from tensile tests yield a value of Young’s
modulus as 32 GPa with a linear elastic stress-strain response which converts to an axial
stiffness value of EA = 10 N. The microscopic image analysis in Jearanaisilawong

[87] extracted two relevant informations. First, the distribution of fiber orientations is
anisotropic as shown in Subsection 5.3.1 where the fibers in their virgin state are undu-
lated and tend to reorient under external loadings. Second, the distribution of junction-to-
junction distance which represents the fiber length ℓ in a network space is also anisotropic.
These junctions are interlockings created by the needle-punching process with a similar
distribution observed as that of fiber orientations. These anisotropic microstructural as-
pects are quantified by the reorientation parameter Γ introduced in (5.12), the undulation
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No. Parameter (unit) Name C- dir P - dir X- dir R- dir

1. L (mm−1) Total fiber length 15.0 3.2 0.7 0.6

2. Γ (radian) Reorientation parameter 3.0 1.27 0.18 0.0

3. Λ (N/mm) Undulation parameter 650.0 55.0 5.3 5.0

Table 5.1: Material parameters used in this work to model anisotropic soft matter nonwoven material.

parameter Λ introduced in (5.7) and the total fiber length L introduced in (5.5) within
a network space which are also anisotropic in nature and depend upon the direction of
loading.

One method of computing anisotropic material parameters as described in Harrigan

& Mann [70] and Zysset & Curnier [203] is by the means of an elliptic surface
approximation of the initial anisotropy. The invariants of the associated structural tensor
are shown to directly prescribe the major- and minor axis of this anisotropic elliptic
surface. However, a better approximation can be obtained by directly choosing the fitted
PDF for initial material anisotropy to compute the material parameters as followed in this
work. The material parameters Γ, L and Λ are evaluated along any arbitrary anisotropy
axis with orientation θ0 counterclockwise with R- direction in a local C−R frame as shown
in Fig. 5.7c with the help of a non-linear interpolation function P(θ0) ∈ [0, 1]. This is
obtained by a normalized projection of p0(θ0 | µ̄, κ̄) at given θ0 along the C- direction to
obtain the maximum and minimum values as 1 and 0 respectively and is given by

P(θ0) =
p0(θ0 | µ̄, κ̄) sin θ0

max{p0}
where max{p0} = p0(θ0 = µ̄ | µ̄, κ̄). (5.22)

However, since the experimental values of material parameters Γ, L and Λ along any
direction cannot be directly measured, first their values are obtained along the C- direction
and R- direction of the loading by fitting the corresponding numerical load-displacement
curve as shown in Subsection 5.4.3.

The values of ΓC , LC along C- direction and ΓR, LR along R- direction are obtained first
with the original linear-elastic force-stretch response (5.5). As shown in Fig. 5.15b, the
final modulus of the numerical load-displacement curve is best fitted with the experimen-
tal result along C- and R- directions. With the given value of Γ and L along C- and
R- directions, next the values of ΛC and ΛR are obtained for modified force-stretch re-
sponse (5.7) with undulations. As shown in Fig. 5.15d, the numerical load-displacement
curves are again best fitted with their experimental counterparts along those directions.
The predictive capabilities of the proposed constitutive model should then qualitatively
capture the load-displacement curves along any other arbitrary direction of loading with
their corresponding values of Γ, L and Λ with a reasonable accuracy. For an arbitrary
anisotropy axis with angle θ0, the material parameters Γ(θ0), L(θ0) and Λ(θ0) can be now
interpolated from the fitted set of end values {ΓC , LC ,ΛC} and {ΓR, LR,ΛR} by using the
projection function (5.22) as

Γ(θ0) = ΓR + (ΓC − ΓR)P(θ0) ,

L(θ0) = LR + (LC − LR)P
2(θ0) ,

and Λ(θ0) = ΛR + (ΛC − ΛR)P
3(θ0).





(5.23)
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1. Initialization. Given is the full deformation gradient F ∈ GL(2) at each of nB
qp

quadrature points. Set initial anisotropic distribution (θk0 ∈ A ) of referential unit vectors
rk(θ

k
0 ) ∈ R2 for k = 1, . . . , nO

qp from Eq. (5.21).

2. Evolve orientations. In the current loading step, compute λC = max{λi
C}i=2

i=1 and the

corresponding θC from C = F TgF =

2∑

i=1

λ2i
C N i(θC)⊗N i(θC).

if λC > 1

θk = θC − tan−1
[
tan(θC − θk0 ) · exp

{
2Γ (1− λC)

}]

else

θk = θk0
end

3. Compute micro-stretches. Update referential unit vectors rk = cos θke1 + sin θke2 ∈ O0.
Map the evolved referential unit vectors rk to spatial stretch vectors tk = Frk ∈ Ot.
Compute micro-stretches λk =

∣∣tk
∣∣
g
for k = 1, . . . , nO

qp.

4. Compute probability density function. Get the initial PDF describing the material
anisotropy as

p0(θ
k
0 | µ̄, κ̄) =

1

2πI0(κ̄)
exp{κ̄ · cos(2θk0 − 2µ̄)} where I0(κ̄) =

∞∑

i=0

κ̄2i

22i (i!)2

with µ̄ = π/2 and κ̄ = 1.4208612.

5. Compute micro-stress. Compute scalar functions Ak, Bk and Ck from (A.18) and
micro-stresses as

τ̄ k = Ak (tk ⊗ tk) +Bk (FN ′ ⊗ FN + FN ⊗ FN ′) + Ck (FN ⊗ FN).

6. Compute macro-stress and macro-modulus. For m = nO
qp − 1, compute the macro-stress

from (5.24) as

τ =

m∑

k=1

(θk+1
0 − θk0 )

[
τ̄ k+1 · p0(θ

k+1
0 ) + τ̄ k · p0(θ

k
0 )

]
.

Proceed with the computation of the corresponding macro-modulus from Eq. (5.17)2.

Table 5.2: Implementation of the reorientation formulation with the affine full network model for the
elastic behavior of soft matter as presented in Raina & Linder [155].

The choice of degree of non-linearity of the projection function P in (5.23) is driven by
the fact that many material or geometrical non-linearities of the actual nonwoven are not
accounted for in this work. These include bending or buckling fiber response, fiber-slipping
from junctions or inter-fiber friction. These responses contribute towards the non-affine
deformations in the lower strain regime as studied in detail in Head et al. [72], Onck

et al. [140] and Chandran & Barocas [33] among others by using lattice models. The
interpolation of material parameters from (5.23) and the unfolding phenomena due to fiber
undulations from (5.7) phenomenologically compensates for these non-linearities as shown
by the comparison of numerical simulations with experiments in Section 5.4.3 The other
experimental loading axes are denoted as X- and P - directions in Jearanaisilawong

[87] and lie along θ0 = π/6 and π/3 respectively as shown in Fig.5.7c. The summary of
all anisotropic material parameters used for numerical simulations in Section 5.4 is shown
for aforementioned four anisotropic directions in Table 5.1.
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5.4. Representative numerical simulations of elastic behavior

In this section, the performance of reorientation formulation presented in Section 5.2 to-
gether with the affine full network model discussed in Section 5.1 is fully investigated. In
Subsection 5.4.1, the discretization of the orientation space with the numerical integration
scheme applied to compute average integrals of type (5.10) is shown. The microscale anal-
ysis of the network of orientation space by homogeneous deformation tests is performed in
Subsection 5.4.2 to highlight the purely elastic nature of the proposed reorientation for-
mulation (5.12) and the evolution of PDF (5.14) by showing rate-independent responses.
The stress sensitivity of the proposed formulation to the employed quadrature rule and
the reorientation parameter is also shown. Finally, the boundary value problem from the
experimental uniaxial tensile tests in Jearanaisilawong [87] and Chocron et al.

[35] is simulated in Subsection 5.4.3 along different directions of anisotropy.

5.4.1. Algorithmic setting and discretization of orientation space

An orientation space O0 is present at each of the nB
qp quadrature points of a finite element

of the discretized domain Bh. For the numerical implementation of the reorientation for-
mulation discussed in Section 5.2 combined with the affine full network model presented in
Section 5.1, numerical integration of the integrals of type (5.10) to compute the Kirchhoff
stress and the associated spatial modulus in (5.17) needs to be performed. As shown in
Subsection 5.3.1, the bimodal and axial symmetric property of initial PDF (5.18) allows
discretization of only half of the orientation space. This is achieved by the discretization

of the continuous orientation space O0 by nO
qp referential unit vectors {rk(θk0)}

nO
qp

k=1 pa-
rameterized by its polar angle θk0 and dividing the domain interval [a, b] of length π into
m = nO

qp − 1 subintervals. Subsequently, the initial distribution of orientations θk0 ∈ [a, b]
for k = 1, . . . , nO

qp at time t = 0 can be uniform or non-uniform as per (5.21) where the nO
qp

elements of the set I are easily evaluated as θk0 = a+(k−1)(b−a)/m. The nO
qp elements

of set A can be evaluated by doing a straightforward numerical analysis as listed below.

1. Compute the von Mises PDF p0(θ0 | µ̄, κ̄) from (5.18) with parameter µ̄ = π/2 and
κ̄ = 1.4208612 ∀θ0 ∈ [a, b].

2. Numerically integrate the von Mises PDF p0(θ0 | µ̄, κ̄) to compute its cumulative
distributive function P0(θ0).

3. Compute the quantile function P−1
0 (N) ∀N ∈ [0, 1] by inverting the cumulative

distribution function.

4. Compute θk0 by applying the quantile function P−1
0 (N) on uniformly sampled points

between the interval [a, b].

With the given set of initial discrete orientations θk0 ∈ I or θk0 ∈ A for k = 1, . . . , nO
qp,

the nO
qp quadrature points on the surface of the orientation space simply coincide with the

position of referential unit vectors rk ∈ O0. Upon reorientation induced by the evolution
law (5.12) in the current loading step, the initial referential orientations θk0 evolve to
θk as per (5.13), thereby evolving the referential unit vectors rk ∈ O0. Consequently,
the continuous distribution averaging (5.10) of any scalar, vector or tensor valued state
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Figure 5.8: Three different loading-rate functions are shown for (a) Relaxation-type loading and
monotonic loading. (b) Cyclic loading.

variable (•) in the referential orientation space O0 is evaluated by the trapezoidal rule as

〈•〉 =
∫ 2π

0

(•)p0(θ0) dθ0 ≈ (θk+1
0 − θk0)

m∑

k=1

[
(•)k+1 · p0(θ

k+1
0 ) + (•)k · p0(θ

k
0)

]
(5.24)

where the numerical integration is performed only over half of the orientations space
O0. The constraint of 〈r〉 = 0 is automatically satisfied by (5.24) with its respective
error bounds shown in detail in Quarteroni et al. [149]. An algorithmic flowchart
elucidating the numerical implementation of the proposed formulation is also shown in
Table 5.2. The stress sensitivity of the formulations presented in Sections 5.1 and 5.2 to
the number of quadrature points nO

qp and the reorientation parameter will be shown later
in Subsection 5.4.2.2. The homogeneous deformation tests showcasing the micrsoscale
response of the reorientation formulation is presented in Subsection 5.4.2.1.

5.4.2. Microscale response of the network orientation space

A network of orientation space is subjected to three homogeneous deformation tests in
the form of simple uniaxial tension, pure shear and simple shear. Each of these tests is
subjected to three different types of loadings namely monotonic loading, relaxation-type
loading and cyclic loading in a total of nsteps = 120 loading steps. The loading history is
defined by a loading function γ(t) as shown in Fig. 5.8 where the rate of ‘relaxation-C
> relaxation-B > relaxation-A > monotonic’ loading each by a factor of two as shown
in Fig. 5.8a. Similarly the number of cycles and rate of loading-unloading of ‘cyclic-
C > cyclic-B > cyclic-A’ each by a factor of two as shown in Fig. 5.8b. The Dirichlet
boundary conditions for each of the cases is given as λ = 1+γ(t)/2. The orientation space
O0 is discretized with nO

qp = 101 quadrature points defined by the referential unit vectors
r with orientations θ0 ∈ [0, π] ∈ I which are uniformly distributed at the beginning.
The fiber force-stretch response in all the cases is given by the linear elastic response in
(5.5) without undulations. The numerical integration is performed as per (5.24) and the
material parameters EA = 1 N, Γ = 1 radian and L = 1 mm−1 are used in all the cases.
The results of homogeneous deformation tests are shown in Subsection 5.4.2.1 whereas
the results of the stress sensitivity analysis are shown in Subsection 5.4.2.2.

5.4.2.1. Homogeneous deformation tests. A deformation gradient of type F =
e1⊗e1+λe2⊗e2 imposes a state of simple uniaxial tension over the referential orientation
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Figure 5.9: Simple uniaxial tension test: The Cauchy stress component σ22 normalized by fiber
axial stiffness EA is plotted for nsteps. (a) No relaxation of stress is observed for relaxation- type
loadings where a comparison to monotonic loading response is also shown. (b) The rate-independent
nature of the reorientation formulation is shown by the identical loading-unloading curves for different
cyclic loadings. PDF evolution for different loading types with its bimodal characteristic is shown for (c)
monotonic loading (d) relaxation-A (e) relaxation-B (f) relaxation-C (g) cyclic-A (h) cyclic-B (i) cyclic-C.
(j) Referential and spatial orientation space.

space O0 which transforms to spatial orientation space Ot as shown in Fig. 5.9j for
nsteps = 120. For each loading type shown in Fig. 5.8, first the load-displacement response
is captured by computing the Cauchy stress component σ22 over nsteps. The response of
monotonic, relaxation-A, relaxation-B and relaxation-C type loadings is shown in Fig.
5.9a, where the loading capacity is shown to increase due to reorientation of unit vectors
r ∈ O0 as per (5.12). The maximum unitless stress value in all the cases is σ22/EA = 0.39
and the increase in loading capacity completely freezes as soon as the relaxation- tail
starts for relaxation-type loadings. The response of cyclic- type loadings is shown in
Fig. 5.9b where the loading and unloading paths for all three types cyclic-A, cyclic-B
and cyclic-C are identical indicating the rate independence of the proposed reorientation
formulation. The evolution of the PDF p(θ) in (5.15) is plotted against nsteps for different
loading histories in Fig. 5.9(c-i). Starting with the initial uniform distribution where
p0(θ0) = 1/2π, the PDF evolves as the unit vectors r ∈ O0 reorient with increased
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Figure 5.10: Pure shear test: The Cauchy stress component σ11 normalized by fiber axial stiffness
EA is plotted for nsteps. (a) No relaxation of stress is observed for relaxation- type loadings where a
comparison to monotonic loading response is also shown. (b) For cyclic loading, the identical loading-
unloading curves are shown representing rate-independent nature of the reorientation formulation. PDF
evolution for different loading types with its bimodal characteristic is shown for (c) monotonic loading
(d) relaxation-A (e) relaxation-B (f) relaxation-C (g) cyclic-A (h) cyclic-B (i) cyclic-C. (j) Referential
and spatial orientation space.

loading with two modes at π/2 and 3π/2 representing the direction of maximum loading
in O0. For monotonic loading, PDF p(θ) continuously evolves for nsteps as shown in Fig.
5.9c while for relaxation- type loadings, p(θ) reaches the maximum at two modes and then
becomes constant in their respective relaxation- tails as shown in Fig. 5.9(d-f) indicating
frozen reorientation phenomena. For cyclic- type loadings, the loading and unloading part
attain mirror-symmetry in each cycle retrieving a final uniform distribution of orientations
in all the cases as shown in Fig. 5.9(g-i). Note that the evolving PDF p(θ) is computed
over the referential orientation space O0.

Similar responses are observed for a state of isochoric pure shear (Fig. 5.10j) and simple
shear (Fig. 5.11j) defined by the deformation gradient of types F = λe1⊗e1+λ

−1e2⊗e2

and F = 1+(λ−1) e1⊗e2 respectively. The maximum unitless stress value for all loading
types is σ11/EA = 0.569 for pure shear shown in Fig. 5.10(a,b) and σ12/EA = 0.093 for
simple shear shown in Fig. 5.11(a,b). The evolution of PDF p(θ) for pure shear is plotted
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Figure 5.11: Simple shear test: The Cauchy stress component σ12 normalized by fiber axial stiffness
EA is plotted for nsteps. (a) Again no relaxation of stress is observed for relaxation- type loadings in
comparison to monotonic loading. (b) Identical loading-unloading curves for cyclic loadings are shown
representing rate-independent nature of the reorientation formulation. PDF evolution for different loading
types with its bimodal characteristic is shown for (c) monotonic loading (d) relaxation-A (e) relaxation-B
(f) relaxation-C (g) cyclic-A (h) cyclic-B (i) cyclic-C. (j) Referential and spatial orientation space.

for nsteps in Fig. 5.10(c-i) where the PDF is shown to evolve as the loading increases with
two modes at 0 and π. For simple shear, the evolution of PDF p(θ) is plotted in Fig.
5.11(c-i) where the PDF evolves in O0 with the increasing loading with modes varying
from π/4 to 1.2π/4. All the homogeneous deformation tests confirm the purely elastic
nature and the rate-independent response of the proposed reorientation formulation.

5.4.2.2. Sensitivity analysis of the reorientation process. In this section, the in-
vestigation of the stress sensitivity resulting from the reorientation formulation to the
numerical integration presented in Subsection 5.4.1 and the reorientation parameter pre-
sented in Subsection 5.2.2 is performed. The homogeneous deformation tests with the
monotonic loading function shown in Subsection 5.4.2.1 are used for the analysis of stress
sensitivity to the quadrature rule (5.24). For each of the homogeneous deformation tests,
the number of quadrature points nO

qp over half of the orientation space O0 are varied from
6 to 201 and the respective unitless stress quantities such as σ22/EA for uniaxial tension,
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Figure 5.12: Stress sensitivity: (a) Percentage relative error is plotted against increasing number of
quadrature points nqp over half of the orientation space O0 for the trapezoidal rule (5.24). (b) Effect of
reorientation parameter Γ varied from 0 to 3 radians for a simple uniaxial test.

σ11/EA for pure shear and σ12/EA for simple shear are computed. The corresponding
percentage relative errors, where the reference is taken as the solution with nO

qp = 201,
are shown in Fig. 5.12a. For lower values of nO

qp, the trapezoidal rule produced inaccurate
results whereas for nO

qp > 100 the results tend to match the reference value accurately.

Next, the stress sensitivity to the reorientation parameter Γ is studied by using the sim-
ple uniaxial tension test presented in Subsection 5.4.2.1 with the monotonic loading. The
influence of varying Γ from 0 to 3 radians for fixed EA and L is studied by plotting the
unitless stress σ22/EA against nsteps as shown in Fig. 5.12b. The non-linear stiffening
response is clearly evident for the higher values of Γ which is represented by faster reorien-
tation of fibers per unit stretch. Note that the maximum stress saturates towards higher
values of Γ when most of the fibers are aligned in the direction of maximum loading as
discussed in Remark 5.2.2.

5.4.3. Macroscale response of a nonwoven fabric specimen

In Subsection 5.4.2, microscale response of a network of orientation space subjected to
different homogeneous deformations was studied. To simulate the response of a real soft
matter with random fiber network microstructure, a boundary value problem needs to be
formulated. The experimental monotonic uniaxial loading test in Jearanaisilawong

[87] and Chocron et al. [35] performed with the needle-punched nonwoven fabric is
the starting point of analysis in this section. As described earlier in Section 5.1, only the
elastic response of such materials at large deformations is studied whereas the complex
inelastic mechanisms are not considered in this work. To simulate the same experimental
setup, a specimen of dimensions 25.4×76.2 mm2 is pulled vertically at the top and bottom
edges such that the transverse displacement at these edges is fixed as shown on left of Fig.
5.13. Owing to the plane geometry of the fabric, a two-dimensional plane stress analysis
is performed and the specimen is disctretized with 15×45 four-noded displacement based
Q1 elements. The orientation space O0 is discretized with nO

qp = 101 quadrature points
and the trapezoidal rule (5.24) is used for numerical integration as presented in Section
5.4.1.

5.4.3.1. Initial isotropic distribution. To check the consistency and frame indiffer-
ence of the proposed framework, the boundary value problem of the experimental setup
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Figure 5.13: Left: Geometry and loading conditions of uniaxial tensile test. Middle: Initial isotropic
distribution represented by equally distributed nqp = 101 quadrature points over an orientation space
O0 of a unit circle. A constant initial PDF p0(θ0) = 1/2π over the entire domain is shown in blue.
Right: Initial anisotropic distribution as estimated in Subsection 5.3.2 is represented by non-uniformly
distributed nqp quadrature points. A non-uniform initial PDF p0(θ0 | µ̄, κ̄) with peaks at θ = π/2 and
3π/2 is also shown in blue. Every second quadrature point is plotted in both the figures for ease of
visualization.

is solved first with the assumption of initial isotropic distribution and the linear elastic
response (5.5) of individual fibers without undulations. This is achieved by a uniform
distribution of nO

qp quadrature points over the orientation space O0 of a unit circle with
orientations θ0 ∈ I as shown in the middle of the Fig. 5.13. The test specimen is
stretched by 50% and the total load per unit width at the top edge is plotted against
the nominal strain. The material properties given in Table 1 along the C- direction are
chosen for the simulations.

At first, no reorientation of fibers is allowed by setting Γ = 0 and the test is repeated along
P -, X- and R- directions by applying a rigid rotation to the orientation space O0 locally.
This setting is similar to a standard affine full network model Wu & van der Giessen

[197], Miehe et al. [126] with the only difference of a linear-elastic chain response
contrary to a non-linear response of Langevin or worm-like chain models. The resulting
load-displacement curves for all directions of loading are plotted in Fig. 5.14a and are
completely identical characterizing that the isotropic behavior is exactly captured. The
linear response at the micro level is reflected by the almost linear macroscopic response
as shown in Fig. 5.14a and thus completely fails to capture the nonlinear stiffening and
the initial soft macroscale response observed in many natural or synthetic materials with
random fiber network microstructure.

The tests are repeated again along all directions but with reorientation of fibers now
allowed in each orientation space as per the evolution law (5.12) presented in Subsection
5.2.2. Depending upon the applied stretch, fibers start reorienting along the direction of
maximum loading as per (5.13) and thus increase the loading capacity of the specimen.
The resulting load-displacement curves for all directions of loading are plotted in Fig.
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Figure 5.14: Macroscale response with isotropic distribution: (a) Load per unit width of the specimen
is plotted against the applied stretch with and without reorientation of fibers as per (5.12) along C-, P -,
X- and R- directions. (b) Cauchy stress contours along C- direction for the specimen without and with
reorientation are shown on the left and right respectively.

5.14a and are again identical representing the isotropic behavior of the specimen.

A clear distinction with the load-displacement curves without reorientation is visible from
the plots where the reorientation of fibers is shown to capture the macroscale stiffening
response of such materials qualitatively. However, the initial soft response due to fiber
unfolding cannot be captured by the linear elastic response (5.5) without undulations
as employed in this simulation. The Cauchy stress contours along the C- direction for
simulations without and with- reorientation are shown in Fig. 5.14b in the deformed con-
figuration respectively where the higher values of stresses for specimen with reorientation
are apparent. The deformed shape in the specimen with reorientation indicates that most
of the fibers are aligned along the loading direction as compared to the specimen with-
out reorientation where a highly varying lateral contraction is observed along the loading
direction.

The tests in this section identify the reorientation of fibers and the unfolding phenomena
due to fiber undulations as important mechanisms, as emphasized in the works of Onck

et al. [140] and van Dillen et al. [187], for the observed non-linear stiffening re-
sponse of materials with RFN microstructure. The predictive capabilities of the proposed
model are tested in Section 5.4.3.2 for a specimen with an experimentally observed initial
anisotropic distribution.

5.4.3.2. Initial anisotropic distribution. The experimentally observed anisotropy in
the virgin state of the nonwoven felts under consideration was quantified in Subsection
5.3.1 and is represented by a non-uniform distribution of the nO

qp quadrature points in the
orientation space O0 with orientations θk0 ∈ A for k = 1, . . . , nO

qp as shown on the right of
Fig. 5.13. The objective is to capture the highly anisotropic non-linear load displacement
response of nonwoven felts observed in the experiments of Jearanaisilawong [87] and
Chocron et al. [35] by the introduction of microstructural changes in the form of
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Figure 5.15: Macroscale response with anisotropic distribution: A quantitative comparison of the
simulated load-displacement curves with the experimental results of soft matter in [87] and [35]. Load per
unit width of the specimen is plotted against the applied stretch for the specimen with linear elastic fiber
response (5.5) (a) without reorientation of fibers, (b) with reorientation of fibers, and with the modified
fiber response (5.7) which accounts for fiber undulations (c) without reorientation of fibers and (d) with
reorientation of fibers.

unfolding phenomena due to fiber undulations and reorientation of fibers as presented in
Subsections 5.1.3 and 5.2.2 respectively. The estimated material properties along different
directions of anisotropy given in Table 5.1 are used for the simulations.

At first no reorientation is allowed by setting Γ = 0 along all the directions and the
test specimen is stretched up to experimentally observed failing nominal strain for each
direction which is approximately 31.5% along C- direction, 66.5% along P - direction, 145%
along X- direction and 195% along R- direction. See Remark 5.4.1 for modeling material
behavior beyond these loadings. The test is performed with both the linear elastic force-
stretch response (5.5) of an individual fiber without considering fiber undulations and the
modified force-stretch response (5.7) considering fiber undulations. The resulting load-
displacement curves with (5.5) are plotted in Fig. 5.15a where different linear responses
along different directions exhibit expected anisotropic behavior with C- direction being
the stiffest and R- direction being the weakest due to the preferential alignment of fibers
along the C- direction. A comparison with the corresponding experimental curves shows
the deficiencies of the affine full network model where the stiff response in the low strain
regime is due to affine deformation assumption. The result of modified fiber response (5.7)
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Figure 5.16: Macroscale response with anisotropic distribution: Cauchy stress contours for the loading
along C- (a) and P - directions (b) without and with reorientation on the left and the right respectively.
The modified fiber response (5.7) with undulations is used in these simulation results.

with fiber undulations is shown in Fig. 5.15c. The unfolding of fiber is shown to capture
the initial soft behavior qualitatively but the overall response matches poorly with the
experimental results.

For quantitative comparisons with the experimental results, next the microstructural
evolution law for reorientation (5.12) presented in Section 5.2 is employed. Again both
the linear elastic response (5.5) without undulations and the intitial unfolding response
(5.7) accounting for fiber undulations are employed. The test specimen is stretched along
different anisotropy directions up to their respective failure strains and the resulting load-
displacement curves with (5.5) are plotted in Fig. 5.15b together with their experimental
counterparts from Jearanaisilawong [87]. A comparison with the experimental results
depict a qualitative capability of the proposed reorientation mechanism to capture the
experimental response in terms of matching the final macroscopic stiffness (slopes) from
the load-displacement curves. As mentioned earlier, the initial stiff response is due to the
affine deformation assumption in the lower strain regime which does not take into account
the fiber undulations. The results with the modified response (5.7) of individual fibers
with undulations which includes the effect of initial fiber unfolding phenomena is shown in
Fig. 5.15d and yield an excellent match of the numerical results with that of experimental
counterparts. The stiffening behavior due to reorientation and the initial soft response
due to fiber undulations represent the key mechanisms of deformation in the nonwoven
materials. It is to be emphasized here that various inelastic mechanisms are observed
to take place in a real material during loading as discussed in Section 1.2.1. Here only
the physically motivated reorientation of fibers combined with its linear elastic behavior
and initial undulations is used to capture the anisotropic non-linear stiffening response of
such materials. The Cauchy stress contours along C- direction of loading are shown in
Fig. 5.16a without and with- reorientation of fibers on the left and right respectively in
the deformed configuration. Similarly the Cauchy stress contours along P - direction of
loading are shown in Fig. 5.16b without and with- reorientation of fibers on the left and
right respectively. From the deformed configurations in Fig. 5.16, one can observe that
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the lateral contraction is more uniform in specimens with reorientation as compared to
the specimens without reorientation as discussed in Subsection 5.4.2.

Remark 5.4.1. It is to be emphasized here that no form of failure is allowed so far in the
numerical simulations of ‘soft matter’ presented in this Chapter where the focus is on cap-
turing the anisotropic elastic behavior only. Higher amount of loading beyond the failing
strains presented in Subsection 5.4.3.2 results in the sudden rupture of ‘soft matter’ which
is nonwovens in the present study as observed experimentally in Jearanaisilawong

[87] and Chocron et al. [35]. The failure phenomena are modeled by using the SDA,
presented in Chapter 2, which is extended to finite deformation case in Chapter 6. The
advanced homogenization formulation presented in this chapter is later combined with the
finite deformation SDA to model failure phenomena in ‘soft matter’ and the corresponding
numerical simulations of failure are shown in Chapter 7.
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6. The finite deformation theory of the strong discon-

tinuity approach

The micromechanical network model presented in Chapter 5 describes the elastic behav-
ior of soft matter under study prior to complete failure. Further external loading of such
materials results in reduced load bearing capacity which is characterized by the softening
of the load-displacement response. To model failure phenomena in soft matter, the small
deformation theory of SDA presented in Chapter 2 is extended to the finite deformation
theory in this chapter. The theory follows the geometrically nonlinear kinematics pre-
sented in Subsection 5.1.2 for the soft matter and the treatments originally developed in
Armero [4, 5] and Armero & Linder [9]. The failure at a material point in a body is
modeled as a jump [[⋄]] = ⋄+−⋄− in the nonlinear deformation map of the small vicinity of
the material point which allows to replace the singular deformation gradient with a phys-
ically motivated enhanced deformation gradient operator, similar to the setting shown in
Chapter 2 for small strains.

This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 6.1, a brief summary of the quasi-static
boundary value problem with its weak form and the corresponding discretized form is
shown first. The incorporation of strong discontinuities in the continuum as well as
the discrete setting for the finite deformation theory is presented in Section 6.2. The
evaluation of the enhancements to the deformation gradient requires explicit account of
kinematics of the failed finite elements subjected to finite deformations. These finite
elements are accordingly designed to incorporate a constant and a linear separation mode
as presented in Section 6.3. The numerical implementation of the finite deformation
theory of SDA is finally discussed in Section 6.4.

6.1. The boundary value problem

As shown in Section 2.1, the boundary value problem, in the quasi-static setting of inter-
est here, represents the global problem with all the field variables satisfying the standard
regularity conditions. The strong and weak form of the problem is presented in the geo-
metrically nonlinear setting in Subsection 6.1.1 whereas the corresponding global discrete
form is presented in Subsection 6.1.2.

6.1.1. Strong and weak form of the problem

Recalling the macroscopic kinematic quantities introduced in Subsection 5.1.1 for the elas-
tic behavior of soft matter, the displacements of material points with respect to reference
configuration B can be written as

u(X , t) = χ(X, t)−X (6.1)

The governing equilibrium equation (5.1) represents the equilibrium of the body in the
spatial configuration. For advantages due to increased computational efficiency in the pre-
sented framework, the equilibrium equation (5.1) in spatial configuration is transformed
to the reference configuration to yield

DIVP + ρ0γ0 = 0 with PN = T on ∂TB and χ = χ̄(X) on ∂χB. (6.2)

The divergence operator DIV[•] with respect to the reference geometry atX, the reference
density ρ0(X) and the reference body force γ0(X, t) =: γ(x, t) per unit mass is introduced
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in (6.2). The transformation from the governing equilibrium (5.1) in spatial configuration
to the governing equilibrium (6.2) in the reference configuration is done by the scalar
multiplication of (5.1) with Jacobian J(X, t) and making use of local mass balance law
ρ0(X) = J(X, t)ρ(χ(X , t), t) and the Piola identity DIV[JF−T ] = 0 . The Cauchy stress
tensor σ in (5.1) is accordingly replaced by the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor P in
(6.2) where the following relationships exist

P = JσF−T = τF−T . (6.3)

For the soft matter under study in the form of nonwoven felts, the determination of Kirch-
hoff stress tensor τ simply follows the advanced homogenization approach developed in
Chapter 5 and is computed from the first equation in (5.17). Following the discussion in
Subsection 2.1.1, the strong form of the global boundary value problem under considera-
tion is represented by (6.2).

For finite element implementations, a weak form needs to be formulated in the similar
manner as described in Subsection 2.1.1. First, the trial solutions χ ∈ H1 lying in the
Sobolev Space H1 and satisfying the Dirichlet boundary conditions are introduced which
fulfill the standard regularity requirements. Next, the variations δχ =: η are introduced
which vanish on the Dirichlet boundary i.e. η = 0 on ∂χB. Based on these introductions
and after using the method of weighted residuals, the weak formulation of the global
boundary value problem can be stated as

∫

B

P : GRAD[η] dV =

∫

B

ρ0γ0 · η dV +

∫

∂TB

T · η dA. (6.4)

Note that the inertial terms do not show up in the weak form (6.4) representing the
assumptions of quasi-static analysis and GRAD[•] is a gradient operator with respect to
the reference geometry X. The main goal is the solution of the weak form (6.4) of the
global boundary value problem, however, it precludes the straightforward representation
of failure due to violation of standard regularity requirements on the trial solutions, also
in the finite element framework discussed next. The central idea behind the SDA is the
incorporation of effects leading to failure through a local problem via the introduction of
jumps in the deformation field as presented later in Section 6.2.

6.1.2. Discrete form with the finite element method

The discretization of the domain B ≈ Bh = ∪nelem

e=1 Bh
e into nelem finite elements is facilitated

by the weak form (6.4). As shown in Subsection 2.1.2, the reference geometry X ≈ Xh

and the displacement field u(X) ≈ uh(Xh) are approximated in the same manner as (2.7)
and (2.8), respectively, in terms of standard set of shape functions NA, reference nodal
coordinates XA and nodal displacements dA(t) for A = 1, . . . , nnode. The approximation
of non-linear deformation map χ(X) ≈ χh(Xh) = Xh + uh(Xh) therefore becomes

χh(Xh) =

nnode∑

A=1

NA(Xh)(XA + dA) for Xh ∈ Bh. (6.5)

The presented SDA formulation is shown to be independent of element type (triangu-
lar, quadrilateral or brick) encompassing possibilities to use displacement-based, mixed,
assumed strains or enhanced strain without restrictions as shown in Armero [4, 5], Lin-
der & Armero [105] and Armero & Linder [9]. The approximation of deformation
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gradient is accordingly given as

F = F h ≈ GRAD[χh] = 1+

nnode∑

A=1

dA ⊗GRAD[NA] for Xh ∈ Bh. (6.6)

Similar to (2.10) in the small deformation setting, the approximations of variations η and
its gradient is based on the Bubnov-Galerkin formulation and is given as

ηh =

nnode∑

A=1

NA(Xh)δdA and GRAD[ηh] =

nnode∑

A=1

δdA ⊗GRAD[NA] (6.7)

for Xh ∈ Bh.

Introduction of the discrete counterparts (6.5)-(6.7) into weak formulation (6.4) of the
global boundary value problem for a generic finite element Bh

e ⊂ B and their subsequent
assembly leads to a discrete set of residual equations as

R = f ext(t)−
nelem

A
e=1

(∫

Bh
e

bTULτ dV

)
= 0 . (6.8)

The vector of external forces f ext(t) is similar in expression to the (2.12)1 where the
loading terms are replaced by the right hand side of (6.4). The relationship (6.3) is used
for the Kirchhoff stress tensor τ in (6.8) where the linearized strain operator bUL, in its
updated Lagrangian form, is conjugate to the Kirchhoff stress tensor τ . See Remark 6.2.1
for the definition of bUL in the sense of the presented framework.

6.2. The incorporation of strong discontinuities

The boundary value problem of a body B at finite deformations presented in Section 6.1
assumed no localization taking place at a material point X ∈ B, i.e. the deformation
χ(X, t) is smoothly continuous in domain B. Similar to the treatment in Section 2.2 for
the small deformations, the modeling of failure is achieved by the incorporation of strong
discontinuities in the deformation field at a material point as shown in the continuum
setting in Subsection 6.2.1 and in the discrete setting in Subsection 6.2.2.

6.2.1. Continuum framework of strong discontinuities

Consider a strong discontinuity ΓX ⊂ Rndim−1 with unit normal N be detected at a
material point X ∈ B by the failure criterion (2.33). An infinitesimal vicinity BX ⊂ B of
the material point X is considered which represents the local problem in addition to the
global problem (6.4). The total deformation in the local problem BX is given as

χµ = χ+ χ̃µ(χ, j) in BX (6.9)

similar to (2.13). The local part χ̃µ of the total deformation (6.9) represents the discon-
tinuous deformation field due to the presence of a discontinuity which is characterized by
the spatial displacement jump j : ΓX → Rndim in the deformation field χµ. The usual

notation j =:
[[
χµ

]]
is used for the spatial jump which lies at x in the spatial configuration

S as illustrated in Fig. 6.1. The total deformation gradient corresponding to the bulk
BX\ΓX of the local problem is given as

F µ = GRAD[χµ] = F + F̃ µ(χ, j) in BX\ΓX , (6.10)
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Figure 6.1: In the finite deformation setting, the strong discontinuity ΓX ⊂ BX with unit normal N
in reference configuration represents the local problem characterized by the local deformation χµ with
a spatial displacement jump j. The global deformation χ : B → S mapping reference configuration to
spatial configuration represents the global problem in the presented framework.

similar to small strain field (2.14), in terms of the global deformation gradient F and the

local deformation gradient F̃ µ. As mentioned in Remark (2.2.2), the computation of the
Kirchhoff stress tensor τ = τ (F µ) in the bulk of the material BX\ΓX now depends on the
total deformation gradient (6.10) and is independent of the constitutive law defining the
response of the bulk. For the soft matter under consideration, a particular constitutive
relation is developed in Chapter 5 for computing the Kirchhoff stress tensor τ in the bulk
of the material BX\ΓX and is given by the first equation in (5.17).

In addition to the constitutive law for bulk response, an additional constitutive relation
is employed along the failure surface ΓX ⊂ BX relating the driving traction tΓ with the
spatial displacement jump j. For the determination of additional unknown in the form
of spatial displacement jump j, a local equilibrium equation is formulated as

∫

ΓX

δj · (PN − tΓ)dΓ = 0 (6.11)

for all admissible variations δj : ΓX → Rndim of the jump j. It is to be emphasized here
that the driving traction tΓ is a spatial traction field defined on the reference area ΓX of
the reference configuration B i.e. a nominal traction. The local character of (6.11) valid
for BX is in contrast with the global character of (6.4) valid for entire domain B which
allows for the static condensation of the local field j in the limit hX → 0 of vanishing
scales as shown in (2.17).

6.2.2. Discrete framework of strong discontinuities

In the discretized domain, the local problem identified by the local neighborhood BX ⊂ B
in the continuum setting is represented by the finite element Bh

e ⊂ Bh in the reference
configuration consistent with the limit of vanishing scales (2.17). Consider a strong dis-
continuity Γh

e ⊂ Bh
e be detected by the failure criterion (2.33) at a material point. In

addition to the approximation of global deformation field (6.5), the newly introduced
spatial jump is approximated as

jh = hΓ(X
h)ξ (6.12)

in terms of the jump interpolation function hΓ(X
h) and local enhanced parameters ξ

defining the geometric separation within a finite element Bh
e . The approximation of the
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total deformation field (6.6) in the finite element Bh
e accordingly becomes

χh
µ(d, ξ) = χh(d) + χ̃

h
µ(d, ξ) in Bh

e (6.13)

in terms of the global deformation field χh in (6.5) and the local part χ̃
h
µ representing

the displacement jumps jh. The finite element approximation of the (local) enhanced
deformation gradient (6.10) equivalently becomes

F h
µ = F h + F̃

h

µ(d, ξ) in Bh
e \Γh

e (6.14)

in terms of the global deformation gradient F h in (6.6) and the local part F̃
h

µ including

the effects of displacement jumps jh. The computation of the local part of the enhanced
deformation gradient is the key challenge in the finite deformation setting of SDA as
shown in detail in Armero [4] and Armero & Linder [9] and briefly summarized in
this section.

In order to maintain the frame-indifference of the overall framework, it is shown in
Armero & Linder [9] that the spatial jumps (6.12) can be obtained from the push
forward operation of the so called material jumps J by using a transformation operator

F̂
h

µ. These material jumps are introduced here in the discrete manner as

jh = F̂
h

µJ
h =⇒ Jh = F̂

h−1

µ jh = HΓξ (6.15)

where HΓ is the set of interpolation functions in the reference frame {N ,M} given by the
unit normal and tangent to the discontinuity surface Γh

e ⊂ Bh
e as shown in Fig. 6.1. From

(6.12) and (6.15), it can be easily shown that the jump interpolation functions are related

as hΓ = F̂
h

µHΓ. The sole requirement on the transformation operator F̂
h

µ introduced in
(6.15) is the ability to capture the super-imposed rigid body motion of the global problem
associated with domain B. One possible option to define the transformation is

F̂
h

µ =
1

ABh
e

∫

Bh
e

F h
µ dV (6.16)

and given by the average of the total deformation gradient (6.14) as shown in Armero

& Linder [9]. The transformation in (6.15) based on (6.16) also allows to write spatial
jumps jh conveniently in their local convected (contravariant) basis {n♯,m♯}, given by

n♯ = F̂
h

µN and m♯ = F̂
h

µM , (6.17)

which are not necessarily orthonormal nor unit length.

Analogous to the weak form of the local equilibrium equation (6.11), the discrete form of
local equilibrium along the strong discontinuity Γh

e ⊂ Bh
e is simply stated here as

re
enh = −

∫

Bh
e

GT
(e)P dV −

∫

Γh
e

hT
Γ tΓ dΓ = 0 ∀Bh

e ∈ Edisc (6.18)

where Edisc corresponds to a set of elements where a discontinuity is activated. Again,
based on Bubnov-Galerkin formulation the approximation of jump variations δjh = hΓδξ
is used in deriving the final form of (6.18). An equilibrium operator G(e) is introduced
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in (6.18) which defines the projection of first Piola-Kirchhoff stresses P from the bulk
Bh
e \Γh

e of the finite element to the associated tractions along the discontinuity surface Γh
e .

The relation in (6.18) is obtained in the similar manner as shown in Subsection 2.2.2 for
the small deformation setting. For more details related to the derivation of (6.18) in the
finite deformation setting, the reader is referred to Armero & Linder [9]. The final
form of the components (2.23) of the equilibrium operator G(e) corresponding to the local
equilibrium (6.18) ,therefore, becomes

G
〈kN〉
(e) = −g〈k〉(e)(n

♯ ⊗N) and G
〈kM〉
(e) = −g〈k〉(e)(m

♯ ⊗N) (6.19)

for k = 0, 1. The completes the framework of incorporation of strong discontinuities in
the continuum and discrete setting for the finite deformation case of interest here. The
solution of the global boundary value problem proceeds by solving the discrete governing
equations (6.4) and (6.18) where the latter is solved independently for the finite elements
with an active discontinuity.

Remark 6.2.1. Based on the total (enhanced) deformation gradient (6.14), the stress
relationships (6.3) change to

P = JσF h
µ

−T
= τF h

µ

−T
(6.20)

and the linearized strain operator bUL conjugate to Kirchhoff stress tensor τ reads

bUL = [b1UL b2UL . . . b
nnode

UL ] where bAUL =

[
NA

;1 0 NA
;2

0 NA
;2 NA

;1

]T

(6.21)

for A = 1, . . . , nnode as shown in Armero & Linder [9]. Note the use of standard Voigt
notation in (6.21). The components of bUL are given by the enhanced spatial gradient of
element shape functions as

∇µ[N
A] =

[
NA

;1 NA
;2

]T
= F h

µ

−T
GRAD[NA] (6.22)

by using (6.14) which is not the same as spatial gradient ∇[·] for the spatial geometry.

Remark 6.2.2. The decomposition of the spatial jumps jh in the contravariant basis
{n♯,m♯} in (6.17) suggests the use of its dual (covariant) basis {n♭,m♭} for the driving
traction tΓ as

tΓ = TΓN
n♭ + TΓM

m♭ for n♭ = F̂
h−T

µ N and m♭ = F̂
h−T

µ M . (6.23)

Like contravariant basis {n♯,m♯}, the dual (covariant) basis {n♭,m♭} is also not orthog-
onal nor unit length with the following properties

n♯ · n♭ = m♯ ·m♭ = 1 and n♯ ·m♭ = m♯ · n♭ = 0. (6.24)

The values TΓN
and TΓM

in (6.23) can be identified as the convected components of the
nominal traction tΓ whose counterpart in the reference configuration Bh

e of local problem
becomes

T Γ = F̂
hT

µ tΓ = TΓN
N + TΓM

M (6.25)

by using the transformation operator F̂
h

µ in (6.16).
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Remark 6.2.3. The symmetry of the Kirchhoff stress tensor τ makes the global discrete
governing equation (6.8) convenient to write. It is, therefore, also desirable to write the
local discrete governing equation (6.18) in terms of τ . That is, we write

∫

Bh
e

GT
(e)P dV =

∫

Bh
e

gT
(e)τ dV (6.26)

where g(e) is introduced as a spatial counterpart to the equilibrium operator G(e). The
components of g(e) corresponding to (6.19) can be written as

g
〈kN〉
(e) = −g〈k〉(e)(n

♯ ⊗ F h
µ

−T
N)s and g

〈kM〉
(e) = −g〈k〉(e) (m

♯ ⊗ F h
µ

−T
N)s (6.27)

where the relation (6.20) is used in (6.26) and (·)s corresponds to the symmetric part. In
addition, the second term on the right hand side of (6.18) can be alternatively written as

hT
Γ tΓ = HT

Γ F̂
hT

µ tΓ = HT
Γ T Γ (6.28)

where the use of relations (6.15) and (6.25) is made in second and third equation of (6.28).

6.3. Finite element design

The incorporation of a strong discontinuity Γh
e within a finite element Bh

e , shown in Sub-
section 6.2.2, still requires the identification of the enhanced deformation gradient F h

µ in
(6.14) and the jump interpolation function hΓ in (6.12), also being the main quantities of
interest in this subsection. Based on the similar ideas as presented in Section 2.3 in the
small deformation setting and in Armero & Garikipati [8], Armero [5] and Armero

& Linder [9] in the finite deformation setting, these quantities are computed by incorpo-
rating certain separation modes, namely the constant mode and the linear mode, directly
into the finite element as shown in Subsections 6.3.1 and 6.3.2 respectively.

6.3.1. Constant separation mode

In this subsection, the constant interpolation of displacement jumps is formulated in the
geometrically nonlinear theory. Consider a strong discontinuity Γh

e developed in a finite
element Bh

e separating it into two parts Bh+
e and Bh−

e as shown on the left of Fig. 6.2.
The local element scalar parameters ξ〈0N〉 and ξ〈0M〉 represent the normal and tangential
displacement jumps in the sense of a rigid translation of Bh+

e with respect to Bh−
e along

the convected local basis {n♯,m♯}. As shown in Subsection 2.3.1, the general nodal
displacements corresponding to constant separation mode becomes

d̂
〈0〉

A = jh〈0〉 = ξ〈0N〉n
♯ + ξ〈0M〉m

♯ for A ∈ Bh+
e else 0. (6.29)

From (6.6) and (6.14), the total (enhanced) deformation gradient corresponding to the
bulk Bh

e \Γh
e of the discrete local problem based on (6.29) becomes

F h
µ = 1 +

nnode∑

A=1

d̂
〈0〉

A ⊗GRAD[NA] + F̃
h

µ(d̂
〈0〉

A , ξ〈0〉) in Bh
e \Γh

e . (6.30)

To avoid spurious transfer of stresses along the discontinuity Γh
e in a fully softened state,

i.e. tΓ = 0 in (6.23), the final result of (6.30) is postulated as F h
µ = 1 representing
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Bh
e

−

Bh
e

+

Γh
e

XΓ
N

M Jh
〈0〉

ξ〈0N〉

ξ〈0M〉

d̂
〈0〉

1

d̂
〈0〉

2

d̂
〈0〉

3

d̂
〈0〉

4

Constant separation mode

Bh
e

−

Bh
e

+

Γh
e

XΓ
N

M Jh

ξ〈0N〉

ξ〈0M〉

ξ〈1N〉

ξ〈1M〉

d̂
〈1〉

1

d̂
〈1〉

2

d̂
〈1〉

3

d̂
〈1〉

4

Linear separation mode

Figure 6.2: Illustration of constant and linear separation modes incorporated here within a four-node
quadrilateral finite element Bh

e . The material jumps Jh = [Jh
〈0〉 Jh

〈1〉]
T are shown along the unit normal

N and tangent M acting as a local basis in the reference configuration in the finite deformation setting.

the undeformed state. Therefore, the local part of the enhanced deformation gradient in
(6.30) can be identified as

F̃
h

µ = −
nnode∑

A=1

d̂
〈0〉

A ⊗GRAD[NA] = −jh
〈0〉 ⊗G〈0〉 (6.31)

where the definition (6.29) is used in (6.31) with the vector

G〈0〉 =
∑

A∈Bh+
e

GRAD[NA]. (6.32)

Also, from the definition of general nodal displacements (6.29) for the constant mode of
separation, one can identify the corresponding jump interpolation matrix as

h
〈0〉
Γ = [n♯ ... m♯]. (6.33)

Remark 6.3.1. The relationship (6.15) between the spatial jumps jh and the material
jumps Jh allows the total (enhanced) deformation gradient (6.14) for the constant mode
of separation with ξ〈0〉 = [ξ〈0N〉 ξ〈0M〉]

T to be written as

F h
µ(d, ξ〈0〉) = F h(d) + F̂

h

µ(d, ξ〈0〉)F〈0〉(ξ〈0〉) (6.34)

where the part F〈0〉 needs to be identified. On comparison of the second term in (6.34)
with (6.31), it can be easily shown that

F〈0〉 = −Jh
〈0〉 ⊗G〈0〉. (6.35)

The advantages of the expression (6.34) lies in the fact that the local part F̃
h

µ of the
total deformation gradient (6.14) is now expressed in terms of an operator F〈0〉 totally
independent of the global fields which is taken by the transformation operator (6.16).
Based on (6.15) and (6.35), one can also identify the following components as

Jh
〈0〉 = ξ〈0N〉N + ξ〈0M〉M and H

〈0〉
Γ = [N

... M ]. (6.36)
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6.3.2. Linear separation mode

The linear separation mode accounts for the linear kinematics of displacement jumps in
addition to the constant jumps formulated in previous subsection. These linear jumps are
accommodated by finite rotation and tangential stretching of Bh+

e with respect to Bh−
e ,

which are represented by the scalar parameters ξ〈1N〉 and ξ〈1M〉 respectively, as shown on
the right of Fig. 6.2. The corresponding general nodal displacements representing this
separation mode, similar to Subsection 2.3.2 for the small deformations, are written as

d̂
〈1〉

A (ξ) = Jh = Jh
〈0〉(ξ〈0〉) +L(ξ〈1〉)X̄A for A ∈ Bh+

e else 0 (6.37)

in terms of material jumps Jh after following the Remark 6.3.1. An interpolation matrix
L is introduced in (6.37) which acts on X̄A = XA −XΓ where XΓ is the discontinuity
centroid. A particular definition of the interpolation matrix L, as given in Armero &

Linder [9], is simply stated here as

L = [exp(ξ〈1N〉Ê3)− 1][1+ ξ〈1M〉M ⊗M ] + ξ〈1M〉M ⊗M (6.38)

which couples the finite rotation ξ〈1N〉 with the tangential stretching ξ〈1M〉. For other
possible definitions of the interpolation matrix, reader is referred to Armero & Linder

[9]. An exponential map is introduced in (6.38), in terms of a skew tensor Ê3 of an
associated axial vector E3 corresponding to the normal to the plane of the problem,
which reads as

exp(ξ〈1N〉Ê3) = cos(ξ〈1N〉)1+ sin(ξ〈1N〉)(N ⊗M)a. (6.39)

On substituting equations (6.39) and (6.38) back into (6.37), one obtains the referential
jumps for the linear separation mode as

Jh = ξ〈0N〉N + ξ〈0M〉M︸ ︷︷ ︸
Jh

〈0〉

+ sξ̂〈1N〉N + sξ̂〈1M〉M︸ ︷︷ ︸
Jh

〈1〉

(6.40)

in terms of a local coordinate s ∈ [−LΓh
e
/2, LΓh

e
/2] along the discontinuity surface Γh

e and

the functions ξ̂〈1〉 = [ξ̂〈1N〉 ξ̂〈1M〉]
T in terms of convected components ξ〈1〉 = [ξ〈1N〉 ξ〈1M〉]

T

of the displacement jumps given as

ξ̂〈1N〉 = (1 + ξ〈1M〉) sin(ξ〈1N〉) and ξ̂〈1M〉 = (1 + ξ〈1M〉) cos(ξ〈1N〉)− 1. (6.41)

Thus, the full array of local element parameters is represented as ξ = [ξ〈0〉 ξ̂〈1〉]
T =

[ξ〈0N〉 ξ〈0M〉 ξ̂〈1N〉 ξ̂〈1M〉]
T . Also, from the definition in (6.40), the jump interpolation

function HΓ in the reference frame can be accordingly written as

HΓ = [N
... M sN

... sM ]. (6.42)

The local part F̃
h

µ of the total (enhanced) deformation gradient (6.6) remains to be iden-
tified for the linear mode of separation, which after following the Remark 6.3.1 can be
written as

F h
µ(d, ξ) = F h(d) + F̂

h

µ(d, ξ)F(ξ) (6.43)
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in terms of the undetermined part F(ξ) only depending on the local element parameters ξ.
By using the definition (6.6) in conjunction with the general nodal displacements (6.37)
for the linear separation mode, (6.43) can be written as

F h
µ = 1+ Jh

〈0〉 ⊗G〈0〉 +LG〈1〉 + F̂
h

µ F (6.44)

where the notation G〈1〉 is introduced as

G〈1〉 =
∑

A∈Bh+
e

X̄A ⊗GRADNA. (6.45)

The total (enhanced) deformation gradient which captures the generalized nodal displace-
ment (2.28) for the linear mode of separation is postulated in Armero & Linder [9] as
F h

µ = 1+ HΓL for HΓ(X) = 1 if X ∈ Bh+
e else 0, which on replacing the left hand side

of (6.44) yields the undetermined part F(ξ), after simple algebraic manipulations, as

F =

[
1+

ABh+
e

ABh
e

L

]−1[
HΓL− LG〈1〉 − Jh

〈0〉 ⊗G〈0〉

]
. (6.46)

The definition (6.46) completes the identification of total (enhanced) deformation gradient
(6.14) for the linearly opening discontinuities within the finite elements. It is to be noted
that for L = 0 , the total deformation gradient corresponding to constant separation mode
(6.34) is retrieved.

Remark 6.3.2. The computation of total (enhanced) deformation gradient F h
µ in (6.34)

and (6.44) is shown to depend upon the transformation operator F̂
h

µ through (6.16) i.e.

average of point-wise values of F h
µ. This results in an implicit expression for the trans-

formation operator, which after taking the average (6.16), yields

F̂
h

µ = F
h
+ F̂

h

µ F =⇒ F̂
h

µ = F
h
[1− F]−1 (6.47)

where the averaged values F
h
and F can be easily determined as

F
h
=

1

ABh
e

∫

Bh
e

F h(d) dV = F ho

and (6.48)

F =
1

ABh
e

∫

Bh
e

F(ξ) dV =

[
1+

ABh+
e

ABh
e

L

]−1[ABh+
e

ABh
e

L−LGo
〈1〉 − Jh

〈0〉 ⊗Go
〈0〉

]
. (6.49)

The quantities (·)o in (6.48) and (6.49) are the averaged quantities evaluated at the element
centroid valid for the plane quadrilateral finite elements of interest here. Reader is referred
to Armero & Linder [9] for more details on these derivations.

6.4. Numerical implementation

In this section, the numerical implementation of the finite deformation theory of the
strong discontinuity approach is presented in brief detail following the procedure laid
down in Section 2.4 for the small deformation case. Integrals in the presented framework
are numerically evaluated either in the bulk of the finite element Bh

e \Γh
e or along the
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replacemen

nB
qp quadrature points

in bulk

nΓ
qp quadrature points

along discontinuity

nO
qp quadrature points

on orientation space

O0

Bh
e

Γh
e

ξ

d

λ

Figure 6.3: Schematic illustration of quadrature points used at different levels for numerical integra-
tion. A finite element Bh

e with an active strong discontinuity Γh
e is shown with a network of orientation

space O0 at each quadrature point in the bulk.

strong discontinuity Γh
e . For the simulation of failure phenomena in soft matter using the

presented finite deformation SDA, integrals need to be evaluated on network of orientation
spacesO0 as shown in Subsection 5.4.1. For the numerical implementation, nB

qp quadrature
points are used in the bulk of the finite element, nΓ

qp quadrature points are used along the
discontinuity and nO

qp quadrature points are used on the orientation space as illustrated
in Fig. 6.3.

Starting with the system of discrete global and local governing equations in (6.8) and
(6.18), collectively written here as

R(d, ξ) = f ext(t)−
nelem

A
e=1

(∫

Bh
e

bTULτ dV

)

re
enh(d, ξ) = −

∫

Bh
e

gT
(e)τ dV −

∫

Γh
e

HT
Γ T Γ dA, Bh

e ∈ Edisc.





(6.50)

The local equilibrium equation above is written in terms of Kirchhoff stress τ and nominal
driving traction T Γ based on the relations identified in Remark 6.2.3 by equations (6.26)
and (6.28). These governing equations are iteratively brought to zero by applying the
standard Newton type iterative solver in the same manner as shown in Subsection 2.4.2.
Upon linearization of discrete governing equations in (6.50) about the equilibrium position
(dk, ξk) at the last iteration k, one obtains

nelem

A
e=1

[
Kek

dd∆dk+1
e +Kek

dξ∆ξk+1
e

]
=

nelem

A
e=1

Rek

Kek

ξd∆dk+1
e +Kek

ξξ∆ξk+1
e = rek

enh, Bh
e ∈ Edisc.





(6.51)

These linearized governing equations are given in terms of assembly Ae of element con-
tributions of displacement increments ∆dk+1

e = dk+1
e − dk

e and jump increments ∆ξk+1
e =

ξk+1
e − ξk

e and the enhanced tangent stiffness matrices as

∂R

∂d

∣∣∣∣
dk

= −
nelem

A
e=1

(
Kek

dd,mat +Kek

dd,geo

)
,

∂R

∂ξ

∣∣∣∣
ξk

= −
nelem

A
e=1

(
Kek

dξ,mat +Kek

dξ,geo

)
,

∂re
enh

∂d

∣∣∣∣
dk

= −Kek

ξd,mat −Kek

ξd,geo ,
∂re

enh

∂ξ

∣∣∣∣
ξk

= −Kek

ξξ,mat −Kek

ξξ,geo .





(6.52)
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1. Initialization. Given are the nodal displacements dA ∈ Bh
e , the enhanced parameters

ξ = [ξ〈0N〉 ξ〈0M〉 ξ〈1N〉 ξ〈1M〉]
T ∈ Γh

e and the local {N ,M} frame.

2. Compute gradients. Compute shape function gradients GRAD[NA] to get deformation
gradient F h from (6.6) and following operators from (6.32) and (6.45) as

G〈0〉 =
∑

A∈Bh+
e

GRAD[NA] and G〈1〉 =
∑

A∈Bh+
e

X̄A ⊗GRADNA.

Also compute their averages F
h
, Go

〈0〉 and Go
〈1〉 (values at element centroid).

3. Compute F. By using enhanced parameters ξ, first compute Jh
〈0〉 from (6.36) and L(ξ)

from (6.38). Then, get F as

F =

[
1+

ABh+
e

ABh
e

L

]−1[ABh+
e

ABh
e

L−LGo
〈1〉 − Jh

〈0〉 ⊗Go
〈0〉

]
.

4. Compute enhanced deformation gradient. Compute averaged deformation gradient

F̂
h

µ = F
h
[1− F]−1. Then, get F h

µ as

F h
µ = F h + F̂

h

µ

[
1+

ABh+
e

ABh
e

L

]−1[
HΓL−LG〈1〉 − Jh

〈0〉 ⊗G〈0〉

]
.

5. Compute Kirchhoff stress and associated modulus. For nB
qp quadrature points in the bulk

Bh
e \Γh

e , apply enhanced deformation gradient F h
µ to orientation space O0. Follow steps

(1) to (6) of Table 5.2 to compute

τ = τ (F h
µ) and C = C(F h

µ).

6. Compute equilibrium operator. Based on local frame {n♯,m♯} given by n♯ = F̂
h

µN and

m♯ = F̂
h

µM , compute the components for k = 0, 1 as

g
〈kN〉
(e) = −g〈k〉(e) (n

♯ ⊗ F h
µ

−T
N)s and g

〈kM〉
(e) = −g〈k〉(e) (m

♯ ⊗ F h
µ

−T
N )s

for scalar parameter g
〈k〉
(e) given in (2.24) and (2.25).

7. Compute local driving tractions. Based on a traction-separation law, compute the
convected components [TΓN

TΓM
] of nominal traction T Γ and the corresponding modulus

CΓ for displacement jumps given as

Jh = ξ〈0N〉N + ξ〈0M〉M + s(1 + ξ〈1M〉) sin(ξ〈1N〉)N + s((1 + ξ〈1M〉) cos(ξ〈1N〉)− 1)M .

8. Compute element residual in the bulk Bh
e \Γh

e and along the discontinuity Γh
e .

Re = f
e
ext −

∑
q∈nB

qp

b
T
ULq

τ qwq jq ,

reenh = − ∑
q∈nB

qp

gT
(e)τ qwq jq −

∑
k∈nΓ

qp

HΓk
T Γk

wk LΓh
e

where wq and wk are the weights at quadrature point q ∈ nB
qp and k ∈ nΓ

qp and jq is the
corresponding jacobian.

9. Static condensation and assembly. Based on the enhanced tangent stiffness matrices in
(6.52), compute the effective element contributions to residual and stiffness as

Re
eff = Re −Ke

dξ

(
Kek

ξξ

)−1
reenh and Ke

eff = Ke
dd −Ke

dξ

(
Kek

ξξ

)−1
Ke

ξd.

Upon global assembly R∗ =AeR
e
eff and K∗ = Ae K

e
eff, the global solution d is updated

and which in turn updates ξ as per (2.40).

Table 6.1: Implementation of the finite deformation case of strong discontinuity approach, presented
in Chapter 6, combined with the advanced homogenization approach for soft matter, presented in Chapter
5 is tabulated.

Unlike the definitions in (2.38) obtained for the small deformation case of SDA, the en-
hanced tangent stiffness matrices in (6.52) follow the standard decomposition in material
and geometric parts for the finite deformation case of interest. For detailed derivations
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of the material and geometric parts of the enhanced tangent stiffness matrices in (6.52),
reader is referred to Armero & Linder [9].

The key aspect of statically condensing out the local enhanced parameters ∆ξk+1
e , as

shown in Subsection 2.4.3 in (2.40), from (6.51)2 is still retained in the finite deformation
case here to finally yield

Kk
∗ ∆dk+1 = Rk

∗ (6.53)

in terms of the assembled stiffness matrix Kk
∗ = A

nelem

e=1 Ke
eff and the assembled residual

array Rk
∗ = A

nelem

e=1 Re
eff where the assembled effective element contributions Re

eff and
Ke

eff are defined by (2.42). As observed in the small deformation case, the final system
of equations in (6.53) involves global nodal displacements alone with a non-symmetric
global stiffness matrix.

For the numerical simulations of failure in soft matter, to be presented in next Chapter,
the finite element implementation of the presented finite deformation theory of SDA in
conjunction with the homogenized constitutive response in the bulk of the soft matter
presented in Chapter 5 is summarized in Table 6.1.
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7. Numerical simulations of failure in soft matter

In this chapter, the representative numerical simulations of failure in soft matter by simu-
lating experimental set-ups from the literature, see Jearanaisilawong [87], Chocron

et al. [35], Ridruejo et al. [167], will be presented. The soft matter under con-
sideration is a nonwoven felt made from randomly deposited synthetic advanced fibers
resulting in random network microstructure of these materials as discussed in detail in
Chapter 5. These materials undergo finite deformations which are accompanied by var-
ious microstructural evolutions before final failure. The material behavior in the bulk is
modeled by using the advanced homogenization techniques for soft matter developed in
Chapter 5. The failure phenomena is modeled by the finite deformation framework of the
strong discontinuity approach as presented in Chapter 6.

First, the elements tests are carried out in Subsection 7.1 in terms of the uniform tension
test and the bending test on a single finite element to check the frame-indifference of the
new material model combined with the failure kinematics of finite deformation SDA. The
experimental set-up of Jearanaisilawong [87] and Chocron et al. [35] where the
failure of needle-punched nonwovens made from dyneema fibers is shown, is simulated in
Subsection 7.2. In Subsection 7.3, the failure of nonwoven felts made from E-glass fibers,
as shown in the experimental investigations of Ridruejo et al. [167], is presented.

7.1. Element tests

In this section, the element tests devised in Armero & Linder [9] will be presented here
for the case of failure in soft matter. The element tests in Armero & Linder [9] used
a non-regularized Neo-Hookean model in the bulk which successfully demonstrated the
frame-indifference and stress-locking free characteristics of the SDA under fully nonlinear
finite deformation conditions. For the present case of study, the advanced homogenization
approach of affine full network model for soft matter presented in Chapter 5, with isotropic
orientation distribution of fibers given by the first equation in (5.21), will be used for
the behavior of the material in the bulk. The frame-indifference of the same model
with isotropic orientation distribution, under no failure conditions, was demonstrated in
Subsection 5.4.3.1.

Two different element tests are considered, namely, the uniform tension test in Subsection
7.1.1 and the bending test in Subsection 7.1.2. The former activates only the constant
mode of separation and the latter activates, in addition, the linear mode of separation
where in both the cases a single discontinuity develops perpendicular to the loading direc-
tion. As shown inArmero & Linder [9], the primary goal of these tests is to confirm the
frame-indifference of the new material model in conjunction with the finite deformation
SDA under superimposed rigid body motion.

A single four-noded quadrilateral finite element of size 2a × 2a is considered within the
plane strain setting. From Armero & Linder [9], the nodal displacements dA,ϑ com-
bined with the rigid-body rotation around a generic point Xo imposed on the finite
element are given as

dA,ϑ = Qϑ(X̄A + dA,0)− X̄A, (7.1)

where Qϑ ∈ SO(2) is the standard transformation matrix for a rotation ϑ around Xo,
X̄A := XA −Xo with Xo chosen as the element centroid and dA,0 are the basic nodal
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ϑ = 0◦

ϑ = 90◦

∆ϑ̂(1) = 30◦ ∆ϑ̂(2) = 60◦ ∆ϑ̂(3) = 90◦

Figure 7.1: Element tests: The deformed and undeformed configuration of a single element with the
nodal displacements (7.1) corresponding to the bending test and a total super-imposed rotation of 90◦

(bottom) is shown in comparison to the non-rotated configuration (top) in three equal increments.

displacements involving only stretching. In the element tests in Subsections 7.1.1 and
7.1.2, the rotation angles of ϑ = nπ/12 for n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 24 are used and the displacement
in (7.1) is imposed incrementally such that the incremental basic nodal displacement

∆d
(i)
A,0 always correspond to an incremental rigid rotation Q

(i)
ϑ where i is the increment

index of ninc increments.

Alternatively, the incremental form of (7.1) can be given as

dA,ϑ =

ninc∑

i=1

∆d
(i)
A,ϑ where ∆d

(i)
A,ϑ = Q

(i)
ϑ

(
x̄
(i−1)
A + ∆̂d

(i)

A

)
− x̄

(i−1)
A (7.2)

in terms of the nodal position x̄
(i−1)
A at the last increment such that x̄

(0)
A = X̄A. The

rotated displacement increments ∆̂d
(i)

A on the right hand side of second equation in (7.2)
are given as

∆̂d
(i)

A = Q̂
(i−1)

ϑ ∆d
(i)
A,0 where Q̂

(i)

ϑ =

i∏

j=1

Q
(j)
ϑ (7.3)

with Q̂
(0)

ϑ = 1 defined in terms of accumulated rotation ∆̂ϑ
(i)

= (i/ninc)ϑ. The common
structure of the incremental form of the imposed nodal displacements in (7.2) and the
total imposed displacement in (7.1) is easily identifiable. An illustration of the incremental
form of imposed displacements corresponding to ninc = 3 is also shown in Fig. 7.1 for the
loading corresponding to the bending test from Subsection 7.1.2.

With the given problem set-up defined for the element tests, it is only required to com-
pute the internal enhanced parameters ξ by solving the local equilibrium equation (6.18)
to compute the conjugate nodal reaction forces. To show the frame-indifference of the
presented formulation for simulating failure in soft matter, the final reactions after su-
perimposed rigid-body rotation by ϑ must be the original reactions rotated by the total
rotation ϑ.
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Figure 7.2: Uniform tension test: The geometry and loading conditions of a single finite element (Q1)
is shown on the left where a displacement δ is imposed on all nodes. The total reaction Rtotal on the one
side of element is plotted against the imposed displacement δ on the right where all the super-imposed
rigid body rotations yield the identical results.

7.1.1. Uniform tension test

In the uniform tension test, the finite element under consideration is subjected to the
uniaxial stretch along one direction by imposing the nodal displacements (7.1). The
geometry and the boundary conditions are illustrated on the left of Fig. 7.2 where a
stretch δ is applied at all the nodes in the spatial direction denoted by n and given as

dA,0 =

[
δ

0

]
if A ∈ Bh+

e and dA,0 =

[
−δ
0

]
if A ∈ Bh−

e . (7.4)

The loading conditions in (7.4) allows no distortion in the lateral direction (perpendicular
to n) and results in the constant opening of a strong discontinuity with normalN pointing
along the direction n as shown in Subsection 6.3.1.

The behavior in the bulk of the material corresponds to the nonwoven felt presented in
Chapter 5 where the Kirchhoff stress and the associated spatial modulus are obtained
by the advanced homogenization in (5.17). Initial isotropic distribution of fibers in the
orientation space O0 is considered corresponding to the first equation in (5.21). The
fiber force-stretch response is assumed to be linear elastic given by (5.5) with material
properties of EA = 10 N, Γ = 1 radian and L = 1 mm−1. Instead of modeling a fiber with
a cable-like response having zero stiffness in compression as shown in Chapter 5, here the
fiber stiffness in compression is taken as a small fraction of EA in order to avoid numerical
instabilities for a fully softened discontinuity. It can be shown that for the uniform tension
test the value of compressive stiffness ranging from 0 to EA yields completely identical
results. The orientation space O0 is discretized with nO

qp = 101 quadrature points in
addition to nB

qp = 4 quadrature points in the bulk of the finite element and nΓ
qp = 5

quadrature points along the strong discontinuity.

The discontinuity is activated as soon as the maximum principal Kirchhoff stress reaches
the material strength limit ft. The local constitutive response along the failure surface is
modeled by a linear softening law as

TΓN
= max{0, ft + S JN} (7.5)

where S is the linear softening modulus relating the convected jump component JN
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Figure 7.3: Bending test: The geometry and loading conditions of a single finite element (Q1) is shown
on the top left where the displacement δtop and δbot are imposed on top and bottom nodes respectively.
Total reaction Rtotal, top reaction Rtop and bottom reaction Rbot are plotted separately against the
imposed displacement δtop at top in top right, bottom left and bottom right figures.

with the corresponding traction TΓN
. The material direction N coincides with the spatial

direction n for the particular case under study.

The results of the uniform tension test are shown on the right of Fig. 7.2 where the total
reaction Rtotal on one side of the block is plotted against the imposed displacement δ.
The response until δ = 0.1 mm is accompanied by fiber reorientation as per the evolution
law (5.13), and, thereafter by the softening response of the opening discontinuity. The
linearized cohesive damage law (7.5) with a softening modulus of S = −0.5 MPa/mm
and the material strength limit of ft = 0.5 MPa is used. As shown in the plotted results
in Fig. 7.2, the total reactions completely soften to zero confirming the stress-locking free
characteristics, as also presented in Armero & Linder [9].

The above uniform tension test is also performed with different total values of ϑ ranging
from 0 to 2π in (7.1). The superimposed rigid body rotation in addition to basic stretching
by the amount δ yields exactly same results as shown on the right of Fig. 7.2 in all the
cases, thereby, also confirming the frame-indifference of the presented formulation.

7.1.2. Bending test

The goal of the bending test, as presented in Armero & Linder [9], is to check the
frame-invariance when the linear interpolation of normal jumps, as presented in Subsection
6.3.2, is active. Again, a single four-noded 2a× 2a finite element (Q1) is considered with
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the same material properties in the bulk as given for the uniform tension test in Subsection
7.1.1.

The loading in the form of uniaxial stretch δ in the spatial direction n is imposed at the
top and bottom nodes till a discontinuity forms at δ = δ1 along the lateral direction.
Thereafter, for the linear jumps in the normal direction to occur, bending deformation
is imposed by applying the displacement at the bottom nodes twice faster than the dis-
placements at the top nodes as

δtop = δ, and δbot = δ1 + 2(δ − δ1) ∀δ ≥ δ1. (7.6)

The situation is illustrated on the top left of Fig. 7.3. For the case of no superimposed
rotation (ϑ = 0), the applied nodal displacements can be written as

dtop =

[
±δtop
−δver

]
and dbot =

[
±δbot
δver

]
where δver = a−

√
a2 −

(
δbot − δtop

2

)2

. (7.7)

In order to produce pure rotation of Bh+
e with respect to Bh−

e without any lateral distortion,
a vertical displacement δver is imposed in (7.7). The displacements with ± signs in (7.7)
correspond to whether the node lies in Bh+

e or Bh−
e . The general nodal displacements with

superimposed rigid-body rotations is simply obtained by inserting (7.7) into (7.1).

The results of bending test described above are shown in Fig. 7.3 where the total reaction
Rtotal = Rtop + Rbot, the top reaction Rtop and the bottom reaction Rbot on one side of
the element are plotted against the imposed displacement δtop at top. As shown in all the
plots, the reaction force in all the cases completely soften to zero confirming the stress-
locking free characteristics for the linear displacement jumps, as also shown in Armero

& Linder [9]. The results of superimposed rigid-body rotations again yield identical
results, thereby, confirming the frame-invariance of the presented formulation.

The frame-invariance and the stress-locking free characteristics of the combination of the
advanced homogenization based material model for soft matter, from Chapter 5, and
the finite deformation based SDA, from Chapter 6, are confirmed in this section. In
the following Sections 7.2 and 7.3, the experimental results of failure in real nonwoven
materials are simulated based on the presented approach.

7.2. Failure in nonwoven felts of dyneema fibers

Jearanaisilawong [87] and Chocron et al. [35] in their experimental investigations
tested nonwoven felts made of dyneema fibers up to its complete failure. The highly
non-linear and anisotropic response of those materials prior to its failure was successfully
captured in Section 5.4. In this section, the same nonwoven felt with material properties
described in Subsection 5.4.3 is used to demonstrate the boundary value problem of fail-
ure in soft matter. First in Subsection 7.2.1, the analysis of microstructural aspects in
nonwoven felts leading to their failure is discussed. The representative numerical simu-
lations of failure in these nonwoven felts made from dyneema fibers is presented later in
Subsection 7.2.2.

7.2.1. Microstructural analysis of failure

The soft matter under consideration is a needle-punched nonwoven felt made from linear
elastic dyneema fibers. A web of combed dyneema fibers passes through a high-frequency
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needle-punching bed where barbed needles constantly pierce through it to create fiber
junctions due to mechanical interlocking. These junctions hold the fiber web together to
fabricate a nonwoven felt after various finishing processes where fibers in their undeformed
state may be undulated with a highly anisotropic orientation distribution as discussed in
Section 5.1. The deformation mechanism in such materials upon external loading is briefly
discussed in Subsection 1.2.1 where the fibers first undergo straightening accompanied by
the reorientation mechanism before undergoing stretching. This mechanism is a simplified
view of a more complex deformation process which takes place in such materials where
the effects like fiber buckling under compression, inter-fiber dry friction, fiber slipping
from junctions and fiber failure are ignored.

At small loading stretch, deformation is dominated by the fiber straightening and reori-
entation mechanisms which store less energy resulting into initial soft material response.
As the applied loading increases, more energy is stored into fiber stretching giving a stiff
material response. These deformation mechanisms are also accompanied by fiber buck-
ling or inter-fiber dry friction which is evident from hysteresis of load-displacement curves
in cyclic loadings. On further escalation of loading stretch, the resulting stresses either
surpass the junction strength or the fiber strength where the former results into junction
unraveling and the latter into fiber breakage. The fiber strength is a material character-
istic which can be obtained by the experimental uniaxial tensile test on a single fiber as
shown in Jearanaisilawong [87] and Chocron et al. [35]. However, the junction
strength is a structural characteristic whose absolute value is difficult to obtain by exper-
imental procedures. Both the junction unraveling and fiber breakage are identified by the
abrupt softening of the nonwoven felt to zero depicting complete failure. Due to material
initial anisotropy, the nonwoven felts fail at different loads/external strains in different
directions of loadings and also depends on the size of specimen under testing.

7.2.2. Numerical simulation results

The advanced homogenization approach from Chapter 5, used for modeling the elastic
behavior of soft matter, is combined with the finite deformation SDA from Chapter 6, used
for modeling the failure phenomena, to simulate the experimental monotonic uniaxial
tensile tests of the nonwoven felts in Jearanaisilawong [87] and Chocron et al.

[35]. The geometry and loading conditions are the same as described in Section 5.4.3 and
shown on the left of Fig. 7.4. Material initial anisotropy is modeled by the distribution
of nO

qp = 101 quadrature points with initial orientation θk0 ∈ A for k = 1, . . . , nO
qp as

given on the right of equation (5.21). The fibre force-stretch response is modeled by (5.7)
which includes the effect of initial undulations. The trapezoidal rule (5.24) is used for the
evaluation of the Kirchhoff stress and the associated spatial modulus in (5.17) over the
orientation space O0.

The anisotropy axes along C- and P - directions are chosen for simulations in this sub-
section where the corresponding material parameters are listed in Table 5.1. The simula-
tion starts with the monotonically increasing displacements uy applied at the horizontal
boundaries of the felt. As discussed in Subsection 7.2.1, the initial deformation is accom-
panied by fiber unfolding and reorientation. As soon as the failure is detected at any one
of the nB

qp = 4 quadrature points of a Q1 finite element Bh
e , based on the failure crite-

rion (2.33), a strong discontinuity Γh
e is activated in that finite element. Following the

procedure of finite deformation SDA outlined in Chapter 6, the Kirchhoff stress and the
associated spatial modulus in (5.17) are now evaluated based on the enhanced deformation
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Figure 7.4: Failure in nonwoven felts of dyneema fibers: The geometry and the loading conditions of
the anisotropic specimen are shown on the left. The computed load-displacement curves along anisotropy
axes C− and P− are shown on the right with quantitative comparisons with the experimental results of
Jearanaisilawong [87] and Chocron et al. [35].

gradient (6.14).

The local constitutive response along the failure surface in terms of a traction-separation
law relating the convected components of nominal traction T Γ and displacement jumps
Jh remains to be identified. For the simulations presented in this section, a softening law
of exponential type between the normal convected components TΓN

and JN is assumed as

TΓN
= max{0, fdir

t · exp(−JN/adir)} (7.8)

where the normal displacement jump JN = ξ〈0N〉 + sξ̂〈1N〉 as shown in (6.40). Two
anisotropic material parameters fdir

t and adir are introduced in (7.8) where the former
is the material strength of the nonwoven felt and the latter is the softening exponent,
both defined along a particular direction of loading. For C- and P - directions of interest
in the present simulations, the values of fC

t = 28 MPa, aC = 0.1 mm and fP
t = 19

MPa, aP = 0.075 mm is used, respectively. These set of values correspond to the energy
release rate Gdir

f = fdir · adir along the two anisotropy axes as GC
f = 280 N/mm and

GP
f = 253.3 N/mm. The traction along the tangential component of the discontinuity

jumps is assumed to be zero, i.e. TΓM
= 0 as the discontinuity propagates in the Mode I.

The plots on the right of Fig. 7.4 show the load-displacement curves of the simulations
results. Prior to the onset of failure along C- and P - directions, the load-displacement
curves are the same as presented in Fig. 5.15(d). As soon as failure is detected by the
failure criterion (2.33), a strong discontinuity is seeded on the mid-left finite element of
the specimen which quickly propagates towards extreme right resulting in an abrupt loss
of stiffness. The direction of propagation of the strong discontinuity is perpendicular to
the loading direction for anisotropy axis C and slightly tilted away (≈ 5◦) from loading
direction for anisotropy axis P , as observed in the reference configuration. The quanti-
tative comparisons with the envelopes from experimental results of Jearanaisilawong
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Figure 7.5: Failure in nonwoven felts of dyneema fibers: (a) The deformed configuration along the
anisotropy axes C− and P− with the strong discontinuity is shown on the left and right respectively,
where also a network is illustrated in the inset with the failed fibers in red. (b) The stress contours for
C− and P− along the loading direction are shown on the left and right respectively.

[87] and Chocron et al. [35] is also shown on the right of Fig. 7.4 to validate the choice
of material parameters in (7.8) and confirm the accuracy of computed solutions. On the
left of Fig. 7.5, the deformed shapes with the strong discontinuity for simulations along
C- and P - directions are shown. The schematic representation of failure in networks is
also shown in the inset where some fibers (in red) in the orientation space at quadrature
points of the finite elements with active strong discontinuity carry no load. On the right of
Fig. 7.5, the stress contours along the loading direction are shown for both the examples
of anisotropy axes where the higher stresses in the specimen along C- direction is due to
its preferential alignment of fibers.

7.3. Failure in nonwoven felts of E-glass fibers

To demonstrate the generality of the proposed methodology to model failure in soft matter,
a second example of experimental results in Ridruejo et al. [167] is simulated in this
section. These experiments use nonwoven felts made of linearly elastic E-glass fibers.
The analysis of failure at the microstructural level is discussed in Subsection 7.3.1. The
representative numerical simulations are later shown in Subsection 7.3.2.

7.3.1. Microstructural analysis of failure

The nonwoven felt studied in Ridruejo et al. [167] is made from E-glass fibers which
are linear elastic until failure. However, unlike dyneema fibers used in Section 7.2, these
fibers are also stiff in compression which is approximately one third of the tensile stiffness.
The nonwoven felt is made by laying bundles of E-glass fibers of length 50 mm over each
other with an organic binder to give the final structural rigidity. The point of intersection
of different bundles represent junctions which are held together by the cohesive properties
of the binder. These bundles with a cross section of 560×50 µm2 are formed from approx-
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Figure 7.6: Failure in nonwoven felts of E-glass fibers: The geometry and the loading conditions of
the isotropic specimen are shown on the left. The computed load-displacement curve is shown on the
right with a quantitative comparison with the experimental results of Ridruejo et al. [167].

imately 120 individual fibers with diameter 15 µm. The laying process produces random
orientation of these bundles thus endowing isotropic characteristics to the nonwoven felt.
The fibers in their undeformed state are straight, unlike dyneema fibers in needle-punched
nonwoven felts used in previous section.

The tensile tests of individual E-glass fibers estimates their Young’s modulus at Efiber = 72
GPa which are linearly elastic until failure at approximately 2.2% strain. However, the
random network consists of bundles of E-glass fibers whose tensile tests estimate their
Young’s modulus at Ebundle = 54.5 GPa which can be also equivalently obtained by a
simple stiffness calculation of 120 individual fibers connected in parallels. The failure
strength of bundles, nonetheless, depends on the binder strength which is found to be
much lower than the bundle strength as observed experimentally in Ridruejo et al.

[167]. Upon external loading, the fiber bundles in the nonwoven felt are observed to
undergo slight reorientation before the stresses exceed the bond strength between fiber
bundle junctions. At this point, the load-carrying capacity of the nonwoven felt decreases
sharply before gradually approaching zero due to left over stiffness of the inter-bundle dry
friction.

7.3.2. Numerical simulation results

In this subsection, the numerical simulation of the experimental setup in Ridruejo

et al. [167] is performed. As discussed in Subsection 7.2.2, the advanced homogenization
approach from Chapter 5 is used in conjunction with the finite deformation SDA from
Chapter 6 to model failure in soft matter. The geometry and the loading conditions of
the specimen are shown on the left of Fig. 7.6 which consists of 200× 100 mm2 specimen
loaded at horizontal boundaries by vertical displacements uy with restricted transver-
sal displacements. Material initial isotropy is modeled by the uniform distribution of
nO
qp = 101 quadrature points with initial orientations θk0 ∈ I for k = 1, . . . , nO

qp as given
on the left of equation (5.21). The fiber force-stretch response is modeled by (5.5) which
represents linear elastic behavior without initial fiber undulations. The trapezoidal rule
(5.24) is used for the evaluation of the Kirchhoff stress and the associated spatial modulus
in (5.17) over the orientation space O0.
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Figure 7.7: Failure in nonwoven felts of E-glass fibers: (a) The deformed configuration with the strong
discontinuity is shown where also a failed network is illustrated in the inset with red fibers. (b) The stress
contours along the loading direction are shown where almost zero stresses indicate fully softened specimen.

As the nonwoven felt is initially isotropic, the only material parameters needed for the
network model from Chapter 5 are the bundle axial stiffness EA = 650 N, the total
fiber length within the network L = 2 mm−1 and the reorientation parameter Γ = 1
radian. It is to be emphasized here that the value of bundle axial stiffness EA used for
numerical simulation in this subsection is lower than the theoretical computed stiffness of
EA|bundle = 54.5× 103 × 560× 50× 10−6 = 1526 N due to the fact the actual bundles in
the nonwoven felt are not uniformly bound with slight variations in total cross-sectional
area. The value of total fiber length per network area L is kept the same as given in the
experiments of Ridruejo et al. [167]. The simulation starts with the monotonically
increasing displacements uy where the fiber reorientation combined with stretching starts
from the beginning due to initially straight fibers. Based on the failure criterion (2.33), a
strong discontinuity is activated in the finite elements as soon as the failure is detected.
The local constitutive response along the failure surface is given by the same exponential
softening law as (7.8) where the values of ft = 1.7 MPa and a = 0.8 mm is used in
the numerical simulations in this subsection corresponding to the energy release rate of
Gf = 2.125 N/mm. The traction along the tangential component of the discontinuity is
again assumed to be zero as the discontinuity propagates in Mode I.

The plots on the right of Fig. 7.6 show the load-displacement curves of the simulation
results. Prior to the onset of the failure, the load-displacement curve is linear as in the
experiments where also the failure onset is observed at 0.5% nominal applied strain. The
softening branch of the load-displacement curve also lies in the experimental envelope,
thereby confirming, the accuracy of the computed solutions and the choice of parameters
in (7.8). The deformed shape of the tested specimen with the strong discontinuity is
shown on the left of Fig. 7.7 where an orientation space with failed fibers is sketched in
the inset. On the right of Fig. 7.7, are shown the stress contours in the loading direction
where almost zero values represent the fully softened state of the nonwoven felt.
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8. Conclusion and outlook

The work presented in this dissertation is broadly divided into two parts based upon
the microstructure of the material under consideration, namely the hard matter and the
soft matter. The main contribution in both the parts is the modeling of complex failure
phenomena by developing physically motivated computational methodologies. The con-
clusion and outlook of this dissertation is accordingly presented in two Sections 8.1 and
8.2, relevant to Part I and Part II of this work respectively.

8.1. Modeling of failure in hard matter

The Part I of this work focuses on the modeling of complex failure phenomena includ-
ing crack branching and microbranching in dynamic fracture of brittle materials, referred
to as hard matter. This is achieved by proposing a modification of the well established
strong discontinuity approach from Simo et al. [177], Armero [4, 5] which relies on a
decomposition of the overall problem into a main (initial) boundary value problem and
possibly multiple sub-boundary value problems. Being formulated for the quasi-static as
well as for the fully transient setting, it therefore results in a possible coarse discretiza-
tion of the main (initial) boundary value problem where no mesh refinement is needed in
areas of anticipated failure. Failure is taken care of by the introduced sub-boundary value
problems through which a finite element of the main (initial) boundary value problem is
adaptively discretized during run-time into sub-elements. Those sub-elements are treated
by the standard strong discontinuity approach which allows for an efficient description
of failure by a discrete resolution of the evolving jumps in the displacement field, which
are approximated by constant separation modes in normal and tangential direction of
the failure surface in this work. The different sub-boundary value problems, which are
solved simultaneously during the simulation, are linked to the main (initial) boundary
value problem by the method of domain decomposition through the application of a spe-
cific kinematic constraint on its boundary. Initially applied linear deformations are shown
to become invalid as soon as a failure surface crosses the boundary of the sub-boundary
value problem. This requires the development of new modified boundary conditions ac-
counting for such scenario in the form of piece-wise linear deformation constraints over
each divided segment of the main finite element edge by taking into account the value of
the displacement jumps from the corresponding sub-elements. This turns out to be par-
ticularly challenging when multiple strong discontinuities propagate over the boundary of
the sub-boundary value problem as arising for the simulation of crack branching.

The performance of the approach is evaluated through several numerical examples within
the quasi-static and the fully transient setting in Raina & Linder [151, 152, 153].
Besides allowing for crack tips in the interior of the main finite elements, it is shown to
result in a slightly improved behavior when compared to the standard strong discontinuity
approach using constant displacement jumps in normal and tangential direction of the
failure surface. Still, the standard strong discontinuity approach with a linear resolution
of the crack outperforms the proposed methodology, which so far relies on a constant
kinematic approximation of the failure zone. This motivates a possible extension of this
approach to also account for a higher order kinematic approximation in the near future.
For modeling hard matter undergoing dynamic fracture, a focus on the modeling of crack
branching is set in this part, for which very satisfactory results are obtained. It is shown
in Linder & Raina [108], that the new framework can distinguish between possible bi-
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and trifurcation phenomena without relying on any artificial criterion and thus giving
an accurate account of microbranching phenomena. The approach makes it possible to
study the various parameters generally associated with dynamic fracture like the critical
velocity at branching, the dynamic stress intensity factor at the crack-tip, and the strain
energy release rate. Qualitative results of micro- and macro branching together with these
parameters computed numerically match very closely with the experimental data reported
in the literature.

8.2. Modeling of failure in soft matter

The Part II of this work focuses on the modeling of failure phenomena in soft matter such
as polymers, fabrics, biological tissues etc. In order to achieve this, the elastic behavior of
these materials prior to the onset of failure needs to be accurately captured as presented
in Raina & Linder [154]. This is done by developing a new framework in terms of the
affine full network model enhanced with fiber undulations and reorientation phenomena
of microscopic one-dimensional elements in this work. This framework captures the ex-
perimentally observed highly anisotropic and non-linear macroscopic stiffening response
of fibrous materials at large strains by using a physical linear elastic response of the con-
stituent fibers as shown in Raina & Linder [155]. These fibers are undulated in the
undeformed state and tend to completely unfold before stretching. This is captured by
modifying the linear elastic response of the individual fibers in the lower stretch regime
to account for unfolding phenomenon. The fibers also undergo reorientation which can
be understood as a rigid body rotation without producing any strains under the influence
of external loadings. This is achieved by a one-to-one mapping of initial orientations to
evolved orientations within the referential orientation space. A new physically motivated
rate-independent scalar-valued evolution law for the reorientation of fibers, which depends
on the direction and magnitude of the maximum principal stretch at a material point is
presented. Such a setting maintains the purely elastic nature of the underlying framework.
A closed-form solution to the evolution law is also computed, which enables explicit up-
dating of the fiber orientations without using any numerical integration or storing history
variables, which can otherwise prove costly for bigger simulations. A direct outcome of
the reorientation process under external loadings is the evolution of corresponding PDF
of fibers over the referential orientation space which is also shown to be computed ex-
plicitly in terms of initial PDF of fibers. The evolved referential orientations are mapped
to stretch vectors in spatial orientation space, which are homogenized over the network
response to compute the macroscopic Kirchhoff stress and the spatial elasticity modulus.
For a one-to-one reorientation mapping, the homogenization is shown to be independent
of the evolved PDF of fibers.

The proposed framework is tested by simulating the experimental monotonic uniaxial ten-
sile loading test from Jearanaisilawong [87] and Chocron et al. [35] where a highly
anisotropic needle-punched nonwoven material made from linearly elastic Dyneema fiber
is used. Starting with the development of a modified affine full network model fromWu &

van der Giessen [197] and Miehe et al. [126] which accounts for the two-dimensional
geometry and the compressible bulk behavior of the nonwoven material under consider-
ation, the von Mises PDF is chosen in this work, which describes the initial anisotropy
of the virgin state of the material fairly well. The referential orientation space, rep-
resented by a unit-circle, is discretized with nO

qp non-uniformly distributed unit vectors
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which realign as per the new evolution law depending on the maximum eigenvalue and the
corresponding eigenvector of the right Cauchy Green tensor. The force-stretch response of
these unit vectors takes into account the fiber undulations and the unfolding phenomenon
in the lower strain regime. After computing the stretch vectors from the evolved referen-
tial unit vectors, homogenization of the network response follows by using the standard
trapezoidal rule for numerical integration with the initial PDF to yield the macroscopic
Kirchhoff stress and the associated spatial elasticity modulus. The comparison of the sim-
ulated load-displacement responses along different anisotropy directions with that of the
experimental results depict the excellent predictive capabilities of the proposed framework
as shown in Raina & Linder [155]. This identifies the fiber undulations and the re-
orientation process as key microstructural changes for the overall macroscopic non-linear
stiffening response in a nonwoven material. The simplicity of the proposed framework
presented here in a general manner makes extension to other fibrous or soft materials,
where also a random network of one-dimensional elements is found at the microstructure,
possible. The future development of the presented framework includes the modeling of
inelastic mechanisms like inter-fiber friction or fiber-slipping to quantitatively capture
the load-displacement responses under cyclic loadings. The reorientation in this work is
treated as a purely elastic phenomenon which can also be modified to account for the
rate-dependent effects. The non-affine deformations in the lower strain regimes can be
incorporated by a better physically motivated microstructural response.

The modeling of failure phenomena in soft matter is achieved by combining the finite de-
formation extension of the strong discontinuity approach in Armero [4, 5] and Armero

& Linder [9] with the advanced homogenization based material model proposed above.
The finite deformation strong discontinuity approach introduces an enhanced deformation
gradient at each material point, where failure is detected, by virtue of a local problem
in addition to the global problem. The physically based enhancement of the deformation
gradient is based upon the incorporation of constant and linear separation modes within
the finite element. The proposed methodology allows modeling of a single propagating
crack through soft matter undergoing finite deformations. The representative numeri-
cal simulations of failure in soft matter presented in Part II of this work simulate the
experimental results in Jearanaisilawong [87] and Chocron et al. [35] using non-
woven felts made from dyneema fibers and in Ridruejo et al. [167] using nonwoven
felts made from E-glass fibers. The results depict a satisfactory comparison of numerical
load-displacement curves and failure modes with that of the experimental results.
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A. Reorientation map, Jacobian and Kirchhoff stress

The advanced homogenization approach for soft matter developed in Part II of this work
critically depends on the closed form solution of the rate-independent evolution law (5.12)
to compute the bijective-map (5.13). The derivation of (5.13) from (5.12) is shown in
Appendix A.1 and the derivation of the Jacobian of the bijective reorientation map (5.13)
is presented in Appendix A.2.

A.1. Derivation of reorientation map

The reorientation map θ = χθ(θ0; θC , λC) can be computed by solving the first order ODE
(5.12) for the evolution of orientation of fibers presented in Subsection 5.2.2 as

∂

∂λC
θ(θ0; θC , λC) = Γ sin(2θC − 2θ) with θ(θ0; θC , λC = 1) = θ0. (A.1)

By using the method of separation of variables, one writes

∂θ

sin(2θC − 2θ)
= Γ∂λC =⇒ −1

2
ln |tan(θC − θ)| = ΓλC + Ć or (A.2)

|tan(θC − θ)| = C · exp(−2ΓλC) (A.3)

where C = exp(−2Ć) is used in (A.3) and with the given initial condition in (A.1), the
integration constant becomes

C = exp(2Γ) · |tan(θC − θ0)| . (A.4)

Substituting (A.4) back in (A.3) yields

|tan(θC − θ)| = |tan(θC − θ0)| · exp
{
2Γ (1− λC)

}
.

The modulus from both sides can be dropped ∀θ0 ∈ Rθ0 ∈ [θC − π/2, θC + π/2] to finally
yield

χθ(θ0; θC , λC) = θ = θC − tan−1
[
tan(θC − θ0) · exp

{
2Γ (1− λC)

}]
. (A.5)

A.2. Derivation of inverse of Jacobian of reorientation map

To compute the evolved PDF in (5.14), the Jacobian of the reorientation map in (A.5)
needs to be computed as

J =
dχθ

dθ0
=

d

dθ0

(
θC − tan−1

[
tan(θC − θ0) · exp

{
2Γ (1− λC)

}])

=
1

1 + tan2(θC − θ0) · exp
{
4Γ (1− λC)

} exp
{
2Γ (1− λC)

}
· sec2(θC − θ0)

=
exp

{
2Γ (1− λC)

}

cos2(θC − θ0) + sin2(θC − θ0) · exp
{
4Γ (1− λC)

}

=⇒ J−1 = cos2(θC − θ0) · exp{2Γ(λC − 1)}+ sin2(θC − θ0) · exp{2Γ(1− λC)} (A.6)
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A.3. Macroscopic Kirchhoff stress

The computation of the macroscopic Kirchhoff stress for the soft matter after reorientation
of fibers with a bijective map (A.5) can be written in terms of the initial PDF ρ0(θ0) as
shown in Subsection 5.2.3, as

τ =

∫ 2π

0

2nψ′∂λ

∂g
ρ0(θ0) dθ0 where λ = λ(θ, g,F ) =

√
gt · t. (A.7)

The partial derivative ∂λ/∂g involves convective terms due to the dependence of θ on θ0
as follows

∂

∂g
λ(θ, g,F ) =

∂λ

∂g
+
∂λ

∂θ

∂θ

∂g
(A.8)

where
∂λ

∂g
=
∂
√
gt · t
∂g

=
1

2
λ−1∂(g : t⊗ t)

∂g
=

1

2
λ−1t⊗ t (A.9)

∂λ

∂θ
=
∂
√
gt · t
∂θ

=
1

2
λ−1∂(gFr · Fr)

∂θ
(A.10)

=
1

2
λ−1(gFr · Fr′ + gFr′ · Fr) = λ−1(gt · t̃) (A.11)

∂θ

∂g
=

∂θ

∂θC

∂θC
∂g

+
∂θ

∂λC

∂λC
∂g

. (A.12)

In (A.11), r′ =
d

dθ
r and t̃ = Fr′ is used. The partial derivatives in (A.12) can be further

simplified as

∂θ

∂θC
= 1− exp

{
2Γ (1− λC)

}

cos2(θC − θ0) + sin2(θC − θ0) · exp
{
4Γ (1− λC)

} (A.13)

∂θ

∂λC
=

2Γ tan(θC − θ0) · exp
{
2Γ (1− λC)

}

1 + tan2(θC − θ0) · exp
{
4Γ (1− λC)

} (A.14)

∂θC
∂g

=
1

2(λ2C − λ2min)
(FN ′ ⊗ FN + FN ⊗ FN ′) (A.15)

∂λC
∂g

=
1

2λC
FN ⊗ FN (A.16)

where N is the eigenvector corresponding to the maximum eigenvalue λC and N ′ =
d

dθ
N

in (A.15). The second eigenvalue of the right Cauchy green tensor C is denoted as λmin

in (A.15). Substituting (A.9)-(A.16) back into (A.7), one can write the expression for the
macroscopic Kirchhoff stress concisely as

τ =

∫ 2π

0

(
A (t⊗ t) +B (FN ′ ⊗ FN + FN ⊗ FN ′) + C (FN ⊗ FN )

)
ρ0(θ0) dθ0

(A.17)
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where A, B and C ∈ R are the scalar functions given as

A = nψ′λ−1 ; B =

(
nψ′λ−1(gt · t̃)
λ2C − λ2min

)
∂θ

∂θC
; C =

(
nψ′λ−1(gt · t̃)

λC

)
∂θ

∂λC
. (A.18)

Note that no reorientation is allowed in case of equi-biaxial deformation (λC = λmin) or
when λC ≤ 1 in which case the scalar functions B = 0 and C = 0 and the original expres-
sion for the macroscopic Kirchhoff stress in the affine full network model is recovered.
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